

















KNOWING that to Senator Benjamin
Ryan Tillman we are profoundly
indebted for the conception of the
great educational plan of our College; and
that to his untiring energies is due in great
part the present success of the institution;
and feeling keenly a desire to show our
appreciation of a life spent so unselfishly in
the interest of our Alma Mater; to him
we dedicate this record of our Academic,
Athletic, and Social life. . ' . . ' . . * . . '
.
Ml3^
Hon. B. R. Tillman
BENJAMIN RYAN TILLMAN, industrial, educational and political
reformer and Statesman, twice Governor of his native State, now serving
his third term as a Senator of the United States, was born in Edgefield
County (then District), South Carolina, August 11, 1847. The sub-
ject of this short sketch was the youngest of eleven children and was
but two years old when his father died. The father, whose name in full was given
the baby boy, was, we read, "a farmer, a man of bright mind and nervous tempera-
ment and a great reader." The mother, Sophia Ann (Hancock) Tillman, "was a
woman of phenomenal strength, mentally, morally, physically and, in every way
and for good, she impressed herself powerfully on her son." Often has Senator
Tillman been heard to say that all that he is he attributes to his mother and to
his wife.
Ben Tillman's early life was passed in the country, on his mother's planta-
tion, with eighty slaves. George Galphin, at Bethany Academy, gave him his
schooling. The lad had the use of a good library, and read "voraciously," espe-
cially works of fiction and poetry.
In July, 1864, he stopped school to join the Confederate Army, was stricken
with a severe illness which caused the loss of his left eye and kept him an invalid
for two years.
For wellnigh twenty years he was a farmer in his native county. He took an
active part in the stirring days of Reconstruction, and has published some valuable
reminiscenses of the disturbances at Hamburg and Ellerton of the times of negro
ascendency, when was endangered the civilization of the Cavalier and the Puritan.
The immediate success of Clemson College (which opened its doors in July,
1893), far beyond the wildest dreams of its founders, induced Governor Tillman
during his administration to recommend and secure the establishment of a similar
school for girls and young women at the Winthrop Normal and Industrial College
of South Carolina. Fort Hill! Rock Hill! What short, suggestive names! Ele-
vation! Strength! Everlastingness
!
Would you see Benjamin Ryan Tillman's monument? Look around the walls
of Winthrop and Clemson. Better still, consider the lives of thousands and thou-
sands of our girls and our boys, our young women and our young men; and their
ever-widening and enriching influences on things material and mental and moral
and spiritual of our commonwealth.
In the fall of 1893, when Clemson was but a few weeks old, Governor Tillman
heard a Clemson student—a poor boy from near the seacoast—deliver, at a liter-
ary society celebration in the Chapel, a speech on Education and Progress. Pro-
nouncing it the finest college boy's speech that he had ever listened to, the Governor
quietly handed the College Treasurer ten dollars, with the request that he place
it to the credit of the boy's account and say nothing about it to anyone.
When asked what advice he would give young Americans, Senator Tillman
answered: "Be in earnest; be willing to work and to stick to it; to learn to speak
the truth and practice no guile; to deal honestly with all men, and to live soberly
and simply.
"
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January 3 Cadets return. Second term begins.
January 5 Begin class football practice.
January 19 Holiday, Lee's Birthday.
February 5 Begin baseball and track practice.
February 22 Holiday, Washington's Birthday.
March 16 Second term exams begin.
March 18 Holiday, Calhoun's Birthday.
March 25 Beginning of third term.
May 1 Field Day.
May 27 Senior Finals begin.
June 1 Senior Finals end.
June 9 Baccalaureate Sermon.
June 10 Glee Club Recital, Class Day.
June 11 Commencement Day. Senior Farewell Hop.
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Board of Visitors for Sessions 1911-'12 ; 1912-'13
Meeting First Wednesday in May
First District—Hox. Samuel G. Stone?
Secoxd District—Dr. T. B. Whatley
Third District—Hox. W. N. Graydon
Fourth District—Hox. J. 0. Wixgo
Fifth District—Hox. J. II. Foster
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Walter Merritt Riggs, B.S., E.M.E., LL.D.
President
Paul Hamilton Earle Sloan, M.D.
Treasurer and Secretary to the Board of Trustees
Alexander May Redfern, B.S., M.D.
Surgeon
Marcus Butler Stokes
Captain 10th Infantry U. S. Army, Commandant
James Corcoran Littlejohn, B.S.
Registrar and Assistant to the President
Samuel Wilds Evans
Bookkeeper
Miss Katherine Bocquet Trescot
Librarian
John Nathan Hook
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Miss Margaret L. Sadler
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Stenographer to the Agricultural Department
James Griffix Hiltox
Clerk to the Commandant
Miss Paulixe Hughes
Stenographer to the Engineering Department
L. Boyd Brandon. B.S.
Foreman of the College Farm
Joseph Heaver






Charles Manning Furmax. A.B.
Furman University; law student, two years. Served four years in the Confederate Army, attain-
ing successively the rank of Second Lieutenant. First Lieutenant and Captain of Company "H,"
Sixteenth South Carolina Regiment. Before being transferred to this Regiment he served in the Palmetto
Guards and Earle's Light Battery: lawyer, fourteen years; educator, twenty-five years.
Associate Professor
David Wistab Daniel, A.M.
Wofford College. '9-2: A. M.. Vanderbilt University, '01. Educational work.
A ss istan t Professo r
Thomas Wadlixgtox Keitt (V.M.I.)
Virginia Military Institute. '78. Assistant Professor of Modern Languages. Virginia Military
Institute: Principal of Rutherford Academy: County Superintendent of Education. Newberry County:
Assistant Professor English. Clemson College.
Assistant Professor
Arthur Buist Bryax. B.S.
Clemsun College. '9S: B Litt.. University of Nashville, *01; Graduate Student. University
of Chicago, by residence work during summer quarters and by correspondence.
Assistant Professor
Mark Edward Bradley
Erskine College, "98: Teacher in public schools of Abbeville: Assistant Professor English, Clemson
College.
History and Political Economy
Professor
William Shannon Morrison, A.B.
Graduated at Wofford College; for seven years Principal High Schools at Wellford. S. ('.: organizer
and for two years Principal of City Schools at Spartanburg. S. C: organizer and for seven years Prin-
cipal of the City Schools of Greenville, S. C. Professor of History and Political Economy at Clemson
College from '95 until the present time.
. Issistaitt Professor
Alester Gakden Holmes, B.S.
Graduate South Carolina Military Academy. Principal of school at Pendleton. S. ('.. later at
Belton, and then Principal of Downer Institute, Beech Island, S. C. Assistant Master. Sewanee (.ram-
mar School. Sewanee, Tenn.; Instructor in Mathematics. A. M. College of North Carolina. Raleigh
X. C. Clemson College since "00
Mathematics
Professor
Samuel Maxer Martin, B.S.
Graduate Citadel. 'i)0: Post-graduate Course in Mathematics at Cornell and Harvard; taught
two years in graded school at Johnston. S. ('.; Major. Corps of Cadets. Clemson College, its-'o^.
Associate Professor
Augustus (i. Shaxklix. B.S.
Graduate South Military Academy; Cornell Summer School. 'OS; Columbia University Summer
School, '10.
Assistant Professor
Joseph Everett Huxter, B.S.
Clemson College. "!)(>: public schools of Newberry County. "itO-'OO; Post-graduate Course in
Mathematics. University of Chicago, summers '02-'04; Clemson College since '01.
. I ssistant Professor
Burr Harrisox Johxstoxe. A.B.
Graduate The Citadel, '99; Commandant Welsh Xeek High School. '99-'01; school work in South
Carolina and Georgia, 01-03: Assistant Professor Mathematics. Georgia School of Technology. II.'!-
"06: Professor Mathematics. Georgia Military Academy, '00-'()7: Professor Mathematics. Bingham
School. 08: attended University of Chicago Summer Quarters, '09-'10.
Assistant Professor
Axdreav Bramlett, B.S.
University of South Carolina. S4: Post-graduate Course. Universities of Chicago and Cornell:




Thomas Graysox Poats, M.E., E.E.
University of Virginia, M. E.. E.E.,'06; taught in Schools of Mines. University of Missouri. !>2-
'95: Instructor in Department of Engineering. University of Virginia, '05-'06; Clemson College since !»T.
Agricultural Department
Geology
Fred Harvey Hall Calhoux. Ph.D.
Professor of Geology and Mineralogy
Acting Director of Department
B. S., University of Chicago, '98; Ph. I).. '02; Instructor. University of Chicago.
'00-02: Assist-
ant Professor of Geologv and Physics, Illinois College. >2-04: Professor of Geology and Mineralogy,
Clemson College, 0-1 until the present time: Assistant Geologist. United States Geological Survey. 01:
Instructor, Universitv of Chicago Correspondence School. 00: Professor Geology, 1 Diversity Summer
School. '05-06 : Instructor Field Geology. University of Chicago Summer School. 07: Member of




M. Ray Powers, D.V.S.
Associate Professor Veterinary Science
State Veterinarian: Wyoming Seminary. Kingston. Pa.. ()i: New York University. D. V. S
House Surgeon. American Veterinary College. '05-06: Clemson College. "06 until the present time.
Robert Oliver Feeley. D.V.S.
. Issistant ProU
Assistant State Veterinarian: D. V. S.. New York University. 06: Member American Veterinary
Medical Association: South Carolina Medical Association: Clemson College. 11—
.
William Forrest Burleigh. D.Y.M.
Assistant Professor
Assistant State Veterinarian: D. V. ML, New York State Veterinary College. Cornell: Summer
Quarter. Cornell University. "11: Clemson College. "11—
.
Agronomy
John McGuire Napier. M.S.
Assistant Professor Agronomy
B. >.. Clemson College. "08: M. S.. University of Wisconsin, 09; Assistant Agronomist, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin. "10: Member American Breeders" Association: American Society of Agronom'sts.
Clemson College, '11 until present time.
Murray Starr Gardiner. B.S.
Assistant in Agronomy and Farm Mechanics
B. S., Purdue University; -Assistant in Agronomv. Universitv of Missouri. 10; Clemson College,
11—.
Botany and Forestry
John Galextixe Hall. MA.
Associate Professor Botany and Forestry
M. A.. Harvard University; A. B.. Kansas State University; Student Assistant. Kansas State
University, '94-9.5: .Assistant in Botany, Harvard. "04-OS: As-istant Profes-or. Plant Pathology,
A. and ML College of North Carolina. "06-10: Member American Phytopathological Society: Author
of six books on the Diseases of Plants: Clemson College, 10 until present time.
Andrew Ballard Massey. B.S.
Instructor in Bacteriology
B. S.. North Carolina A. and M. College. 09: Assistant in Entomology. Florida Experiment Sta-
tion, "09: Member American Breeder- A— iation: Clemson College. 10—
.
Entomology
Albert Frederick Coxradi. M.S.
Associate Professor Entomology
State Entomologist: B. S.. Ohio State University. "01: Lake Laboratory, summer 00: Woods
Hole, summer 01: ML S.. New Hampshire State College, '02; Instructor Zoology and Entomology,
New Hampshire State College, "01-03: Instructor Zoology and Entomology, A. and M. College of
Texas, 03-04: Professor Zoology and Entomology, A. and M. College of Texas. 04-07; State Ento-
mologist of Texas. '04-*07; Clemson College since '07.
1
Wilson P. Gee, M.S.
Assistant Professor of Entomology
Assistant State Entomologist; B. S.. Clemson College, '08; M A.. University of Smith Carolina.
Summer Session. University of Chicago, '09; two years and two summers at Universityof Wisconsin;
Union County Teachers' Summer School, 'OS; Assistant in Biology, University <>f South Carolina.
"0S-"09: Assistant in Zoology. University of Wisconsin, '09-'ll; Clemson College since '10.
Animal Husbandry and Dairying
Archibald Smith. B.S.
Associate Professor Animal Husbandry and Dairying
B. S.. Ontario Agricultural College; Quebec Dairy College; Superintendent Western School;
Professor Animal Husbandry. A. and M. College of Mississippi: Professor Dairy Husbandry, A. and
M. College of Mississippi; Member American Society of Animal Nutrition: American Breeders' Asso-
ciation; Clemson College since 10.
Junius Milton Burgess. B.S.
Assistant Professor Animal Husbandry and Dairying
B. s.. Clemson College. '0-2: Assistant in Animal Husbandry and Dairying. Clemson. '05; As-
sistant Professor Agriculture. Clemson. '08-TO; Assistant Professor Animal Husbandry and Dairying.
Clemson. '10-Tl: Summer Quarter. University of Illinois; Member American Society of Animal
Nutrition: Secretary and Treasurer South Carolina Livestock Association; Clemson College since '05.
Thomas Fletcher Jackson, M.S.
Assistant in Animal Husbandry
B. S. and M. S., A. and M. College of Mississippi: Clemson College since '10.
Horticulture
Clarence Cornelius Vincent, M.S.
Associate Professor Horticulture
B. S.. Oregon Agricultural College: M. S.. Oregon Agricultural College: M S. A.. Cornell Uni-
versity; Assistant Horticulturist. Oregon Agricultural College; Assistant Horticulturist. University of
Idaho: Associate Professor of Horticulture. Clemson College. '11—
.
Lola Alenander Xivin. B.S.
Assistant in Horticulture
B. >.. A. and M. College of North Carolina: Cornell University. "Oti-'OS: Professor Agriculture,
and Horticulture. Arkansas State Normal College, "0S-09: Professor Agriculture and Horticulture.
Winthrop College. '09-'12; Member National Educational Association; Clemson College since '11.
Chemical Department
Mark Bernard Hardin
Professor Emeritus of Chemistry
First Distinguished Graduate, V. M. I.. 1858; Assistant Professor Latin, V. M.
(•>'&;'*"
sistant Professor Latin and Chemistry. V. M. L, V.O-'GO: Adjunct Professor (herniary.
V. M. I 00-
'61; Major of Artillerv. Confederate Army. '60-'65; Analytical Chemist, New York, <>>- 67; 1
r
General and Applied "Chemistry. V. M. L, '67-'90; Professor Agriculture and
MinoraJogy, V..MLL,
'80--90; Director Chemistry Department. Professor of Chemistry Chief hemist, (
Iemson (ol lege.
0-2-10; Professor Emeritus Chemistry. Clemson College. 10—; Member AsMx.at.on of
Official Agri-









Richard Newman Brackett. Ph.D.
Director of Department
Professor of Chemistry
A. B., Davidson College, '83; Ph.D., Johns Bopkins University, *87; StateChemist; Chief Chemist,
Arkansas Geological Survey. 87-91 : Fellow American Association for the Advancement of Science,
91— ; Member American Chemical Society. "!)4— : Member Association of Official Agricultural Chem-
ists; Discoverer of Newtonite and Rectorite two new minerals); Associate Professor Chemistry, '91-
"11: Profe->or Chemistry, "11— : Clemson College. "91. until present time.
David Hill Henry. B.S.
Associate Professor of Chemistry
15. S.. Clemson College. '98; Post-graduate, Clem-on College: Assistant Chemist, '99-10: Asso-
ciate Professor of Chemistry, '10— : Member American Chemical Society: President Alumni Associa-
tion. 0.5— : I'niversity of Chicago, summer '08: Clemson College since '99.
Guy Fleming Lipscomb, B.S.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
B. S., Alabama Polytechnic Institute: Princeton University; Assistant in Chemistry. Alabama
Polytechnic Institute: Assistant in Chemistry. Princeton University; Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
Clemson College. '10—
.
John Harris Mitchell. M.S.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
B. S. and M. S., Alabama Polytechnic Institute: Assistant in Chemistry, Alabama Polytechnic
Institute; Assistant in Chemistry. I'niversity of Illinois; .Wi>tant Chemist in Analytical Department.




H. >.. Clem-on College: Assistant in Chemistry, "0.5-"10: Assistant Chemist, '10— : Clemson
College since '05.
Engineering Department
Salter Merritt Riggs. B.S.. E.M.E., LL.D.
President
Consulting Professor of Engineering
B. S.. Alabama Polytechnic Institute: E. and M. E., Cornell University; Instructor in Physics
and Electrical Engineering. Alabama Polytechnic Institute: .Wi-tant in Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering, Clemson College. "96-01: Professor Mechanical Engineering and Director Engineering
Department. 01-09: Director Engineering Department and Acting President. 09-10; Member Ameri-
can Institute Engineers: Society for Promotion of Engineering Education: President C. A. C. Athletic
VssociatioD for sixteen sessions: President C. A. C. Glee Club. '96-'07; President Clemson College. "11
—
Samuel Broadus Earle. A.M., M.E.
Director of Department
Professor Mechanical and Electrical Engineering
B. A. and M. A.. Furman I'niversity. "93-"99: M. E.. Cornell University. '0-2: Associate .Member
American Society of Mechanical Engineers: Applicant Society for Promotion of Engineering Education:
Member American Society for Advancement of Science: Associate Professor Mechanical Engineer-
ing. 0-2-10: Director Engineering Department. "10—
.
Frank Toaynes Dargan. M.S.
Acting Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
B. S.. M. M. P. and M. S.. Furman University: Instructor Furman I'niversity: Summer Session,
University of Michigan: four Summer Se^ion^. Cornell University: Applicant the Society for the
Promotion of Engineering Education: Applicant American Institute of Electrical Engineers: Assist-
ant Professor Mathematics. Clemson College. 01-02: Instructor Mechanical Drawing, Clemson
College. 0-2-04. Assistant Professor Electrical Engineering. Clemson College. 04-0.5: Assistant Pro-





Rudolph Edward Lee, M.S.
Associate Professor Drawing, Designing, and College Architect urt
B. S., Clemson College; S. ('. M. A.: Zomarian Art College; Cornell University; University <>f
Pennsylvania: Tutor Preparatory Department. Clemson College, '97-'98; Instructor in Drawing.
Clemson College. '98-'00; Assistant Professor Drawing, Clemson College. 00-01. Associate Professor
Drawing. Clemson College. '04—
.
WlLLISTON WlGHTMAN Kl.l'fill, H.S.
Assistant Professor of Drawing and Designing
B. S.. Clemson College. '96; Vanderbilt University; Cornell University; Assistant Instructor in
Drawing. Clemson College. '99-'00; Instructor in Drawing. Clemson College, 'OO-'OI; Assistanl Pro-
fessor Drawing. Clemson College, "01—
.
John Weems Gantt
Assistant Professor of Forge and Foundry
Miller School; Post-graduate, Miller School; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Instructor
in Woodwork. Clem-on College, OI-'O-L. Instructor in Drawing. Clemson College. "04-0.1; Assistant
Professor Forge and Foundry. Clemson College. '05—.
Styles Trextox Howard, B.M.E.
Assistant Professor Machine Shop Work
B. M. E.. Kentucky State College: Instructor in Woodwork. Clemson College. '04-'05; Assistant
Professor Machine Shop Work. Clemson College. '05—.
Andrew Btjrchell Gardner
Assistant Professor Woodwork
University of Kentucky; Assistant in Drawing. Forge, and Woodwork. Clemson
College, "05-07;
Assistant in Woodwork. Clemson College. 07-'09; Assistant Professor Woodwork. ( lemson (
ollege,
'09—.
Mahlox Thomas Birch, B.S.
Instructor in Drawing
B. S., Mississippi A. and M. College. "()!»: Post-graduate, Mississippi A.
and M College; Instructor
in Drawing. Clemson College. '09—
•
George Hamilton" Folk. H.S.
Instructor in Woodwork
B. S.. Clemson College, "07: Instructor of Woodwork. Clemson
College, '09—.
David Xivix Harris, B.S.
Instructor in Drawing
B. S., Clemson College. "OS: Instructor in Drawing. Clemson
(ollege. "10—.
Johx Franklin Allison. B.S.
Instructor in Forge and Foundry
B. S.. Maryland Agricutural College: Instructor in Forge




C. E.. Washington and Lee ^ersity; Pr^
of Mathematics and Surveying. Toledo Polytechnic W*o°'. ' ," . ni , (ivil Ewrineering Clemson
Polytechnic School. '02-03; Assistant Professor
Applied ^^^^j^^g^Sm^ Civil
College. "03-07. Associate Professor Civil
Engineering, Clemson College,
Engineering. Clemson College. 08—
.
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Francis Raymond Sweeney. B.S.
Instructor in Civil Engineering





Professor Textile Chemistry and Dyeing
Oberlin College. '76-78: Leeds University, England, "83-"8-l: Swiss Federal Polytechnic College.
"84-"85; University of Munich, "85-'86; Royal Prussian Polytechnic Academy. ,86: Director Textile
Department and Professor of Textile Chemistry. Clemson College. '0.5—
.
Claude Wightman McSwain, B.S.
Assistant Professor Weaving and Designing
B. S., Clemson College: Member Southern Manufacturers' Association; Assistant Professor
Weaving and Designing, Clemson College, '05—
.
Fred Taylor
Assistant Professor Carding and Spinning
Honor Graduate, New Bedford Textile School: Instructor in Mill Calculations, New Bedford
School: Assistant Professor Carding and Spinning. Clemson College. 10—
.
Preparatory Department
Lawrence Alenander Sease, B.S.
Assistant Professor English
Head Master of the Preparatory Department
B. S., Clemson College: Cornell University: public and graded school work: Member South Caro-
lina Teachers' Association: Assistant Professor English, Clemson College, '08—
.
Benjamin Johnstone Wells, L.I., A.B.
Instructor Preparatory Class
L. I., A. B., University of South Carolina: public and graded school work: Instructor Preparatory




Captain 10th Infantry United States Army, Commandant of Cadets, and
Professor of Military Science and Tactics
U. S. M. A., '92; U S. Naval Academy: Second Lieutenant Tenth Infantry U S. Army; service
in U. S. from '92-'98; First Lieutenant Tenth Infantry, "98; Volunteer Service as Major and Lieut.
-
Colonel in South Carolina, Georgia and Florida, '98; Cuban Service, "98-"02: Captain Tenth Infantry.
'01; Philippine Service, "02-"03; Service in U. S., "03-"06: Alaskan Service. "06-"08; Service in U. S.,
"08-"09; Commandant of Cadets and Professor of Militiarv Science and Tactics, Clemson College,
'09-' 1-2.
Sam Leyi Duckett
Military Assistant to the Commandant
B. S.j South Carolina Military Academy, 10; Principal Union High School, 10-11; Assistant to
the Commandant, Clemson College, "11—
.
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The South Carolina Experiment Station
Joseph Nelson EIarper, M.S. A.
Director and Agriculturist
Charles Carter Newman. H.S.
Horticulturist
Henry Walter Barre, M.S.
Botanist and Plant Pathologist
Albert Frederick Conradi, M.S.
Entomologist and Zoologist
Thomas Ellison Keitt. B.S.
Chemist
Archibald Smith
Animal Husbandman to the Station
William D. Garrison, B.S.
Superintendent Coast Experiment Station
John N. Hook
Secretary and Librarian
William Andrew Thomas. B.S.
Field Entomologist
William Barre Aill, B.S.
Assistant to Botanist
Lawrence Orr Watson. B.S.
Field Pathologist
Elbert Reid Lloyd, Jr., B.S.
Assistant in Animal Husbandry
Frank Green Tarbon, B.S.
Assistant to Agriculturist
Burns Gillison
Foreman Experiment Station Farm
Miss Helen C. Bradford
Stenographer
Division of Farmers Institutes and Extension Work
Christopher Bradshaw Haddon. B>.
Special Agent in Charge of Boys and Girls' Demonstration
Work in Co-operation
United States Farm Demonstration H ork
Thomas Fletcher Jackson, B.S.
Assistant in Animal Husbandry
R\lph Hedges Mason. B.S.
Junior Dairyman, United States Department of
Agriculture
2.5 B
Lola Alexander Xivin. B.S.
Assistant in Horticulture





Richard Newman Brackett. Ph.D.
Chief Chemist
Benjamin F. Robertson. B.S.
Chemist
Coke Smith Lyke>. B.S.
Assistant Chemist
Claude Firman Inman. B.S.
Assistant Chemist
John Treutlen Foy. B.S.
Assistant Chemist
Hugh Milton Stackhouse




Stenographer to the Secretary of the Board of Fertilizer Control
State Control Officers
Dr. Richard Newman Brackett
State Chemist
Albert Frederick Conradi. M.S.
State Entomologist
Wilson P. Gee. M.S.
Assistant State Entomologist




Dr. Robert Oliver Feeley
Assign nt State Veterinarian
Dr. William Forrest Burleigh
Assistant State Veterinarian
Students Assistants and Laboratory
Eddie H. Schuler, B.S.
Mechanical and Electrical Laboratory Assistant
Henry C Eagerton, B.S.
Student Assistant to Entomologist
James \Y. Harrison, B.S.
Student Assistant to Director of Engineering Department
George Cochran Fant. B.S.
Student Assistant, Physics Division
John Dreher Schuler, B.S.
Student Assistant. Agricultural Department
Landy Boyd Altman, B.S.
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Alumni Organization
Clemson College Alumni Association




H. W. Barre/05 .
J. E. Hunter,'96 .
D. H. Hill,'05







Alumni Orator of 1911;
There are Alumni Chapters in each of the following cities:
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Mi riicether. >. C.
Textile Engineering; Corporal. Sergeant:
Student Pre-^ A--<,eiation: Corresponding
Secretary. Member Investigating Com-
mittee Columbian Literary Society: Bible
Class; Junior Textile Science Club; Senior
Textile Science Club: President Edgefield
County Club; Senior Dancing Club; Senior
Privates: Gymnasium Team. '10- '11.
"Harry" has been one of the Cla-.s of '12 since the
fall of 1908. Some say he is a hard student, but. pecu-
liar to say. he has never been known to study later
than 8:30 o'clock. His favorite pastime is letter writing.
and he has gained a marked proficiency in this partic-
ular line. Letters to the right of him and cards to the
left of him is the way in which you usually find him.
He prefers to have his name on the sick list rather
than to attend drill, especially if it be a very hot or a
very cold day. In view of his extensive studies in the
textile arts, he will invent a machine whereby the
superintendent may start a cotton mill from his bedside
at six o'clock and remain in bed until eight o'clock.
"In my younger days. I was a timid boy."
Thomas Crawford Adams
Rock Hill. S.C.
Textile Engineering; Corporal. Kir-t Ser-
geant. Captain: Captain Picked Company;
Y. M. C. A.: Sophomore Dancing Club;
Junior Dancing Club; Senior Dancing
Club: Cotillion Club; Commencement. Mar-
shall. '10-'] 1: President Junior Textile
Science Club: President Senior Textile
Sr-ienre Club: Vice-President York County
Club; The Boulevard: Pennant Club.
Where did "Doc"' or "Dutch"' come from.1 The
Hill of Rocks undoubtedly! His fine physique, accom-
panied by a sound mind and commanding figure have
made him the conspicuous Captain of the Picked
Company. Seldom is there such a character at Clemson
as "Tom." who came here about the middle of the
present century. I'ntil his Junior year, he was a dili-
gent student and devoted all of his time to his studies,
but during his Senior year he contracted a severe case
of "effemim'tis. " and his studies have suffered accord-
ingly. Doc is an all-round good fellow, and is liked
by all who know him. May we have more like him.
Doc will invent a process of making -ilk from cotton
and will be heralded as a benefactor by the women of
the world.





('a hi (len, S. C.
Agriculture III; Literary Stall' 'I'm--.
'11-'12; Literary Critic Calhoun Literary
Society; Junior Chemistry Club; Senioi
Chemistry Club; Senior Privates.
"Norwood.'' 'Mane.'' or "Jonathan" is easily recog-
nized by the absence of a cap. except on the extreme
back part of his head, and the habit he has of exposing
his dainty little ankles by the rolling of his trousers
to prodigious heights. His power of argument is phe-
nomenal and. in some cases, convincing. As a joke-
teller, he has had possession of "Fido" for several
years. Jane's ability is of the very highest, and his
scholarship is exceptionally good. Difficult, indeed,
would it he to find one who is his superior as an enter-
taining conversationalist. His Arabian Tales of the
happenings in and around Camden are truly the
productions of a genius. Give him his pipe, a hook or
a magazine, and his mandolin, and the sun may set
in the East for all that he knows. Jane's success is
assured, if he does not become a professional fisherman,
or a vendor of peanut butter and crackers.
"/ cannot tell how the truth may be;
I say the tale as 'twas said to me."
Harry Walker Anderson
Walterboro, S. ('.
Textile Engineerina'; Secretary and Treas-
urer. Vice-Director of the Brotherhood of
St. Andrew; Bible Class header. '10- '11.
'11-'12; Missions Committee V. M. C. A..
'11-'12; Pendleton Guards; Sophomore,
Junior and Senior Dancing Club; Senior
Privates.
Harry has had many interesting experiences at
Clemson. having served under two Presidents and three
Commandants. He is intimately acquainted with the
present Commandant, having had frequent interviews
with him as to where he should room, and whether or
not it were more important to have a parade of his
own in Columbia, or attend the street parade of the
corps. Harry is fond of poetry, particularly of writing
it. His poems have never been published, hut all the
girls he meets are familiar with it. With his violin
and his poetry. Harry is sure to make a player-poet
of some note.
"Our doubts are traitors and make us lose the good ire




Civil Engineering; Corporal, Sergeant.
Captain; Y. M. C. A.: Pendleton Guards;
Senior Dancing Club; Cotillion Club; Senior
Civils; Class Football. 'l()-'ll: Scrub Foot-
ball. "10-11.
Rhett hails from the "Bottry. '" as is indicated by
his gigantic stature. His military bearing was soon
found out and. consequently, he was made a First
Sergeant. Rhett. however, preferred to work for Uncle
Sam. and he soon resigned. The Commandant could
not. however, afford to lose this military genius, so
he became a Captain, much to the delight of those who
wish to beat out of reveille. He has proved of what
mettle he is in many a hard-fought game. His favorite
expression of "For the love of Mike" keeps those on
the sidelines posted as to where he is in the game.
Rhett"> modesty, unselfishness and the conscientious
way in which he always performs his duty have won
for him the respect and admiration of his classmates.
Therefore, his future is certain to be rewarded with
'And behold, then arose a military yeiiiit.--.'
Joel Ashford Bate-
St Mathews, S. C.
Agriculture III: Corporal. Sergeant. Lieu-
tenant: Junior Class Cooperative Com-
mittee: Sophomore Dancing Club; Junior
Dancing Club: Senior Dancing Club: Ger-
man Club; Junior Chemistry Club; Senior
Chemistry Club; Scrub Football. '08;
Varsity Football. *09,-*10-'ll; Scrub Base-
ball. '00- '10; Varsity Football. '11.
"Pip," "Joe." or "Baby Face" are all exceeding
descriptive of this youth who has lumbered along
through college, changing from a cute, tender "rat
to a star fullback on the Varsity. Still he has by no
means lost his baby face on the gridiron. As a dancer,
he has risen to no little gracefulness. Joe is so good
natured that he has on only a very few occasions been
known to stay awake for more than ten minutes at a
time in class room. He i> easily led around by the "jean-.
On the football field he won the well deserved title
of "War Horse." Joe will either manufacture the
latest models of trou>er>. or coach some football team.
"Here, take this and buy yourself a toothpick:"
32
Allen Stanley Bedell
Greenville, S. ( .
Civil Engineering, Chemistry and Geofc
ogy; German Club; Senior Dancing Club;
Calhoun Commercial Club; House of Mirth.
This youth is a good illustration of the fact that a
very large man can be put in a very small suit of
clothes. While five feet is a very liberal estimate of
"Runt's" longest dimension, he has the mental and
moral ability of a much larger man. Hunt arrived at
Clemson some four years ago. via Porter's and Georgia
Tech. Since that time he lias been in hot pursuit of
the civil and metallurgical courses, with good pros-
pects of overtaking both of them. For the past two
years Allen has been a day cadet, living at Calhoun,
because that place is one mile nearer Greenville than
is Clemson.
"(hrc me the ocular proof.''
Thomas Ernest Bell
Hartsville, S. ('.
Agriculture II: Corporal, Sergeant, Lieu-
tenant; Recording Secretary. Literary ( 'ritic.
Vice-President Calhoun Literary Society;
V. M. C. A.; President Jas. H. Carlisle
Sunday School (Mass; President Darlington
County Club; Billet Doux Authors; Junior
Veterinary Science Club; Sophomore Tennis
Club; Pendleton Guards; Senior Bulls;
Class Football. '09- '11; Varsity Football,
'11-'12.
If you don't like Ernest, you can't like anybody.
He is so good and genial a fellow, that you cannot
help liking him. His greatest delight is whipping a
whole score of his county friends and minding the door
at the same time. His appetite is both liberal in its
magnanimity and cosmopolitan in its adaptation: hence
his very natural desire to return to the soil and rai^e
livestock, vegetables and fruits. His experience in
football will serve him well in coping with the Southern
Mule and other obstacles on the road to fame. He will
sit up untihmidnight to gratify his letter-writing pro-
pensities. His farm near Hartsville will be a Mecca
for the hungry and thirsty.






Civil Engineering, Chemistry and Geol-
ogy; Class Artist, '10- '11; Chairman Senior
Class Committee, '10- '11; Art Editor
Taps '11; (dee Club, '09-TO; President.
T0-T2; German Club; Calhoun Com-
mercial Club; Junior Hop Committee, '09-
'11; Senior Dancing Club; Scrub Football,
'08; Scrub Baseball, '08- '10; Varsity Foot-
ball. '09- '11; Captain Varsity Squad, '11-
'12.
Probably the briefest and, at the same time the most
accurate, description that can be given of Paul is a
statement once made by one of his friends: "Every-
thing that Paid does is done well—and he does every-
thing." This lad from the "Bottry" isn't simply
an athlete, an artist and a musician, but he is among
the best athletes, the best artists, and the best musi-
cians in college. Likewise, when he chooses to take




poral, Drum Major; Pendleton Guards;
Secretary-Treasurer German Club, TO- '11;
President German Club, '11- '12; President
Junior Electrical Science Club; President
Senior Electrical Science Club; Sophomore,
Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs; Dar-
lington County Club; Darlington Bunch,
'09-TO; Senior Privates; Assistant Manager
Commencement Hop, TO-'ll; Commence-
ment Marshall, '10- '11.
"Old Lady." "Black," or "Jamie" fit equally well
one who has. by his numerous good qualities, his force
of character and his personality won the respect and
esteem of a large number of friends. He is a studious,
ambitious and tireless worker. He has a heart to
resolve, a head to contrive and a hand to execute. It
is conjectured that he got the name "Old Lady" from
the shy dimples which he has. His ready tongue has
made of him a well known personage among the fairer
sex. It is not known whether he will run a dancing
school, or sell "Dopes" and sandwiches.
"/ was born for courts or great affairs,
I pay my debts, believe, anil say my prayers."
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Oren Bradford Brodie
Clc in.sen College, S. C.
Civil Engineering; Corporal, Sergeant;
President Cotillion Club, '11-'12; Presi-
dent Senior Dancing Club; House of Mirth;
Senior Privates; Sophomore Dancing Club;
Junior Dancing Club; Commencement Mar-
shall. 'lO-'ll; Manager Junior-Senior Hop,
'lO-'ll; Assistant Business Manager Tiger,
'10- '11; Boulevard. '()!)- '10.
"Pete," the noble and the true, entered the Prep
Kingdom, not knowing any heller when he reached here
direct from the Sand Hills. He has spent a greal part
of his life at Clemson, prolonged probably by frequenl
pleasure trips to Seneca and neighboring towns; not,
however to Pendleton on April the first, as a special
message from the "Hoard of Arbitration" said to him:
"Stay Here!". All who have had the pleasure of
knowing Pete have freely given him the respect and
esteem that he deserves. Likewise, he has been a
competent and faithful leader in many phases of college
life. On referring to almost any "Hobo," it will he
found that his record as a Civil Engineer has Keen
among the best. Possessing the character and business
qualities that Pete docs, there is no doubt as to his
future.




geant, Lieutenant; Junior and Senior Elec-
trical Science Club; Bowery Rounders;
Vice-President Pickens County Club, '10-
'11; President Pickens County Club, '11-
'12.
"Joe." the future Westinghouse -hark, hails from
Liberty. He came to Clemson an innocent, unsophisti-
cated youth from the hills, hut association with "B-
J." "E. K." and "Crip" has sent him to the had
He occasionally surprises himself as well as every-
body else—by answering a. question in Electricity.
He is the greatest talker in the Class, hut never says
anything, unless it is in the recitation room, and not
then, until all the rest have flunked out. Joe is modest
and every inch a gentleman, and till— accounts for his
large number of friend-
"Oh. what may man within In in hide.
The angel on the outward side.
George Walker Byabs
Gqffney, S. C.
Agriculture II: Corporal. Lieutenant:
Class Poet. T-s- •(,!»; Class Historian, 09-
'10; Secretary and Treasurer Class '10-
11. "11- '1-2: Senior Cooperative Com-
mittee. *ll-'l-2: Corresponding Secretary
Calhoun Society: Y. M. C. A.: Sunday
School: Bible Class; Sophomore, Junior
and Senior Dancing Clubs: Cotillion Club:
3 retary and Treasurer Cherokee County
Club. "<io-"10. Tu-Tl; Glee Club. 10-11.
"ll-'l-2: Clemson Minstrels. T0-'ll: Clem-
son Comedy Co.. "11-"H: Pennant Club:
House of Mirth: Senior Bulls* Club.
George. a< everyone knows him. entered Prep some
six or seven year< ago with the fixed determination of
specializing in Agriculture but. instead, he specialized
in Fresh Math for three years, under "Little Joe":
wherea>. he is now learning "Horse Dentistry" under
"Doc."" We know him as an easy, good natured.
witty fellow. I i _ - - •mething of a songster and.
because he is not at all adverse to the ladies, his friends
hear from him many a thrilling exploit along this line.
He is well known for his habit of wearing a different
tie each day. He has the proper mixture of bluff and
ability and. therefore, we predict for him a telling
success in life.
"(heir my tobacco and #pit my juice.
Don't oxA' me ichy—17 ain't no u
Wendell M a-< >x Byrd
Darlington. S. C.
Mechanical-Electrical Engineering: Ser-
geant: Junior Electrical Science Club:
Senior Electrical Science Club: Darlington
County Club: Senior Privates.
It is not definitely known how or why this wonderful
specimen of the species of birds came to Clemson.
However, it is generally known that he was found and
captured in the wilds around Darlington. He escaped
and flew to Clemson in the fall of 1908. While here.
Wendell has made numerous and lasting friends. With
his genial disposition, his strong character and hi>
winning ways, no one would make a better friend. He
is known to all the cadets as "The man who never
worries": not even reveille or chapel seems to stir him
in the least. It is not known what line he will follow
after graduation, but we predict a grand success in the
line he chooses.
"//• who wins irhat ice prize
/y a hero in our c.
John Calhoun Caldwell
Campobello, S. < .
Civil Engineering; Corporal, Firsl Ser-
geant, Captain; V. M. ('. A.: Civil Engi-
neering Club, '11-'12; Rickety Rackety
Eight; Junior Tennis Club; "23" Club;
Spartanburg County Club; Representative
at Inter-Collegiate Tennis Meet.
As the gentle breezes blew over the upper portion
of the Piedmont region, they brought to thi> youth
the first faint whisperings of Clemson, a school which
would satisfy his greatest ambition— that of becoming
a Civil Engineer. For four years now John lias been in
Clemson, where he has studied "Hobo.'' played tennis,
drilled his Company and sent innumerable letters to
the Tarheel State. John has rather an enviable record
both in scholastic and military lines, for his reports
have been filled with "I's," and a Captaincy has
crowned his military efforts. He will never be satisfied
until many great engineering feats have been accom-
plished by his quick brain and skilled hand.
"He did the utmost bounds of knowledge find.
Yet found thou not so large as was his mind."
Robert Deaver Caldwell
Black.sburg, S. ('.
Agriculture III; Rifle Team. "10-11;
Junior Chemistry Club; Senior Chemistry
Club; "23" Club.
Deaver is a native of Asheville. X. C. At an early
age he moved to the grand Palmetto State. After two
years of recreation at the College of Charleston, la-
decided to come to Clemson. He is an exceptionally
good student and has a good record. His favorite
pastime is hunting and performing freak experiments
in the Chemical Laboratory. We predict for Deaver
a successful career in life, realizing that his ambition
is that of a grower of fruit.




Agriculture I; Sergeant. Lieutenant;
\. M. C. A.: Junior Clodhoppers: Senior
Agronomy Club: Junior Dancing Club;
Senior Dancing Club; Pendleton Guards.
This jolly good fellow, who came to Clernson in (Hi.
is one of the few remaining members of the Pendleton
Guards. Spencer will throw aside his textbooks any
time to help plan a joke on our Y. M. C. A. President.
He spends a large part of his time in 138, smoking his
pipe and dreaming of the days when he will own a
model country home and can lead a life befitting a
man of his leisurely inclined disposition. Spencer
readied the height of his military career when he was
appointed Second Lieutenant of "I" Company. His
task after graduating will l>e the making of Smoaks
into a city.
"Mi/ girl and my pipe, and the trorld if all right."
Mars Leroy Cooper
Blythewood, S. ' ,
Agriculture I: Corporal, Sergeant; Cal-
houn Literary Society; Y. M C. A.: Bible
Class; Sunday School: Junior Agronomy
Club; Senior Agronomy Club: President
Fairfield County Club; Senior Privates.
This fair flower blossomed for some years in the
backwoods of Fairfield County, but. on catching a
gleam of sunshine from the outer world, he flourished
>o luxuriantly that he had to Ik- transplanted to Clem-
son, where he has brought forth some good fruit. When
not at classes, Mars can be found in his room, gazing
intently at a certain photograph, or else writing to
the original. He is a man with a soul, a mind and a
will—but with very little tongue. After graduation.
he will return to the good old farm and revolutionize
the agricultural industry of Fairfield County.
"" Lit » v :'<\
. a farm and a
-
Henri Stku vrt ( 'o\ ington
Bennettsrille, (
Agriculture II: Sergeant; Chaplain Cal-
lioim Society. '1 l-'H; Y. M. C. A.; '08-'12;
Bible Class; Vice-Presiden1 Marlboro Coun-
ty Club, '11-'12; Junior Veterinary Science
Club; Senior Bulls; Senior Prival
Henry, or "Huh.'" i- the jolliest, most good natured
man in the Class. Everyone know- what to him i-
the garden -pot of the universe. Hi- liking for pol
i- equalled only by hi- de-ire to sleep, while the unfor-
tunate have to attend reveille. As a pessimist, he i-
a signal failure, hut in appreciating and telling a good
one he is a great success. He world at large will Ik-
a loser when he puts into execution hi- intention of
settling down in Marlboro County and starting a
chemical laboratory. His liking for Chemistry is
almost beyond human understanding. However, his
liking for stock-judging almost equals his Hkii .
chemical equations. Huh- scholarship i- far above
the average, as are the numlwr of hi- friend-. For Huh
the future i- bright, if he doc- not become persuaded
by some one to enter the ministry, or to grow a new
kind of potato.
"" Large is his Itomiti/. his soul sint
James Roy Crawford
Clinton, S. C.
Civil Engineering; S geant. Captain:
Class Cooperative Committee; Assistant
Business Manager Taps, ll-'H: Business
Manager Chronicle; Recording Secretary.
Mar-hall: President Calhoun Literan -
ciety; Y. M. C. A.: Head Waiter. '11'12;
"23" Club; Lauren- County Club; Junior
Civil Engineering Club; Senior Civil Engi-
neering Club.
"Jim," with his jovial good nature and winning
manners, has won for himself many friends and not
a few honors. He i- thoroughly businesslike in all of
his undertakings, and this probably accounts for his
position a- Business Manager of the Chronicle. Jim's
chief failing seem- to lie in hi- gross inclination towards
B. S.—his development in that direction being nothing
short of marvelous. Hi- peculiarity lies in the fact that
he has no natural antipathy for the fair one-: bo*
he has l>een known to become desperate on the subject
at times. It is hoped that he will mak>' a- great a
success in life a- he ha- made a- a Captain and a student.
" II hot shall I (In ! r knnini.
And main own?"
Louis St. John David
Greenville, S. ('.
Civil Engineering; Corporal, Sergeant,
Captain; German Club; Senior Dancing
Club; Junior Dancing Club; Sophomore
Dancing Club; House of Mirth; Art Staff
"Taps"; Rickety Rackety Eight; Senior
Civil Engineering Club; Junior Civil En-
gineering Club.
"Zip. " or "B," as he is sometimes called, journeyed
to Clemson in the tall of 1908 from the Metropolis
—
Greenville. There is a no more studious Senior in
college than Zip. He has won fame as a soldier, rising
from a private to Captain. In literature his work
consists of missives, which are sent from the Gulf of
Mexico to Chesapeake Bay, in care of a two-cent
stamp. He can sketch and illustrate in a finished
manner, and it is said that he once drew a cup of coffee
with a pencil. That he is a professional heart-breaker,
a brazen fascinator of femininity and the Beau Brummel
of Tigerville cannot be denied. He has been charged
by the post-office authorities with cruelty to its carriers.
We do not know whether his talents will be devoted
to love—for he is especially fond of pretty pictures
and pretty girls—or to the achievement of something
in the engineering world.
"Men hare died from time to time, anil worms have




Lieutenant and Chief Musician; Y. M. C. A.;
Manager Clemson College Orchestra; House
of Mirth; The Trio; Sophomore Dancing
Club; Junior Dancing Club; Junior Elec-
trical Science Club; Senior Electrical Club;
Pendleton Guards.
Howard, better known as "Molly," or "Muss,"
blew in from Charleston several years ago, and at once
started to do great things. Besides his accomplish-
ments in the scholarship line, which are marred only
now and then by numerical errors, Molly is a musi-
cian and a narrator, as well as a critic of high degree.
Those who have not heard his lectures on "What Is
to Be Seen Across the Pond," or have not read his
criticisms on "Humanity," have indeed missed some-
thing. Molly intends to follow a profitable business
to wait for a profitable Leap Year, and then—to live.
"/ am not at all frightened, you understand;
But if I am called on to fight for the land.




I rum. S. < .
Chemistry and Geology; Corporal. Ser-
geant; Y. M. ('. A.: President Lexington
County Club. '11- 'K\
"Sarge 'was originally a hoosier of the mountains ol
Wesl \ irginia, but owing to the severe climate he was
compelled to migrate to the sunny Palmetto State.
After attaining the requisite education, Sarge joined,
in Fresh, the Class of '12. The Ancient Mysterj <>f
Geology he •.elected as his shrine and right well has lie
worshipped at this shrine, as i- shown by his record,
attained with an expenditure of very little effort. Sari.'
i- a recognized authority on smoking tobacco and the
mail route to a nearby female college. Hi~ pipe and
his girl are sufficient for him. He will discover a gold
mine, hut whether it will he of earth or flesh, we know
not.
" // the world lay at my feet, I would invest it in to-
bacco.
"
Thomas Smith Evans, Jr.
Cheraw, S. ( .
Agriculture I; Sergeant. Lieutenant: Marl-
boro County Club: Sophomore. Junior
and Senior Dancing Clubs: Cotillion Club:
Hop Committee; Junior Agronomy Club:
Senior Agronomy Club.
This is a farmer captain of industry, from Cheraw.
S. ('. After causing the panic of 1907, he retired from
the commercial world and went to ClemsoD in 1909 to
fathom the mysteries of science. That "Borate" has
a wonderful intellect is shown by the fact that he has
spent only three years in getting his "dip."' whereas
it takes the average man four. His friendship for
everybody but the professors i- lasting. Though a
Lieutenant, he is not generally considered a military
man. but he established a record for himself while (). 1)
at the State Fair He is a close student of Agriculture
and. if success will only crown his efforts, he will surely
make old Marlboro County the Garden Spot of the
World.







Agriculture I; Sergeant, Lieutenant; Sec-
retary-Treasurer Sophomore Class; Presi-
dent Junior Class; Business Manager Tiger,
Tl-'12; Recording Secretary, Literary Crit-
ic. Orator's Medal. '12; President Colum-
bian Society; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet; "23"
Club; Spartanburg County Club; Pendle-
ton Guards; Junior Agronomy Club; Senior
Agronomy Club; Class Football. '08- '09;
'09- TO; Track. '09-T-2;
Team. '11-'12; College





This smiling Spartan youth acquired his powerful
physique by climbing the foothills of the Blue Ridge.
"Sam is a great admirer of a good joke, as well as being
a good athlete and debator. He frequently takes long
flights into the realms of oratory for the edification
of his friends, but he is never happier than when he is
crossing swords with "Daddy"—his argumentative
roommate. On account of his very low stature—
6
feet. 1 2 inch—he will enter the ministry or study law,
after which he will become mayor of Cherokee.





Agriculture III; Corporal. Sergeant. Lieu-
tenant. Vice-President, Debater Colum-
bian Literary Society; Junior Chemistry
Club; Senior Chemistry Club; President
Spartanburg County Club; "23" Club;
Sophomore and Junior Class Football Teams.
Desiring to become a greater conqueror in various
lines. "W. D." forsook the shady nooks of upper
Spartanburg County and wended hi- way to Clemson
in 07. Since that time he ha- been an ardent -upporter
of "The Tigers." except for a. brief furlough granted
him for his brave stand at Old Pendleton. But with
the typical Spartan spirit, he resumed his studies after
his furlough and, considering his efforts, he has achieved
a remarkable success. Like many other peculiar com-
pounds, he is liable to explode at almost any time.
As a chemist, he would probably have achieved a
marked success had he not spent so much time writing
letters. Only the future can tell what this "X" will be.
"Creatures like these can break with ease




. Inderson, S. C.
Agriculture I; Corporal, First Sergeant,
Major; Vice-Presidenl Junior Class; Presi-
denl Senior Class; Chairman Honor Com-
mittee; President Woodrow Wilson Club;
Chairman Class Ring Committee; Class
Cooperative Committee; Advertising Mana-
ger Taps, '12; V. M. C. A.; Junior and
Senior Agronomy Clubs; Secretary and
Treasurer Cotillion Club, 'lO-'ll; Vice-
President Cotillion Club; .Junior Hop Com-
mittee; Secretary-Treasurer Sophomore, Ju-
nior and Senior Dancing Clubs; Firsl Ser-
jeant Pendleton Guards; Commander Pen-
dleton Guards; President Electric ( lity Club;
Secretary and Treasurer College Rifle Team;
Secretary and Treasurer Anderson County
Club; KClub; Pennant Club; V. S. of "E"
Co.; Scrub Baseball, 'lO-'ll; Athletic Coun-
cil, 'lt-'l-2.
The "Electric City" has every reason to feel proud
of this distinguished son of hers. Besides the man]
class honors that tie has had conferred upon him, he
has had an enviable military career, starting with the
charge on Pendleton Heights and ending with a .Major's
commission. "Ape" is respected and esteemed by all
of his classmates, hut he is the only man in the Class
who believes that Kentucky is more famous in one
sense than is South Carolina.
" Titles of honor add not to his north,
Who is an honor to his title."
Claude Banks Faris
Fori Mill. S. C.
Agriculture I: Sergeant, Captain; Class
Poet. "10- '1-2; Literary Staff Taps, Ml;
Editor-in-Chief Taps, '1-2: Reporter to
Tiger; Declaimer's Medal in Animal Cele-
bration, '1-2; Prosecuting Critic: Censor;
Reporting Critic; Marshall; Secretary : Presi-
dent Palmetto Literary Society: Vice-Presi-
dent V. M. C. A.; Bible Class Leader;
Sophomore Tennis Club; '••2:5" Club; College
Tennis Club; Bohemians; York County
Club; Junior Agronomy Club; Senior Agron-
omy Club: Class Football. '09-'ll.
"C. I?.." <>r "Hones" is one of our most successful
captains. He is most active in all phases of college
work, especially in the capacity of a reformer! He
seems to have a natural hatred for all kinds of bugs,
as he has been known to travel mile, upon miles in
order to kill just one bug. BDs worsl failing is undoubt-
edly his hot-air propensities, the most striking
examples
of which are his hot-air Sunday School talks. The
solar plexus of "Sam" or "(ins" is often the recipient
of many blows which come from his unquestioned
strength.




Agriculture I; Palmetto Literary So-
ciety; Y. M. C. A.; Bible ('lass; Sunday
School; Vice-President Bamberg County
Club; Junior Agronomy Club; Senior Agron-
omy Club; Senior Privates.
"Chris," or more commonly known as "Hawk,"
is a farmer from birth. He has specialized in corn
judging, being able to score the grain before the cork
has been pulled. After graduation, "Hawk" will
settle down near the little City of Denmark and lead
the life of a country gentleman. Then, indeed, will
his corn-judging ability stand him in good stead. Hawk
will go down in history as a respector of authority.
"His words set the world to thinking."
Henry Alonzo Freeman
Princeton, S. C.
Agriculture III; Calhoun Literary So-
ciety; Y. M. C. A.; Bible Class; Sunday
School; Student Press Association; Laurens
County Club; "23" Club; Anti-Street
Parade Club; Junior Chemistry Club;
Senior Chemistry Club; Senior Privates;
Junior Class Football.
He not afraid, he has been tamed by four years'
stay at Clemson, though you will probably not believe
it. "Monk" hails from the pine-covered hills of Lau-
rens. His powerful frame and matchless vocabulary
were developed by a close association with an excellent
specimen of the Southern mule. He is very modest
and does not like to show off his fine military carriage,
especially in street parades. As a detective, he is
wonderful, having on several occasions trailed to
—
and brought from unknown haunts—large quantities
of milk and butter. He will shine as a chemist or a
military scientist.






Mechanical-Electrical Engineering; ( Or-
poral, Sergeant, Lieutenant; Firsl Lieuten-
ant Picked Company; Y. M. ('. A.; Senior
Dancing Club; Junior and Senior Electrical
Science Clubs; President Union County
Club; Pendleton Guards; Track Team.
'()!)- "1-2.
"General," as lie i> usually called. is universally
known to hail from Union; at least, those who have
ever heard him talk—and that is every one in college.
Bis ambition to become a great electrical engineer.
His noble head and large amount of good hick.
put him with ease in the Senior Class, and he has
been taking his ea>e ever since. Harold has taken
part in even track meet for tile past three years
and we hope to see his name enrolled among the
winners at the next Olympic (lames. Because of his
great energy and endurance, we expect to see him in
the near future filling the position of President of the
General Electric Company.
".1 winning way stands high today."
Richard Wells Galphix
HolhiHilL S. ( .
Agriculture I; Sergeant; Calhoun Literary
Society; Y. M. C. A.; Sunday School;
Bible Class; Vice-President Orangeburg
County Club; Junior Agronomy Club;
Senior Agronomy Club; Senior Priva
"Sarge."' better known as "Reverent," comes to us
from the lower part of Orangeburg County. In his
Junior year, while trying to put Calhoun on limits,
he suffered severe injuries by being pushed off ttie
sidewalk. After he had fully recovered from his in-
juries, he felt that he was not able to spend as much
time in military affairs as he formerly had. " Bever-
ent" is so fond of the subject of Economics that he
is continually discussing the cold-blooded science with
his professor, even after the said profe^or has told
him all that he knows on the subject. After the trials
and turmoil^ of college life are over. Sarge i< likely
to go back to the farm and win fame as a farm demon-
strator and a judge of cattle.




Agriculture II; Sergeant; Palmetto Liter-
ary Society; Y. M. C. A.; Bible Class; Junior
Veterinary Science Club; Senior Veterinary
Science Club; Pickens County Club; Senior
Privates.
"Ichabod" came strolling into college some time in
the past—it is not known definitely when. No one
was afraid of him, for he looked as if he would not
harm even an old boy, all of which goes to show that
appearances are very fickle. His progress toward his
"dip" has been as steady as the swing of the stars.
His good nature has never been ruffled in the least.
Larry is a military genius but, sad to say, this fact
has never been discovered by the Commandant. His
highest ambition is to be School Commissioner of
Pickens County.
"Judge him not by his appearance."
Arthur Kelly Goldfinch
Conway, S. C.
Textile Engineering; Sergeant, First Lieu-
tenant; Chronicle Staff, '11-'12; Taps
Staff, '11-' 12; Corresponding Secretary,
Chaplain Calhoun Society; Treasurer Y. M.
C. A., '11- '12; Secretary-Treasurer Sunday
School, '11- '12; Bible Class Leader, '10-'ll,
'11- '12; Delegate State Sunday School
Convention, '10- '11; President Horry
County Club, '11-'12; "23" Club; Vice-
President Senior Textile Science Club.
"Authur, " more familiarly known as "Old Lady,"
received his preparatory training at Borroughs High
School, Conway. S. (". He entered Clemson College
in 1908, a very quiet, shy little "rat." During four
years at college, he has made a most enviable record.
Because he has acquitted himself like a man, he has made
many true friends, both among the students and the
faculty, being the special pet of the Professor of History
and Economics. That he will be successful in life can
be safely predicted, and his greatest achievement will
be the erection of the first million-dollar cotton mill
in Conway.
"Be courageous! Strive with manly power against




Gray ( 'ourt, S. C.
Agriculture I; Corporal, Firsl Sergeant,
Captain; President Laurens County Club;
Class Football, '09-'10; Captain Class Foot-
ball Team, '10-'ll; Varsity Football Team,
ll-'W.
A son of whom old Gray Court may well be proud
is "Bill." He came to ClemsoD in '07, l<ut was disabled
in the memorable charge on Pendleton Heights. On
\n- return, his heroism was m>t forgotten by the authori-
ties, and for his valor he was awarded a Corporal.
With this a> a start and by a strict observance of all
military rules, he rose to the rank of Second Captain.
Hill has preserved great secrecy aboul hi- love affairs,
hut the secret will he out soon after lie leaves college.
Xo doubt he would star in the medical profession, hut
we have a greater need for him in the Agricultural
lines—a wise choice has he made.
"lie who deserves well, needs mil another's praise."
( akl Martin Hall
Anderson, S. C.
Agriculture II: Sergeant: Columbian
Literary Society; Y. M. C. A.: Senior
Privates; Electric City Club; Anderson
County Club; Junior Agronomy Club;
Senior Bulls; Student Pre— Association.
Near the world-famed village of Starr did this piece
of humanity discover America. After staying at Clem-
son a year, he decided that the Starr light was loo
weak for him: so he migrated to the Electric City.
"Hall. C" or •"('. M . is a hard-working student,
who has made a specialty of dairying, especially milk
drinking. He is very military, seldom ever being absent
from reveille. He i- one of "Doc's" most regular pa-
tients, and tie can he seen almost any time loafing
around the dining room of the hospital. Altho not a
marked athlete, lie seems to get a very large amount
of exercise from the weekly clinics at the veterinary
hospital. He will develop a peculiar -train of animal,
known as the gasoline mule.




Agriculture I: Literary Staff Taps. "1-2;
Prosecuting Critic. Debater's Annual Cele-
bration. Secretary. President Palmetto Liter-
ary Society: Y. M. C. A.: Sunday School;
Junior Agronomy Club; Senior Agronomy
Club; *'-23" Club; Senior Privates: Students
Pres^ Association.
In September. 1JKIS. he came to Clenison and joined
in the scrap for a "'dip"" and learning. He is a man of
great letter writing ability. Had he spent half the
time on lx>oks that he has spent on billet-doux, he would
have stood at the head of his Class. He has always
a private and his own boss, and has never regretted it.
The amount of syrup that he can consume to the square
minute is far more than the capacity of any other man
at college. "Gus" is not of the faint-hearted breed and
does not fear to put his theories into practice. He
been known to chase a spore of anthracnose for a hun-
dred yards with hat in one hand ami a micros
in the other.
"dirt me, kind htarcn. a priralc xiaiion.
A mind serene for contemplation."
Robert Riefxer Hall
(
'he.tit r. v '
D. D. C.
Senior Private^: Cotillion Club: Senior
Electricals: Honk Honk Association.
'"Bob"' first went to Davidson, where he advanced
as far as Soph. Becoming tired of college, he weir I
work and. in the meantime, he got married. After
several year:-, he again decided to try college life and
joined us in Sophomore. Mr. Hall has been act
serving punishment inflicted upon him by his brother-
in-law by repairing an automobile belonging to the
said brother-in-law
—
'"Der Captain."" You may judge
him to be rather old. but Bob is still one of the
" Take my life, but .-are my fipt
."
t>
Eugene Earl II wi
Anderson, S. ('.
UN
Civil Engineering; Sergeant, Lieutenant;
Palmetto Literary Society; Vice-Presidenl
Electric City Club; Presidenl Anderson
County Club; Sophomore Dancing Club;
Junior Dancing Club; Senior Dancing Club;
Junior Civil Science Club; Senior Civil
' Mouse"
lass, since
might well be termed the
he is both small and elite,
he resents stoutly the charge of being classed
Has a merry laugh at almost any time. eS-
Science Club.
"Runt," or
mascot of the (
Howevei
as small.
pecially when he is within the range of a good joke.
As a consumer of sandwiches well, he at least has
the habit. Hunt has an exceptionally large amount
of ability expressed in terms of gray matter and, con-
sequently, he will receive his "dip"' with a good record
and the expenditure of very little effort. His pecu-
liarity is the custom he has of always attending dinner
and reveille, which habit he formed despite influences
to the contrary. Mouse has an exceptionally bright
future before him, and it can be dimmed only by his
following his inclinations and setting up a sandwich
stand.
"He made an instrument to know
If the moon shine (it full or no."
DeAYitt Talmage Hardin
LowndesviUe, S. ('.
Agriculture II; Sergeant, Lieutenant;
Picked Company; Athletic Editor Tiger,
'11-'12; Prosecuting Critic, Literary Critic,
Diploma and Medal Committees Palmetto
Literary Society; Sophomore, Junior and
Senior Dancing Clubs; Sophomore Tennis
Club; Junior Agronomy Club; Senior Hulls;
Pendleton Guards; Manager Corn Judging
Team: Secretary and Treasurer Abbeville
County Club; Class Football. '09-'10.
"Pete." or "D. T." is a worthy representative of
LowndesviUe and is one of those ambitious youngsters
who makes a show in everything he undertakes and,
therefore, should make a model farmer. He is likewise
expert in corn judging, being able to tell every time
whether or not the sample is pop corn or bottled corn.
He has a rustic, woodland air and unassuming manner,
except when you try to bluff him. Drinking "dopes"
is a pastime with him. but making away with lemonade
is a business. His graceful carriage is his idol, and right
well does he worship his idol. Pete has the ability to
succeed in whatever line he may choose.
"A man with determination and stick-ability—that's me."
49
George Long Hardy
Johns-ton. S. < .
Textile Engineering: Sergeant; Columbian
Literary Society: Student Pre-- Associa-
tion, "10- "1-2: Junior Textile Science Club:
Senior Textile Science Club: Clemson Col-
lege Post X. (t. S. (.".: Edgefield County
Club; "23" Club; Senior Privates
This man possesses a countenance that has never been
blemished by any disappointments in life, though you
might with difficulty believe it. He received his early
education at the Johnston High School in the County
of Edgefield, which has the honor of producing our
greatest statesman of today. Perhaps thi- fact will be
an inspiration for this already promising youth to
l>ecome famou-. As to what line of work he is likely
to follow, we are not prepared to say. Numerous con-
versations with him lead us to believe that his ambition
is to do anything from hoboing around the world to
becoming rich, dealing in real e-tate.
"0 heart of man.' Cams'I thou mot be
Blithe o.< the air is, and as |
John Gray Harri-
Owings, S. < .
Agriculture II: Calhoun Literary S
ciety: Y. M. C. A.: Sunday School: Junior
Veterinary Science Club; "23" Club; Pen-
dleton Guards: Senior Bulls; Senior Private-.
"Big In. " innocent and un-ophistocated. brok-
from his guards in the Styx of Laurens County and.
unfortunately (for all concerned i. fell into Clemson in
07. However, he soon learned the feelings of a patriot,
and for his brave stand at Pendleton he was rewarded
with a well deserved furlough. As soon as his furlough
had expired, he joined the Class of \i. He has the
instinct of a wild animal: SO we cannot help predicting
that he will return to his native wilds and tl
livestock to the glory of himself. Clemson College and
Laurens County.





man Club; "A" Company Sport-; Sopho-
more. Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs;
Senior Privates; Junior Electrical Science
Club; Senior Electrical Science Club.
In the fall of 1908 "Ed" informed the inhabitants
of Batesburg that they would have to get some one
else to run the town, as he was leaving for Clemson.
To Clemson he came with the full intention of pre-
paring himself to take Thomas Edison's place in tin-
world. Ed's ability ami determination to overcome any
obstacle make his success certain. Besides hi< success
in Engineering and love affairs, he has on several occa-
sions rendered invaluable assistance to the authorities.
Hi- greatest ambition is to occupy the (hair of Political
Economics at Clemson.





Agriculture I; Sergeant; Calhoun Literary
Society; Y. M. ('. A.: Senior Privates:
Junior Clodhopper-: Senior Agronomy Club;
Pendleton Guards.
This good looking lad called "Sarge," or Harvey.
come- from the fastnesses of Berkley County, he being
one of the '07 veteran—one of the Three Hundred
who raided Pendleton. April 1. 1!>0S. He has the great-
est hatred for the institution known as Reveille, as
he thinks that it is a product of the brain of a creature
of the lower region-, hut by many and frequent atten-
tions to the Eirst Sergeant lie ha- gone thus far without
becoming a member of that institution. Since he is
taking special work in tield crops, it is probable that
he will, by failing to remove one blade of grass, cause
two blades to grow where one grew ln-fore. and be
hailed as an up-to-date farmer.









Agriculture III; Literary Critic, Prose-
cuting Critic, Recording Secretary, Orator,
'12, Vice-President Columbian Society;
Y M. C. A.; Sunday School; "23" Club;
Orangeburg County Club; Junior and Senior
Chemistry Clubs; Sophomore and Junior
Dancing Clubs; Senior Privates; Class
Football, '09-TO; Track, T0-T2; Varsity
Football, '11- '12.
"Varsity" is essentially an athletie man, for he has
always done his best to put Clemson to the front in
all athletics, especially in football and track. Many
are the tired nights that he has spent after an after-
noon of training. In military lines he has risen no
higher than an instructor of rats in the mystic art of
drilling. But we believe that this has been his mis-
fortune and not his fault, as he and the commandant
are very chummy, except when he is serving confine-
ments for " Bone's" yelling. His course in Horticulture
at Ohio will fit him for life's work, which we believe
will be for him a work of pleasure and success.
"For I am fearfully and wonderfully made."
Jacob Herbert Hayden
Cope, S. C.
Agriculture II; Calhoun Literary Society
Y. M. C. A.; Sunday School; Bible Class
"23" Club; Orangeburg County Club
Junior Veterinary Science Club; Senior
Bulls; Corn Judging Team, '12; Class
Football, '08- '09; Senior Privates.
"Dumpy," better known to his classmates as "64,"
is always more than anxious to introduce to the rats
his dear friend, "Nancy Hanks." Although 64 is one
of the smallest men in the Class, his voice is neither
small nor weak, and almost any time he can be heard
endeavoring to create the impression that he is as
great in authority and mind as he is small in stature.
Dumpy, with the assistance of a well known member
of the Senior Class, cornered the market in bananas,
peanuts and crackers. I'nder the salesmanship of
Dumpy and the management of his silent partner, the
business was soon in a thriving condition. Bankruptcy
resulted from the interference of a well known figure
on the campus. As a merchant prince or a veterinarian,
64 will shine as a candle under a bushel.
"Little—but loud. "
51
Wilbur Haile Hai es
Whitestone, S. C.
Agriculture I; Vice-Presidenl Palmetto
Literary Society; Vice-Presiden1 Spartan-
burg County Club; "23" Club; Junior
Agronomy Club; Senior Agronomy Club;
Senior Privates; Track Team.
Early in life "Little Willie" had a dream of better
tilings farther West. When about sixteen years of
age, he boarded a monster, which other people called
a train. The conductor, seeing the bright sparkle in
his eye, put him off at Calhoun, and he followed tin-
large crowd of boys to the place of many straps and
stern faces. It is here that he has labored faithfully
for the last four years and. despite many days spent
in the hospital, he will become a citizen in June. He
will return home and develop wonderfully the cotton
field of which he spoke so eloquently as a rat.
"A tender smile,
Our sorrow's only balm."
Monie Sanders Haynesworth
Darlington. S. ('.
Mechanical Electrical Engineering; Junior
and Senior Electrical Engineering Clubs;
Sophomore, Junior and Senior Dancing
Clubs; Darlington County Club; German
Club; Darlington Hunch ; Senior Privates.
" Moony." with a personality which is attractive and
with an exceptionally good nature, has won his way
with ease into the companionship and confidence of
all who have known him. If men arc known by their
works, how are we to know Moony? He i- a diligent
student and never forgets anything, but always worries
his roommate by keeping the light on too late. With
his luck and good nature we are -lire that Moony
will make himself famous ;•- an electrical engineer.
"// St. Peter should hare the bad taste to shut him out




Agriculture III; Class Historian. '10- '11;
Vice-President Class. "11-1-2; Literary Staff
Taps, '11-'12; Exchange Editor Chronicle,
'11- '12; Athletic Editor Tiger, '11- '12;
Literary Critic, Debater, Annual Celebration
Calhoun Literary Society; Y. M. C. A.;
Bible (lass; Terrible Twelve; Sophomore
Dancing Club; Junior Dancing Club; Senior
Dancing Club; President Junior Chemis-
try Club; President Senior Chemistry Club;
President Marlboro County Club, '11-T2;
\ ice-President Senior Privates.
The call of "Pluck," "Jim," or Hearsey will bring
this jolly fellow running to any spot, especially if there
is anything to laugh at. Hearsey entered Clemson in
the fall of 1!)()S; since then his genial manners, pleasant
smile and infectious laugh have won him many friends.
He is a bright student and well liked by all of the pro-
fessors. His life work will probably be farming, at
which, no doubt, he will be very successful. However,
his Scientific course at Clemson and post-graduate
.course at the University of Illinois, which he expects
to take after leaving here, will not be wasted. For he
will always be known as the cross-roads authority on
any scientific matter.
"'Tia good to laugh, at any rati, and if a straw can




geant, Lieutenant; Taps Staff, '11-'12; Ser-
geant-at-Arins; Declaimer; Orator; Chair-
man Committee on Amendments to Con-
stitution and By-Laws; Recording Secre-
tary; President Calhoun Literary Society;
Y. M. C A.; Bible Class Leader; G\ee
Club; President Bamberg County Club;
Barracks Electrician; Winner Ravhill Medal,
'12.
David, "D. B.," or "Bunker" undoubtedly came
from the sticks of Bamberg County, as is evidenced
by his attainments in the singing line and the habit of
tinkering with everything in sight. However, his voice
won for him a place on the (dee Club, and his tinkering
ability the position of Barracks Electrician. As an
orator he has achieved some note. His liking for short
circuits is shocking in attempting to convert himself
into an arc to show his brightness. As an electrician
he will achieve a marked success by inventing a new
stove for cooking with the use of electricity.
".!// men (ire admired either because the// are courteous,
or because they are good looking."
34
Harry Mayne Hutson
. I ik en, S. ('
Agriculture III; Corporal, First Sergeant,
Captain; Chief Marshall Commencement,
'11; Sophomore, Junior and Senior Dancing
Clubs; Vice-President Senior Dancing Club;
Junior and Senior Chemistry Clubs; Ger-
man Club; Assistant Manager Baseball
Team. '10- '11.
Harry, having a great ambition for tiling military,
came to Clemson and found a military career that led
to a Captaincy. He is very fond of referring to Aiken
as the garden spot of the universe, and his friends have
come to the conclusion that he really believes it. lit-
is happiest when he executes in the dancing hall
his own version of the "Boston Dip." Many a "rat"
has he instructed in (lie art of dancing, much to Ins
own benefit, being senior partner in the famous " Hutson
Bros. Dancing School." lie is also extensively known
as "Fig Newton"—why. he alone can tell. Harry will
either teach a dancing school, or he a wholesale dealer
in Fig Newtons.
"Oil, on with the da net
Work never hurt this man."
*0'Neal Jacobs
Newberry, S. ('.
Agriculture III: Corporal. First Sergeant.
Captain; Y. M. C. A.; Junior Chemistry
Club; Senior Chemistry Club; Senior Pri-
vates.
"Jake" is one of Newberry's best. Early in his
college course—in fact, as early as his "rat" year, he
was awarded the title of "Major." This title he re-
ceived because of his military figure and his great ambi-
tion to become a military authority. Fast, indeed, did
he rise in military lines until he reached the goal of
his ambition—a Captaincy. His jolly good nature and
winning ways are irresistible, and to know him is always
to like him. His adherence to principle is far above the
average. His power of keeping the "rats" in the
straight and narrow way is almost superhuman in its
efficiency. Only the application of his native ability
is necessary to his complete success.
" Thought is deeper than all speech;
Feeling deeper than all thought;
Souls to souls can never teach
What unto themselves was taught."
"Left College. February 1. 1912
Henry Caldwell Jennings
Cope, S. C.
Agriculture I; Corporal. Sergeant, Lieu-
tenant; Literary Staff Taps, Tl-'H; Chief
Literary Staff Chronicle, '11-'12; Censor,
Literary Critic, Vice-President Palmetto
Literary Society; Y. M. C. A.; Bible Class;
President Orangeburg County Club.
"Squirrel" is a man whom anyone is proud to call
friend. Being of a distinctly pugilistic turn of mind,
it is well for the community at large that he has such
an even disposition: else the damage that he would do
would he appalling. For theories in Agriculture. Squirrel
cannot be heat, and when he publishes his bulletin
—
"Pecan Culture in South Carolina"—we expect our
State to lead in this industry in a very few years. Our
estimation of Orangeburg County rises when we learn
that this is one of her products. If Squirrel does not
succeed as the man with the two-horse cultivator, he
can easily fill the position of the white man's only hope
"lie knar what's a hat. and that's as high
As metaphysic wit run fly."
Robert McKay Jeter
Columbia, S. C.
Agriculture III; Recording Secretary,
President Columbian Literary Society; Bible
Cla>>: "23" Club; Junior Chemistry Club;
Senior Chemistry Club; Richland County
Club; Senior Privates; Class Football,
'09-'10
"Jet" entered college as a modest fellow with a re-
tiring disposition, but he soon became well known on
account of his literary ability. The speeches that he
makes in his room about twelve o'clock at night would
bring tears to the eyes of an Egyptian mummy. He
is never talkative except in class room, where he shows
off his literary training. The questions he asks and
the arguments he brings up would puzzle the brain
of a Solomon. Jet spends his Saturday-. Sundays and
vacant hours reading the "dope" columns in the
sporting papers. He will become famous as the "dope"
editor of The Police Gazette and as a propagator of
seedless persimmon-.





Lamar, S. ( .
Agriculture II; Sergeant, Captain; Honor
Board; Reporter to Tiger, Marshall Annual
Celebration; President Calhoun Literary
Society; V. M. ('. A.; Bible Class; Sopho-
more. Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs;
Vice-President Terrible Twelve; "A" Com-
pany Sports; Misogamists' Club; Billet
Doux Authors; Junior Veterinary Science
Club; President Senior Hulls; Darlington
County Club.
Stop! Look and listen! What was that I heard?
Why, it was only Edgar, "way down in the tobacco
fields of Darlington (Onnty, pulling the bell cord over
old Mike. Because of bis success as a practical farmer
and because of his great love for the mule, he decided
to study Animal Husbandry. He is particularly fond
of Math and, after consulting Colonel Shanklin, he
decided to specialize in Trij;! His jolly disposition and
open heart have won for him a host of friends. His
power of "spelling" will win him his way when he
represents his County in the Legislature. "Ed" in-
tends to engage in scientific- farming and stock raising,
and he may he found in Georgia.
"What rare I. when I ran lie down and rest.
Kill time, anil take life al its best."
Harry Orchard Kaigler
Sand;/ Run, S. ('.
Civil Engineering; Junior Civil Engi-
neering Club; Senior Civil Engineering
(dub; "23" (dub; Pendleton Guards; Se-
nior Privates.
Harry is a relic of '06, and he has, during hisstay at
Clemson, made every effort to get bis classmen to use
better brands of tobacco. Heisan unquestioned authori-
ty on tobacco, having studied it from both a practical
and a theoretical standpoint. During hi^ Senior year.
he became very popular with the faculty, having
formed an alliance in trade with the energetic owner
of the Cadet Exchange, and a very intimate friendship
with the "hobo" element of the faculty. Harry's
reputation in Civil Engineering is firmly established.
He has already signed a contract to build the power
plant, which will convert the elements of the air into
available plant food.
*'




Agriculture I; Corporal, Sergeant, Lieu-
tenant; Calhoun Literary Society: Clemson
College Corn Judging Team, '11-'12; Assist-
ant Manager Baseball Team. 10-11;
Manager Baseball Team, '11- '12; Assistant
Cheer Leader, '11-T2.
"Skect." "'Hoodlums." "Dick"—just pick the came
that you like best—he answers to all of them equally
well. He is small, but the ferocious looks and stern
commands that he gives are enough to make the largest
"rat " tremble and obey at once. While the line of B. S.
that he hands the professors is so good that they give
him the benefit of the doubt and think that he knows.
Skeet is some rooter as well as a singer of some note,
and he has been known to cheer a losing team to vic-
tory. His business ability is above the ordinary, and
we prophesy for him a successful business career.
provided he does not go to the Philippines and try to
civilize the natives by teaching them singing.
"/'<)/ / am nothing if not critical."




man Club; Secretary and Treasurer Junior
and Senior Electrical Science Clubs; Sopho-
more, Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs;
Vice-President Darlington County Club;
Darlington Bunch; Senior Privates.
"Short" is a man of wise judgment, a faithful friend
and an agreeable companion. He is genial, good naturcd
and amiable, with a personality above the average in
strength. Short is especially noted for his professional
creation of "short circuits." for never troubling trouble
until trouble troubles him. and for never shirking his
duties except when he is room orderly. With the best
wishes of his Class, he goes out into life, and whatever
profession he may follow, we predict for him a success-
ful career.
" The man worth while is tin





Textile Engineering; Sergeant; Prosecu-
tingCritic Palmetto Literary Society; Junior
Dancing Club; Senior Dancing Club; Junior
Textile Science Club; Senior Textile Science
Club; Vice-President Abbeville County Club.
"Dan" was admitted to college only after the
authorities had given his case very serious considera-
tion and had decided that, though he belied his looks,
he \va> perfectly harmless. They also -aw at once that
lie was fitted for some great work in textile lines
such as sweeping the floors of great cotton mills. \,
a mathematician under "Little Joe." he was a prodigy.
It is a debatable question as to what lie will do when
he has received his B. S. In fact, his mosl intimate
friends cannot tell which way he leans. However, his
roommate claims that he is "Kith-leaning!"
"/ would not assert with « peremptory tone
A chin upon the fare of my oirn."
JOHX R. W. LlNDLEB
Gilbert, S. ('.
Civil Engineering; Corporal. Sergeant;
Columbian Literary Society: Y. M. C. A.;
Junior Civils; Lexington County Club;
Senior Privates.
"Johnny" received his early training at the Gilbert
Academy. Following the rainbow of the broad future
that unfolded before him. he entered the Freshman
(lass and became a faithful member of the Civil
section. Hitting the atmosphere in his Junior year
blasted his hopes for military fame, and from the shock
he has never recovered. Very secretive, indeed, is In-
concerning the workings of his finer feelings; and.
consequently, as to whether or not he has any. remains
a mystery. Johnny is a hard worker, and no doubt
his earnest effort will be rewarded—and that very soon,
with the (hair of History and Political Economy in
some university, or as Commissioner of Drainage and
Mosquito Killing he will be hailed as a benefactor
by the seaboard countries.





Agriculture I; Corporal, Color-Sergeant,
Lieutenant; Class Tiger Reporter; Literary
Staff Taps, '12; Orator Annual Celebration
Calhoun Literary Society; Y. M. C. A.;
S. C. I. O. A. Executive Committee; Senior
Dancing Club; Cotillion Club; Vice-Pre-i-
dent Woodrow Wilson Club; Jolly Min-
strels Comedy Co.; Dope Club; Pendleton
Guards; Junior Agronomy Club; Senior
Agronomy Club; President Barnwell County
Club.
"Jim" as he is known by his classmates—but sub-
stitute "y" for "ar" in his surname, and you have
him as he is. He came to C'lemson to study Agricul-
ture and to ride on a passenger train. His pal. however,
took the brace-rods and made Jim ride on the trucks;
consequently, he did not enjoy the trip. But since at
Clemson, he has made a very creditable impression
among the students, faculty and. especially, the natives.
"To know him is to like him;
Han I not .said enough!"
John Garxett Lawtox
darnett, S. C.
Agriculture III; Bible Class; Y. M. C. A.;
Sophomore. Junior and Senior Dancing
Clubs; Pendleton Guards; Vice-President
Hampton County Club; Dope Club; Senior
Privates; Scrub 'Football, ''08- '09.
"Garnet," or "Bone Head" is a member of the Old
Guard that marie that memorable charge on Pendleton
one fair April day. His available time while at Clemson
has been taken up in a close study of Military Science.
in which he has become very proficient. Bone has an
aversion to being called red-headed, stating that his
hair is simply auburn. His one failing is a suspicion
of all firearms—due to a near-accident in his Junior
year. Although he has been known to study on only
a very few occasions, his record is above the average.
Garnet's highest ambition is to settle down and run
a deer farm, with tobacco raising as a side-line.





Mechanical-Electrical Engineering; ( Cor-
poral, Sergeant-Major, Major; Y. M. C. A.;
Sunday School; Pennant Club; Junior
Electrical Science Club; Senior Electrical
Science Club; Cotillion Club.
Here is ;i rival of Abraham Lincoln in length and lank-
ness. Elmer is another son of the Old Dominion who
wandered into our midst some few years ago to become
an electrician. He has played well the role of a student,
and in every call -either on recitation or parade be
would respond in that positive manner, "Here."
Elmer is a man who believes in never violating the
rules and regulations, and one who never visits the
postoffice at the midnight hour for mail of any descrip-
tion. He will be remembered as a student of excep-
tional qualities and. on account of hi^ singular per-
sonality and keen intellect, he will make lonj,' strides
in the race of life.
"Of fertile mind, of massive heart.
He always acted well his part."
Eugene Douglas Mays
Greenwood, S. C.
Agriculture I; Sergeant. Lieutenant; Class
Lawyer. '11-'C2; Y. M. C. A.: Pendleton
Guards; Junior Agronomy Club; Senior
Agronomy Club; X Club.
The scene now changes. We have before u- the hero
of the tragedy, "Four Years in the Kcd Hills of Oco-
nee." "Wreck" is one of the few of that vast mob
from Greenwood who has readied within hailing dis-
tance of his "dip." No one ever supposed that this
beautiful blonde had any miliatry aspirations until
he captured a pair of sergeant chevrons, with the aid
of Lienteuant Sims. Wreck's favorite pastime
is
calling on "rats" for their general orders when he is
on duty as (). I). However, his greatest pleasure is
derived fromViding in red automobiles.
"Shall I like a hermit dwell;




Textile Engineering; Corporal, Sergeant;
Y. M. C. A.; Pendleton Guards.
"Sam" entered ClemsoD in '06. Ho liit Prep low
and liard and reaped his reward by being promoted
lo Fresh in '07; but, like many others, lie journeyed
to Pendleton and, on returning, lie received "the
well done" of the college authorities and a holiday for
one year. Since his return to college, he has by dint
of chewing much "apple" and "Tinsley" managed to
surmount all obstacles, and now he is confidently
expecting to receive his pardon in June. Sam is a jolly
good fellow and has made many friends while at Clem-
son. His highest ambition is to be foreman of a spin-
ning room and to be able to wear lavender silk sow
"Let it go or stay, so 1 wake to the higher aims."
J. E. Moore Mitchell
Edisto Island, S. C.
Mechanical-Electrical Engineering; Cor-
poral, Regimental Sergeant-Major, Captain-
Adjutant; Y. M. (\ A.; Sophomore Dancing
Club; Senior Dancing Club; Cotillion Club;
Pennant Club; Junior Electrical Science
Club; Senior Electrical Science Club; Bums
of 162; (Mass Football, '10- '11.
Behold this bold, bad weapon of Cupid! "Mitch"
determined in the fall of '07 to be a Crusoe no longer;
so he left the lonely Edisto Island for Cleinson to ob-
tain knowledge by which to reach the one goal of his
life—to possess some money and a little wife After
having practiced and revised the United States drill
regulations, he proved himself a competent leader of
parades, both at college and abroad. He has all the
good qualities that one could wish for in a friend.
Although he was detained from college for one year,
his record is good, which is due to his ability, coupled
with a large amount of luck. Mitch will quickly ac-
quire the position that he desires—the illuminating of
the "Bottry," both intellectually and electrically.
".( weather-beaten lover, but once known,
Is sport for every girl to "practice on."
Otis Frederick McCrary
Greenville, S. ('.
Agriculture I; Sergeant, Lieutenant; Class
Tiger Reporter, '12; Staff Taps, '12;
Chronicle Staff, '12; Debater's Medal;
Recording Secretary, Presiding Officer An-
nual Celebration, '12; President Columbian
Literary Society; V. M. C. A.; Bible Class
Leader. '11-'12; Vice-Presidenl Students'
Press Association; "23" Club; Senior Agron-
omy Club.
Hack in the dim and distant '80s this fellow saw the
light of day surrounded by the mountains in the Citj
of Asheville, X. ('. Inspired by the towering peaks,
this mountaineer early decided to become a great man.
As the first step toward this, he moved to Greenville,
S.
(
'.. and took up the task of becoming accustomed
to living in a civilized community. Becoming partially
civilized, he came to Clemson in 'OS and took up the
study of Agriculture. "Daddy.'.' as he is best known,
is a hard worker and delights in oratory and debate.
His power of saying a witty thing at the right time
is unlimited. He is so popular with the authorities
of several cities that he has on several occasions been
given free rides around the city by them. After having
taught school for some time. "Daddy" will become a
great lawyer and defend the just and the unjust of his
home town.
"Judge not by appearanees, for Ike unpolished stone




Dancing- Club; Senior Dancing Club; Junior
Electrical Science Club: Senior Electrical
Science Club; Pendleton Guards; President
Richland County Club.
"Mac.'' after having been in college for one year.
developed desires Napoleonic: so he joined the Pendle-
ton Guards. His hopes were, however, blasted, for he
was given a sixty-day furlough. At first he took the
Textile course but. on becoming entangled in some
telephone wires in Columbia, he decided that the Elec-
trical course would suit him better, which course he
immediately followed. Mac is an all-round telephone
man. and we predict that he will some day be the
president of the A. T. & T. Co.
" The name is Sroteh.
But the beat of me is Irish."
William Gregory Perry
(im in ilh'. S. C.
Civil Engineering; Corporal, Sergeant;
Commencemenl Marshall, '11; Cotillion
( Hub; Sophomore, Junior and Senior Dancing
Clubs; Pendleton Guards; Scrub Football,
*()!); Scrub Baseball, '11; Varsity Football,
'11; I). I). C.
"Hill" has llic record in two respects: First, he has
a good foundation, and perhaps the largest under-
standing of any man in the Class; second, lie iN one
of the two who has been shipped only twice— and yet
he graduates with honors. He is a member of the
Pendleton Guards and an active member of the Seneca
sports. Hill compares favorably with any other member
of his Class as a ('ivil Engineer, and he also has the
ability and qualifications to put his knowledge into
practice successfully. He always takes an active part
in athletics, and for the pasl year he has been one of
the stars on the Varsity football team. In the turkey-
trot and the grizzly bear stunt he is at his best. On
account of his small feet, we feel sure that Hill will
glide along peacefully and prosperously.
"He that taketh chances .shall .succeed."
Wallace Henry Privette
Darlington, S. ('.
Agriculture II: Corporal, Sergeant. Bat-
talion Adjutant; Calhoun Literary Society;
Y. M. C. A.: Bible Class; Billet Doux
Authors; Junior Veterinary Science Club;
Secretary and Treasurer Senior Bulls.
"'Guttz'— Wallace II. Privette, by gosh," i~ a poet
by nature and a farmer by occupation and. judging
from his come-easv-go-easy disposition, he has chosen
the proper profession. As a I). V. M. he would shine,
but he has heard the farm a-calling and will heed
nothing else. His ready wit and his good nature are
sure to take him through life successfully.
"Give "if in" «r three dozen bananas, awl a light




Agriculture I; Corporal, Regimental Quar-
termaster Sergeant, Regimental Quarter-
master and Captain; President Sophomore
("lass; Chairman Cooperative Committee,
'09-'12; Class Ring Committee, '11- '12;
Hop Committee, '10-'ll; Assistant Busi-
ness Manager Chronicle, '10- '11; Taps
Staff, '10- '11; Business Manager Taps,
'1 1- '12; II A 2; Recording Secretary,
Critic-Debater, Palmetto Society; Y.,M.C.A.
Cabinet, '10-'12; Sunday School; Bible
Class Leader; (dee Club, '07-'12; Manager
(dee Club, Tl-'12; Clemson Minstrels,
'10-'ll; Manager Minstrel Comedy Co.,
'11- '12; Pennant Club, '09- '12; Terrible
Twelve; Rifle Team; Senior Agronomy
Club; Pendleton Guards; Bohemians; "A"
Co. Sports; Sophomore, Junior and Senior
Dancing Clubs; Misogamists ' Club; Execu-
tive Committee South Carolina College
Press Association, '10- '11; Corresponding
Secretary S. C. I. O. A., '11- '12; Class
Track Team, '09-'10; C. A. C. Athletics
Council, '09- '10; Cheer Leader, '11- '12.
"H. T.,"or Hubert, spent two years at Wofford,
traveled one year and came to Clemson to do things.
His meritorious achievements speak for him. Though
Hubert is an expert penman and accountant, he ex-
pects to get his LL.M. from the University of Vir-
ginia and return to Florence.
"A penman, politician and a business man.
And to the ladies he lends a hand."
Thomas Craig Redeern
Clemson College, S. C.
D. D. C.
Agriculture II; Corporal, Sergeant Major,
Batallion Adjutant; Tiger Reporter, '08-
'09; Local Editor Tiger, '11- '12; Calhoun
Literary Society; Y. M. C. A.; Sunday
School; President Sophomore and Junior
Dancing Clubs; Senior Dancing Club;
Pendleton Guards; President Junior Veteri-
nary Club; Senior Bulls; Pennant Club;
Rickety Rackety Eight; Cotillion Club.
"Tom" is a favorite with the Profs. Since his bluff
was called by one, this fair youth has not worked.
Tom made quite a hit in Greenville, but failed to
follow it up to Sweet Briar. Outside of the above-
named performances, he has done nothing of note,
except teach the light fantastic step. Tom is a char-
acter who is good because he is not bad, and is
too lazy to become worse. However, he is a good
fellow to have as a friend and is faithful to everybody
and everything except work. As a physician to mules
and horses, he will achieve a marked success
"(), what a i/reat boy am /!"
<>7
Tandy Roy Reid
( am pohrllo. S. ('.
Agriculture III: Class Reporter Tiger,
*l(i-'ll: Editor-in-Chief Tiger, 'll-'lS;
Taps Staff, '1-2; Debater, Presidenl Colum-
bian Literary Society; Winner Debater's
Medal Columbian Society; Y. M. ('. A.;
"23" Club; Junior Chemistry Club; Secre-
tary and Treasurer Senior Chemistry Club;
Senior Privates.
Tandy Roy is a product <>f the "Dark Corner" of
Greenville County; hence his de-ire for light, espe-
cially the light given at Clemson. Men- he has enjoyed
for four yean the smiles of the faculty. Most of his
Senior year has been taken up in chasing that cruel
beast of the tropic— the Tiger; hut not cruel now.
for his master mind has completely tamed that beast.
Likewise he has succeeded in winning for himself in
the mystic sphere of Chemistry the highest honors
His ability a- a Chemist ja— ure- him a marked success
in life.
*'/'// nuiki- me glorious by my /><".
Andfamous by my books."
William Harrell Rentz
I'arurillc. S. ('.
Civil Engineering; Corporal, Pirsl Ser-
geant, Captain. Sergeant; Chief Artist
Taps, 1-2; Junior Dancing Club; Senior
Dancing Club; Cotillion Club; Band; Dram-
atic Club; President Junior Civils; Pendle-
ton Guards.
"John." a- In- i- known among his fellow -Indent-,
came from the famous hamlet of Yarnvillc. As a lad
he came, with the determination of being a Civil
Engineer, an artist and a musician. Hi- talent for art
ha- made him famou-. and in no way could it have
Keen made more manifest than in his having l>een chosen
a- chief of the Art Staff of Taps, '18. Thinking he had
the making of a mu-ieian in him. he bought himself
a trombone; hut. on account of hi- being subject to
chapped lip-, he wa- compelled to give up hi- trombone
playing much to the gratification of hi- neighbors and
Friends. To Bee him jig and to hear hi- puns would
make oik- believe that he were a celebrated "end man
in one of the famou- minstrels. For hi- display of en.
while at college he deserves a great deal of credit
John i- the lir-t man to paint stage scenery in the
history of the college; therefore, we all look to see
hi- name on the best paintings in tin- large art galleries
of the world.
"An artist, a musician and a comedian, all in on, .




Agriculture I; Reporting Critic, Serjeant-
at-Arms. Prosecuting Critic. Corresponding
Secretary, Vice-President Chief Marshall
Annual Celebration Columbian Society;
V. M. C. A. Cabinet; Bible Class Leader;
Delegate to Montreat Conference; Delegate
State Sunday School Convention; Junior
Clodhoppers; Secretary Students' Press
Association; Senior Agronomy Club; Senior
Privates; Corn Judging Team.
"George," or "Booker" is from the Smoky section
of Colleton County. In the fall of '07 he entered Clem-
son, but lost one year on account of sickness. He has
made good in all phases of college life. One of Booker's
greatest projects will be the draining of the marshes
of his County. As an orator he will achieve no little
note; therefore, we expect to hear from him very soon
in the legislative halls of his State. As a legislator
Booker will have passed a bill providing that Senior
Privates shall be exempt from drilling at Clemson.
'"Tis worth that makes the man."
Thomas Raysor Risher, Jr.
Round. S. ('.
Agriculture III; ""23" Club; Sophomore
Dancing Club; Junior Chemistry Club;
Senior Chemistry Club; Senior Privates;
(Mass Football, "'09, TO; Scrub Football.
'11; Scrub Baseball. '10.
"T. R.." or "Tom" is a man of far more than the
average amount of ability, and his record shows this
fact most clearly. He is never happier than when he
is listening to "Monk" pull off a good one on some
one else. For Industrial Chemistry he has cultivated
a wonderful liking, especially for the very brief exams
given on the subject. Of the blue grass region of Ken-
tucky he is more than passingly fond; in fact, we
should not be at all surprised to learn of his going out
there as soon as he graduates. With his ability and
large store of humor and good nature. Tom is sure to
succeed—even in Kentucky.
"/ want a wife of yielding will,
Offirm yet placid mind:
With all my faults to lore me still.
With sentiment refined."
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FlX)l I) Li W R0S8
Gaffney, S. C.
Agriculture II : Firs! Lieutenanl and Batal-
lion Adjutant: Class Poet, '09-'10; Class
Historian, "11- H; Class Cooperative Com-
mittee, *10-'12; Advertising Manager Tiger
'll-'W; Recording Secretary, Declaimer's
Medal. 'lO-'ll, Vice-President, Presidenl
Calhoun Society: Y. M. ('. A.: Bible Class;
Terrible Twelve; Junior Veterinary Science
Club; Senior Bulls; (dee Club, '08-*12;
\ ice-Presidenl ( Cherokee
(
'ounty ( !lub;Clem-
son Minstrels, 'lO-'ll; Secretary Billet
I)ou\ Authors; Lieutenanl Picked Com-
pany; Jolly Minstrels Comedy Company,
'll-'W: Honor Committee, 'll-'W: Cheer
Leader, 'll-'W.
Somewhere about the middle of tin- fir-t decade of
the twentieth century tin- man <>f much voice landed
at Clem-on ami began to look around. Electricity
h'r-t attracted him, but proved too shocking. As a
mathematician lie startled "I-ittle Joe." Notwith-
standing, Floyd baa the stuff in him that men are made
of and we fiel safe in saying that hi- voice and -ink-
ing will make hi- fortune.





Agriculture I: Corporal. Sergeant, Lieu-
tenant; Corresponding Secretary. Treasurer
Vice-Presideni Calhoun Society; Y. M.
C. A. Cabinet: Bible Class Leader: Sunday
School; Junior and Senior Agronomy Clubs;
Secretary-Treasurer Student Pre-- Asso-
ciation; Vice-Presideni Swamp Fox Club;
Senior Dancing Club.
"Major," a- hi- name implies, i- very military in
appearance but in appearance only for he ha- never
been known to burn anyone. Still. Major ha- the
happy faculty of making people (including the Com-
mandant think that he i- military lie ha- always
applied himself in hi- studies, and we know that he
ha- gotten all out of hi- course that he could When
railed on in ela-- room. Major make- various and
sundrj noises until he collect- hi- thoughts, lie will
either become the Commandant of Marion Military
\ demy, or spend hi- life showing the farmer- of the
State how the} should not farm
" In his letter work* he shows his power.
Xeres Marion Scheuwhizzliet
Twirler Town, B. B.
Athletic Science Course: State League;
Southern League; National League; Mem-
ber Famous Twirlers' Society; Fellow Ameri-
can Society for Advancement of Pitching;
Pennant Winning Club; "B. C. T. M."
This lad did not care to come in, hut we needed him.
His pugnatude is very striking, and he is a near relative
of Cristy Mathewson. Though hi> summers number
among the teens, he handles the "pill" exceedingly
cleverly. Modesty has kept his name from being
used to advertise some make of hats or halls. His
favorite hall, however, is a home-rolled one. with a
rock center. He is a very successful "slab" artist.
getting more hits with a well seasoned rail than any
other kind of hat. On account of his numerous henders,
he is often worked and. if his arm is not ruined by
overwork, we predict a successful baseball career.
"What, ho! Mr. Umpire! let us play ball."
John Alva Simpson
Honea Path. S. C.
Mechanical-Electrical Engineering; Cor-
poral, First Sergeant. Captain; Junior Elec-
trical Science Club; Senior Electrical Sci-
ence Club; Vice-President Anderson County
Club; Scrub Football.
"Simp" i^ a true relic of the cyclone that hit Honea
Path several years ago: hut do not think him to be
cyclonic, for he is far from it—except on the football
field. Honea Path had no hold on him. so he decided
to study Electricity and go far off to work. His mind
once made up. he went to work—always attending to
his own affairs and no one else's—and because of this,
lie easily rose to the rank of Captain. A very fine
captain does he make, and many a day will it be before
he is forgotten by the men in his Company. It is to
be feared that he has in some way developed a new and
greater love for Honea Path: therefore, there is some
doubt as to whether he will go far off to work, as he
at first intended. As a friend he is unsurpassed, and
few men are given to he as well liked as is Simp.
"He that hath knowledge spareth his tongue."
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Ansel Gili eirisi Small
Galirant 's Ferry, S. (
Agriculture I; Sergeant, Lieutenant; /
Reporter for \. M. C. A..; Corresponding
Secretary, ( 'haplain, Vice-Presidenl ( 'alhoun
Society; President, Secretary, Montreal
Delegate Y. M. C. A.; Sunday School;
Mil >lt" Class Leaders; Secretary Normal
Bihlc Class; Studenl Press Association;
Junior Agronomy Club; Senior Agronomy
Club.
This tall fellow will answer to any of the following
names: "Hi*.' Small.'' "Y. M < \." or "Parson."
He is from that remote place called the Independent
Republic. On entering college he joined the 1 M C \
and has liecn closely connected with it ever since. He
has no military aspirations at all. hut several offices
have been thrust upon him. He made himself famous
leading the corps in »"g*"g He will instruct the youth
of Horry County in propagation <>f Bowers, <<r become
a preacher and instruct them in the nobler teaching
.1 Christian U ilu gentlestof men, but, thru, be is \ \t w
Edwin Augustus Sompayra<
Society Hill. s. c.
Mechanical-Elecl rical Engineering; ( 'hap-
lain .Junior Class; Junior and Senior Elec-
trical Science Clubs; Sophomore. Junior
and Senior Dancing Clubs; Secretary-
Treasurer Senior Privates; Lieutenant Pen-
dleton Guards; Vice-President German Club;
Darlington County Club.
" Ed, "or "Sompy and be is equally well known bj
cither i* a man possessing all the p«>d qualities that
en to make the great and near-great. He entered Clem-
son with a purpose in view and has lived his collegi
life with that purpose ever before him. It has been said
that it is far better t<> 1h- born lucky than rich, but
here is a man who has far more than hi* share of either.
For he is lucky beyond ordinary human understanding,
and rich in the qualities erf mental, moral and physical
manliness. As friend be rings true, and a> a compan-
ion he is all right. Kd will probably follow Electrical
lines, hut in whatever line he engages he is certain to
he successful.
" / fiu/H that I ."hull possess tirm m xx and virtue enough
in maintain "lint 1 consider the most enriablt of all tities,
thill nt* mi limn tt mini
.





Agriculture III: Corporal. Sergeant, Lieu-
tenant; Palmetto Literary Society; Y. M.
C, A.; Marlboro County Club; Junior
Chemistry Club; Senior Chemistry Club.
Harmon is one of those beings who have the happy
faculty of always being the same fellow, whether it
rain or shine. His progress through college has been
even and uninterrupted by any mishaps. His chief
delight is dwelling at some length on the glories both
present and past of Marlboro County, especially that
part which centers around Clio. As a peddler of pen-
nants and other college paraphernalia and as a >inger
of ballads he has been a pronounced success. His
failing is never being able to stay in his own room for
many consecutive minutes and having an uncontrollable
desire to liven up the hours spent in class room with
his unexcelled contralto voice. As a merchant, or as
a tiller of the fertile soil around Clio, he will go down
in history as a successful man.
*' But hearing oftentimes
The still, sad music of humanity.'
Joseph Xortox Striblixg
Walhalla. S. ('.
Civil Engineering; Corporal. Sergeant.
Lieutenant; Associate Editor Tiger. Cir-
culating Manager Chronicle. Literary Staff
Taps, '12; Reporting, Prosecuting, and
Literary Critics, Debater Annual Cele-
bration. '12; President Palmetto Literary
Society; Y. M. C. A.; Sunday School;
Bible Class Leader.
Truly must we say of "Strib" that he is among the
strongest and most manly of our Class He is deserv-
edly very popular with all the boys, even from the
"rats" through the Seniors He does endless amounts
of work on all lines which tend to further the interests
of the college. Strib is no shirker of class-room duty
and is never happier than when he is doing something
to help another. Owing to his oratorical propensities,
it is safe to predict for him a brilliant ministerial career.
"An honest man, close buttoned to the chin.





geant, l-'ir-t Sergeant, Major; Chaplain
Senior Class; Y. M. ('. A.: .Junior Elec-
trical Science Club; Senior Electrical Sci-
ence Club; Sophomore, Junior and Senior
Dancing Clubs; German Club; House of
Mirth; Scrub Football.
This, .1 great military genius, commonly known as
'" Major. -how- what Clemson can do with a product
of the marshes around Savannah. Like his probable
model, Bonaparte, Major has risen from the ranks.
Nor is he any less an electrical wonder. Hi- smiling
countenance and easy manner- have won for him the
highest esteem of all those who know him: -till. he
ha- been very unsuccessful in his love affairs while
at college tin- reason remaining a mystery. He i-
one of the hardest and most conscientious worker- in
hi- Class, and the prediction that he will make of life
an overwhelming success, i- -afe.
" Better in have lotted anil last
Than never t<> have loved at all.''
Douglas Tompkins
Hock Hill. S. ( .
Textile Engineering; Y. M. C. A.: Junior
;ind Senior Dancing (lul)-; Junior and
Senior Textile Science Clubs; Cotillion
Club; Clem-on Minstrels, 'lO-'ll; Presi-
dent York County Club, '10-'12; Yice-
Presidenl Bowery Rounders, '09-*10; Cla-^
Football. *OS-*li.
"Doug," "'loot-.'" or "Martha' possesses peculiar
characteristics that differentiate him from common
men. for. to him. a joke i- an insult, society i- boring,
and womankind i- frivolous. He i- an authority on
courtship and opposes woman suffrage and co-education.
Hail Doug lived in the time of Plato and Aristotle, we
would have called him a sophist. Had he lived in the
time of Luther, we would have called him a reformer.
Imt. a- he i- a |>rodiiet of the twentieth eentiiry the
time of Mutt and Jeff we will eall him funnv Me. au-e
of hi- long chin, we ma\ -afel\ -ay that he will quickly
root hi- waj to the top of the Textile industry.





geant; Junior Electrical Science Club;
Senior Electrical Science Club; Bowery
Rounders; Senior Privates.
"Jason," ;i> his most intimate friends know him,
is very much addicted to the habit of sleeping through
reveille. Should you be so bold as to wake him for
reveille, he would respond in a drowsy tone: "Con-
finements be darned! Let me sleep." Consequently,
he spends most of his time serving confinements. His
love affairs also consume a large part of his time hut.
wonderful to say, he has been engaged only once, ami
from the great number of letters that he received at
that time it is evident that this event caused great
consternation among his friends. His first step toward
military fame was his appointment as a Sergeant;
but, alas, his hopes were blighted when he failed to
be appointed as a Lieutenant. Therefore, the envious
gazes that he bestows on the shoulder bars of some of
his classmates are not to be wondered at. His jovial
good nature is sure to win him a large place in life.
"Please go 'way anil let me sleep.
Confinements disturb not my slumbers deep."
Rush Free Ulmer
Brim son. S. ('.
Agriculture III; Corporal. Sergeant; Co-
lumbian Literary Society; Y. M. C. A.;
Junior Chemistry Club; Senior Chemistry
Club; Hampton County Club; Students'
Press Association; Senior Privates.
If the town of BrunsoD is as pleasant and so full of
knowledge as Rush says it is. we cannot see why he
left it to come to Clemson in his pursuit of knowledge.
After a brief sojourn at Furman he entered the (lass
of '12, and ever since he has been a loyal member of
the Chemistry section. Scarcely can he be called stu-
dious, for a great part of his time is taken up writing
letters, yet he is a good student in spite of this. Rush
has developed into an excellent pugilist, and on one
occasion he gave a free exhibition of his wonderful
fighting powers. After graduating he will either go
to Utah or become a professional "bone roller."




John Buchanan \Y ikefield
AntreriUe, S. <
Textile Engineering; Corporal, Firsl Ser-
geant, Captain; Mop Committee, '11;
President Sophomore Tennis Club; Presi-
dent Abbeville County Club; Cotillion
Club; Pennant Club; Sophomore, Junior
and Senior Dancing Clubs; .Junior and
Senior Textile Science Clubs.
"Johnnie" ma horn in the village of Abbeville,
S. C, and the worst pari of it is thai he admits it
without a tremor. He drifted along through life with-
out any purpose until the possibilities of the Textile
man dawned upon him, and he chose Clemson as hi*
place, for the study of his chosen profession. Hi- militan.
aspirations have been his guiding -tar and this accounts
for his Captaincy of "K" Company. Johnnie is pre-
eminently a ladies' man. and much of his time has
been taken up trying to decide which one of the fair
sea shall Im- the fortunate one
"Of stature small, of achievements great."
J. Hoi S. Wessinger
Lexington, S. C.
Agriculture II: Columbian Literary So-
ciety; Junior Veterinary Science Club;
Senior Hulls; Lexington County Club;
"23" Club; Senior Private-.
Hoy or "\\V\" with the fixed purpose of becoming
a veterinarian, swapped the gny soils of Lexington for
the red hills of Oconee After four years of clinic- he
has learned to prescribe for only one disease a hungrj
horse. Although you may not believe it. he is somewhat
of a literary genius. Failing to obtain a Corporal in
Soph, he gave up all hope- that he may have had for
military honor- Wes is very fond of exercise, l>ut he
has always refused to take any about reveille time.
With his vast knowledge of Agriculture he will make
the Lexington acre- to blossom a- the de-ert
Take noisy, vexing greatness they that please,
I m, obscure and safr anil xili nt
James M inok Workw \\
Mayesville, S. C.
Textile Engineering; Corporal, First Ser-
geant, Captain; Editor-in-Chief Chronicle,
'11-'L2; Chief Literary Staff Taps, '11-'12;
Class Reporter Tiger, '<)!)-' 10; President
Student Press Association; Reporting Critic,
Censor, Secretary, President, Debater's
Medal, '1 1; Orator, '12, Palmetto Society;
Social Committee Y. M. C. A.. '09-'10;
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, '11- '12; Sunday
School, '<)K->2; BibleClass Leader. '10-'12;
Secretary and Treasurer Junior and Senior
Textile Science Clubs; Vice-President Sum-
ter County Club, '10-'ll; President Sumter
County Club, '11-'12.
Minor is a man whom everyone looks upon as one
who always docs what lie thinks is his duty, regardless
of fear or favor. This fact is evidenced most clearly
in the life that lie has lived since at Clemson. He is
in no way averse to taking part and doing his share
in any of the purely voluntary works of college life
that go to make for the reputation of the college or
the students. As a military man he has been very suc-
cessful. Nothing but success can await a man of his
high ideals.
"Make every failure a stepping-stone to success."
Leon France Yates
Darlington, S ('.
Textile Engineering; Corporal, Sergeant,
Lieutenant; Reporting Critic, Treasurer
Palmetto Society; Y. M. C. A.; Bible Class
Leader; Delegate State Sunday School
Convention, '10- '11; Junior Textile Science
Club; Senior Textile Science Club; Darling-
ton County (did).
Behold the maid of the Class! This title was won
by his somber appearance and sedate manners. There
is no one more studious and attentive to his duties
than is he. His industry and kind heart have won the
resped of all his fellows. Assisted by Cupid, his meek
and saintly manners have affected more than one heart
in the State. His greatest ambition is to settle down
and become President of the Hartsville Cotton Mills.
"Hi/ meekness art coronets iron.''
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George Henri Zerbsi
< 'harlegton, S. (
Agriculture III: Corporal, Sergeant, Lieu-
tenant; Prosecuting Critic, Vice-President
Palmetto Literary Society; V M. C. A.:
Junior Chemistry Club; Senior Chemistry
Club; Glee Club; "«S" Club.
This light-haired youth <>f German ancestry received
hi- early education in the high schools <>f Charleston.
In 1!MIS he finally tore himself away from the wonder-
ful " Hot try " and came to Clemson. A true German, he
delights to spend his time playing on the college piano.
"Inn In- i> not in lii- room bringing forth peculiar
sound- from a violin. Study? Will, decidedly yes. \~
a result of his study anything less than ninety-rive
causes him to shed 1 >it t «-r tears very seldom indeed
does he weep. His feminine correspondents are scat-
tered from Charleston to Ontario and, consequently, he
is kept busy keeping his correspondence straight.
"Professor]' will become either a second "Dickie" or
a musical genius.
" II hi for tin- thldiotU slmili
Kind nature form'd.''
The Fate of a Sport
This sporl was a member of a certain
well-known college. One nighl lie wended
hi- way to see the College Widow. The
nighl ]>a^M-d off beautifully, hut for a
peculiar accident which happened to the
young swain as ho took Ids leave. He met
a ferocious hilly goal at the gate, and ill
the word- of the lady the following hap-
pened: "Tin- goal buried the previous
end of hi- anatomy againsl the hoy'-
afterward- with an earnestness and velocity
which, hacked by the ponderosity of the
goal - avoirdupois, imparted a momentum
that was not relaxed until he landed on
the terra firms beyond the pale of the goal -
jurisdiction."
ra
Willi \m Arthur Hoick
Lenoir, N. C.
Ph. B. Univ. of X. C
Special
Agriculture II; Senior Bulls; Senior Pri-
vates; Presidenl Truth Busters; Grand
Chancellor Crap-Shooters; Manager Happy
Valley Stock Farm.
Twenty-six years ago t ti<- lone hills of Lenoir pro-
duced a worthy Tarheel. After completing his studies
in the high schools and having acquired Napoleonic
aspirations, he entered Fishburne Military Academy,
where lie distinguished himself as a student ami a- a
soldier. After having received a l'li. B. at the Univer-
sity of North Carolina he hoboed through southern
climes studying agricultural conditions. Though he has
been a "rat" at Clemson only since September, 1911,
>till he has won for himself many friend- in this short
time. It can he said truly that "Hill" has done mure
work in one session of the college than has anyone
who ever received a B. S. here. Soon Bill may be found
trodding over the Gelds of North Carolina, viewing
with pride the herds and fields of waving grain that
are his.





Graduate Textile Industry, '11; .Mechan-
ical and Electrical Engineering; Diploma
in Columbian Literary Society. '11; Art
Department Taps. '11; Y. M. C. A.;
Bible Class Leader. '11; Junior Textile
Science Club; Senior Textile Science Club;
Sophomore Tennis Club; Junior Tennis
Club; Senior Privates.
Fizer graduated in the Textile Industry course in
11: however, his affection was so great for Clemson
that he decided to come hack this year and take a
course in Electrical Engineering. His two hobbies are
work and more work and he has indulged in them ever
since he entered college. "Ross" is an expert in the
art of photography and has spent much time in beauti-
fying the physiognomies of his classmates, therein
winning many friends. We predict for him a bright
and successful future.
"A little learning is a danyerons thing,
Drink deep: or taste not of the Pierian Spring."
Tit
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'* There uxu not a man to till the ground.''
This broad Course in Agriculture covers the whole- field of Natural Sciei
which aro tributary to the Agricultural Industry. Formerly, this Course embraced
also the special lines now given in Courses II and III. The students taking this
Course receive special training in Agriculture, Horticulture, Botany, Bacteriology
and Entomology. After graduation, they are particularly well prepared t<> take
post-graduate work of various kinds, and also to take positions with the United
State- Department of Agriculture, or with State Experiment Station-. More
students are enrolled in this than in either of the other two Courses in Agricul-
ture. The "Straights", a- these students are called, are often jokingly -aid to be
pursuing "the line of least resistance." However, here are some of the studies
which they have: Mathematics, English, History, I rge Work. Wood Work.
Mechanical and Free Hand Drawing, Bookkeeping, Botany, Agriculture, Chem-
istry, Physics, Zoology, Horticulture. Dairying, Veterinary Science, Fore-try.
Political Economy, Animal Husbandry, Geology, Bacteriology, Military Science
and Entomology.
Among the Professors who ur^e the "Straights" along the Bowery path of
knowledge are: Professors Bramlett, Bryan. Colonel Hardin. Morrison, Allison,
Harris, Gardner, Eflugh, Hunter. Hall. Napier. Brackett, Poats, Gee, Vincent,
Burgess, Power-. Massey, Calhoun. Captain Stoke-. Daniel. Keitt. John-tone.
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Coulee 11— Agriculture- £xnd
ANIMAL INDUSTRY
Course II
" M hen our old coir doesn't give mill:, ire take it from her."
The tact that this Course is numbered 9econd does not signify that it is by any
means Becond in importance. While it is somewhal similar to the other Agricul-
tural Courses, yel it differs from them in thai it deals chiefly with Veterinary Science
and Animal Husbandry. It treats both subjects from the practical as well as the
theoretical side, and gives the student valuable experience in Veterinary Surgery
and feeding and car*' of animals. The students thus prepared usually enter the
wide field of Veterinary Surgery and. through further practice, become horse
doctors of no little repute. No one can deny that the "Bulls'1 have a most inter-
esting as well as humane subject. Owing to the fact that their Course is aimiUr
to Course I until they have finished the Sophomore Class, they receive the same
training as those in thai Course. This means, <>f course, thai the Professors are
practically the same for each Course. However, a few who are especially con-
cerned with the 'Mulls" are Dr. M Ray Powers. Dr. \\. (). Keeley. Professors
A. Smith..!. M Burgess, A. B. Massey.J.G. Hall, J. M. Napier. V II H.Calhoun,
C. H Iladdon and A II Jackson.
s;
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Agricultural and Animal Industry
Hulls we are, but not in a pen.


















Wessinger, J. H. S.
v.




Ilii* is a broad Course with a specialization in ("heini>try. It emhra<> -
thorough Course in Chemistry and not quit - I rse \_-irulture
is n Course I. Three ho rs ek in practical Chemistr - jiven in the Sopho-
mon week in the Junior year and *i\ in the Senior year. It em-
braces tin* analysis of fertili rs iter, soils, and feet! >tuff-. It also inch
ral instruction in the - mical apparatus cplanation of chemical
lerms. e her with thi^. Chemistry i^ given n Mineralogy. ("} -
talography. Ass _ B -Pipe Analysis _ \eral academic
tes, this - includes pjricultunl hues \_- my. Botany, EntomoL .
B _ \nimal Husbandry 1 » i . Gi tes in this < rse are fit
for work in comm< r Govi rnment labi s insti - in
mistry in the P - • _ - After finishing th> I se, a
1' l> d Chemistry can be obtained from the largi N rthern I'niver-
— i t i - - Besides th» -mentioned suhje* - - lents in
this I struction in Wood Work. F< rp ^ rk. Me il Draw
Hand I ha« • _ - ' • man. Sui _ ad Physics
The folio* f the Pi - - . different subjects in this
I s W. S. M D. W. Daniel, i M. Furman, J K Hunter.
I (, Poats, I: \ Bi 1> H Henry. G P I - • . F II H Calhoun,
J. M. Napier. J. G II ..11. and -I M B p
























Col. M. B. Hardin
Dr. R. X. Brackett
Professor (i. F. Lipscomb
Professor D. H. Henry
m




This is one of the hardest courses at Clemson, but when one finishes in this
Course he feels that his fitness and training for his life's work have fully repaid him
for all of the study he has put into it. This Course is intended to equip the student
for engaging in manufacturing operations involving Metallurgyor other branches
of inorganic Chemistry, or for employment as assayer or chemist in connection
with mining operations. It also furnishes the basis upon which In- may readily
specialize in mining or geology, with a view to conducting actual mining enter-
prises or to employment in responsible positions in National Surveys. Some
graduates in this Course are making good as mining engineers, while others are
filling professors' chairs.
The student is well grounded in the principles of Chemistry. Physics, Mechan-
ics, Geology and Mineralogy, hut the principal stress is laid on Geology and Metal-
lurgical Chemistry. He also acquires a valuable practical knowledge of Survey-
ing, Mechanical Engineering, Foundry Practice. Drawing and Designing, in addi-
tion to the pursuit of courses in English, History. Political Economy and other
subjects of general educational value.
Besides tin- academic professors, the followers <>t this Course receive instruc-
tion from Drs. I\ II. II. Calhoun and H. \. Brackett, Professors S. B. Earle, T.
(.. Poats, .1 W. Gantt, K E. Lee, \Y. \\ . Hugh and I). II. Henry.
ss





In Terms of Calhoun
There are rivers of all lengths and sizes and of all degrees of wetness. Then-
are rivers that dabble in real estate and rivers that play hide-and--eek with yon
today, and tomorrow follow yon around like a pet dog with dynamite tied to
its tail. Some rivers are perpetually dissatisfied with their beds, and Lret up in the
middle of the night and seek a new bed. all littered with forests, cornfields, briek
houses, railroad ties and telegraph poles. Quite naturally, life along such river-
has in it an element of uncertainty; for yon may go home and find a government
steamboat pulling up snags out of your erstwhile cabbage patch. In farming,you
never know whether yon are going to harvest corn or catfish. The appetite of
such rivers is magnanimous and cosmopolitan boat-, levees, railroad track-.
barns and villages being equally relished by it. These river- often crack in going
around their bends—they are so muddy. By taking the course in Geology you
can, by a few simple facts learned in this Course, make such river-, no matter how
obstinate, obey your will. Without Geology you are powerless
1912
CO V-~MfC H ANITA L A:-
ELEtTRKM ENGINEERING
Course V
" Who enters here leans all hope behind."
Since Electrical Engineering i> founded upon the laws and principles of Me-
chanical Engineering, the Engineering Faculty have deemed it wise to combine
the two Courses. The students who have graduated from College in this Course
are filling responsible positions in both Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.
The purpose of this Course i> not to turn out skilled artisans, t>nt to train those
faculties of mind which can he reached hut through work of the hand. The field
of Mec hanical Engine< ring seems now to he opening up greater chanc* s of pn m< -
tion than those of Electrical Engineering, due perhaps to the fact that the former
i- vet in it- infancy. 'Idie underlying principles of Engineering are based upon
Mathematics and. therefore, this subject i- stressed throughout the Course, and
embraces (lie following studies: Algebra, Geometry Plane and Solid . Descrip-
tive Geometry, Trigonometry, Analytic-. Calculus, Mechanic-. Electrical Engi-
neering and Mechanical Engineering. Besides these subjects of Mathematics,
they have a complete Course in English, History, Political Economy, Geolog}
and Military Science. They -hare the instruction of all the Professors named
under ( !ourse VI.
90
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Mechanical and Electrical Engineering
J. W. Blackwell,
W. M. Byrd














Mi Lntosh, R. J.
McIntyre, I).




Truesd \i.k. B. J.
Honorary Members
Prof. R. E. Lee
Prof. S. B. Earle
Prof. K. T. Dargan
Prof. S. T. Howard






"/ wish, said the man marked deficient—
For his knowledge was not quite proficient
That in adjusting a level, I wish like the devil,
. I word to thi ' ) '<' irere sufficient."
Course VI
To thai one to whom the word Math implies do horror, this Course appeals with
greatest force. For it i- in Mathematics thai those of this Course revel the
chief feature of the Course being Math. Koth pure and applied. To these also
the word "Construction" is vital, for they delight in their studies <»f location.
construction, mapping and maintaining roads, railroads, streets, etc. Among
their interesting problems, they study strength of materials, masonry construction,
foundations on land and in water, analytic and graphic investigations of stresses
in girders, roof- and bridges, and the design of these structures, the principle- of
hydraulics as applied to dam-, canal-, reservoirs, municipal waterworks and the
development of water power. For their training in those subjects they depend
upon Field Practice, Mechanical and Free Hand Drawing, Machine Design, Ar-
chitectural Drawing, Pattern Making, Forge, Foundry, Machine Shop, Mechanical
Laboratory, Physics, Geology, Steam and Gas Engine Theory, Descriptive Geome-
try, Trigonometry, Analytic-. Calculus, Mechanic- and Civil Engineering. The
members of the Faculty who are immediately concerned with the "Civil-" are:
Professors Hale Houston, S. B. Earle, EL F Lee, I' II IF Calhoun. S. Howard.






















1 • Textile Department is destined to become more and more intportanl
i- it- mission i- to fit men for executive positions in <»nr T«-\til<- Indus-
try- that branch <>f manufacturing which is destined t<» play -<» powerful part
in the moulding of the future South. This Course cannot attempt to fit men in
four year- t<> become superintendents, hut it does _ such training as will enable
the student t<» apply principles in hi- latter practice and, so, rapidly ri-e t<» this
ami like positions.
Professor i S. Dogf _ — regular lectures <»n Organic Chemistry very
ral an<l explains the importance of dyeing in a clean laboratory; Professor
( \\ \1 Swain delivers valuable lectures breaking the monotony with -mile-
an<! - the art of combining colors and interlacing threads; Professor Fred
I lor wonders "What those boys - - to <lo when they get in the mill."
ami tries t<- help them solve tin* problem; Professor W S Morrison teaches the
"Text les*' to sei "history making all around them" and "economics in every-
thin. Pi fessoi « Ski. Furman lectures on English Literature and proper conduct
in classroom; Profess r D. vl Daniel demonstrates the proper method of black-
-•1 erasing and |»ro' - - gainst loud socks; Professor S. B. Earle applies steam
beavy for the light beads of th<- care-frei I tiles*' » and the
other Professors th«-y <L. various other things too Dumerous t<. be mentioned,































Hearsei . G. J.
SoMPAYRAl . K. A.






A\< bi if, -F. N.




' \LI>\\ KLL. K. I).




< . ILPHTN, R W




II kRRIS, J. (i.
II kRDT . (i. L.
II \IM i.ii . .1. K.
Harvey, II. \Y.
Hayes, W. II.









Lxndler, J. R. W.










TBI BSD Ml. B. J.
Ulmer, R. F.
\\ SSINGER, -III S




M ISS ( 'ROS8
Class Officers
K. A. A I I \ lnder
w. (;. McLeoo
II. A. II \(.(»oi)
II EtOBINBON
S \\. Rabb


















A. id. I. I).
Banks, \\ . I).
B \i;\\\ ELL, J. W.
Berry, M. I).
Black, F.
Bla< k\io\. L. R.
Boggs, .1 K.
Bowers, W. E.





































K INGETER, •!. II.
King, C. J.
King, .1. F.
Ki /.in, W. T.
L iCHICOTTE, A. II.
I. kTHROP, F. II.
Lawton, M. S.
M IGILL, -I. A.
M issey, T. F.
McGee, IF S.
M« 1. 1 uk. J. W.
McAlhany.T. D.
M KM. KIT. F. M .
M ERRITT, -I. A
Morrison, W. E.
Meyers, P. F.

















Stoi dkmikk. ('. F.
Todd. .]. N.
Tl RBEVILLE, A. ('.
Weeks, T. W.
Wilson, T. B.
Wolfe, L. F. k c? . .
Yeargin, B. K ' I
YoUM INS, ( '. P.
| HO
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Junior
II, jealous Junior! You who on your sweet sell' would
se1 such a price, knowing thai we cannot help hut
pay— how you have cheapened paradise! How
sold for caught that priceless gift which, spent
with due respective thrift, had made Preps, Fresh
and Sophs divine. In other words, oh! Junior, why do you soar to
such dizzy heights—endangering your own precious lives, as well as
the lives of those upon whom you might descend?
Hut stoop for a moment, gaseous Junior, for I have somewhat
to whisper in thine ear
—
Knowest thou not that aviation is disastrous?
That frequently gaseous substances explode?
That jealousy is deadly?
That in all thy getting thou must get understanding?
That the stiff neck shall he bent as the crossbow?
That no bird can Mv so high hut that he must return to mother
earth for water?
That a small pinhole can let the wind out of the largest balloon?
Then learn a lesson, oh. Junior full of thy own wisdom, and soar
not thee higher than man's head.
101
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Morrison, W. E.
Blackmon, L. R.
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I. \\\ TON, MS
\I, Gei . II -
Park, A D
!' - \. .]. I-'.
Pro\ ost, E. T.
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Junior Textiles
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GlLMOBE, W. < Hahk. S. \Y.
Ebb as, •' 0. R' mmox, R.
. B \N Pi wi.i i . R K.
Fbi< k. ( i E Stoudewbe, C. K.
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Junior Chemicals
W. (i. McLEOD President
L. D. Hudson Vice-President



















.1. Y. >< i;i ».<.^
.1. W. Ebwin
H S. Hood
I > I". Hi l)KK K
II. I{ Ml \ltl i;


















B IRKSDALE, J. C.
B \KKl\i. N)N, A. II.
Berli r, .1. A.
Bethune, H. A.
Bethea, II
Bigh wi. I. L.
Bk w\ lei . W. F.
Brown, B. w
Brown, (J. II.
Bowm w. W. L.
Britt, D. W.
But klet, K. I).
Bom.. A H




Cai sey, R. (i.
< ox, R. i:
Clark, W. L
Chambliss, II. E.
Ch wviuiii). F. P.
Cri if, H. M 2
(' IRSON, .1. I.
( 'ROSIER, B. A.
I ) \\ 1/1. IK. F. (\
Darby, J. T.
I ) w i/i. i k. M A.
D\\ It. II r. P. M
Dot run. .1. B.
Dl M.U-. J. K.
Fit. IZER, .1. M
Bbwin, .1. W.
Emerson, <). H.
Ki»\\ i\-. A. L
r./.u. H B.
Field, B G





Ih DRICK, D 1.
II IIGHT, A B.
Hanvey, E.




II. NTER, M. W.
Hi TTO, F. B.





I \( K-<>\. B. M.
.|c||\-' >N, 1' P
.1 \( K-"\. A II.
JOHNS* >\. F. S.
Kennedy, K. (i.
Kilgo, P. H.
l.u mi OTTE, W. F.




Mi r< in l.i.. ('. F.
Morg \\. G. H.
M< Bride, -I N
M< [ntosh, J. M
.
M< Donald, F. H.
M, Donald, J. W.
M< Mn.i.w. (. I
Oetzel, J. (i.
Parker, II. L
1' IDGETT, W. W.
Pi Kin. \\ I.
Pressley, F. II
Rogi rs, C. B.
Rogers, T. B.
Him rs, W. .1.
W
I
>' >l>\\ \KI>. .1. T.






S. HILLETTEB, \Y. A.








Smith. J. M. 1
St 1NFORD, A. <
.
Stikkki . M. N.
Stender, II. H.
Sprott, W. I 1'.
Si 1 i, \K-. F. II.












Willi vm-. L F.
Wright, V*. B.
WlLKERSON, W. B.











ERILY, in this day and generation, the College
raiseth up its Sophomores in the knowledge of
nothing save cigarettes and cusswords. It permit-
teth him to loaf at the drug stores and sandwich
counters, where he imbibeth slops and hookworms.
When he reacheth College, he attaineth a uniform, which he
turneth up at the bottom two furlongs above the feet. lie displayeth
a pair of noisy sox, with purple and gold background and violets to
the front. Yea. the ill-kept ankles are an abomination. He de-
lighteth in wearing a non-regulation collar, about which he entwineth
;i fie of greenest hue.
The inside of his head resembleth the inside of a pumpkin.
He falleth in love with a giggling, gum-chewing girl, with pink
ribbons in her hair. He sitteth up late at night to write poetry
about her and giveth no thought to Trig. He craveth for an automo-
bile, that he might ride her forth in the springtime. His mind turn-
eth to the vanities of life and not to the high cost of corn bread.
He thinketh his Father a plodder and his Mother a hack number.
He scattereth her pin money as a cyclone scattereth a rail fence.
He pictureth to himself great riches suddenly acquired.
Verily, verily, he needeth a board applied vigorously to the





















\l I M \N. F. K
Al.\ ERSI >N, W. (i
Vndrewb, V Z
Am hi u. \\ I)






H MINI. I I . M •
MmiNU III.. F II
Bates, Vt W
U w i in. < S
\\w 1 1 ii. K I?
hi ii.. St. -I i
Hi s J vmin. R. \.
Bl NNETT, C. (i
Berley, S E.






Bl 181 H K. B.
I! ii. E. F.
Bow m vs. I S




Mi \. ... .1 M.
Mi nki ft, I I
Mi r< k. I). I)




' WII'SKV (i. E.
Cannon, J I
( M1MK I. \KL. I)




( \ i n< \K i. T. M
Chaplin, II I.
( 1. M'M \\. E. I.
( II M'M \\. I I M
( II M'M \\. II Ii
( II M'M \\. \{. < '.
Clark, .1 R
Clownet, G M
( i >\\< Ml. P,






Cork, \\ . \
CoTHE \\. .1 N
Coy mi. A. M.
I
o\\ Mil). W. 1).
Craig, II E.
I u lYTON, P. C
I Ireert, P. .1.
I
HKK.HIiiN. /
I 'romer, C. N
I 'robland, P.
I
uoi ( ii. A M
Cm m. II M
: i i.i i v C. W.
Ci i \ i us. F M
CURETON, H M
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Di IB, II II
1)1 \ ERN1 I F P.
Edmonds, M
Eleazer, G w
ELMORE, I > G
Epps, n i
Epting, < K
F.\ ins, I) \\
Paris, J. C.
Fun-. M \
Fl l.DKH. L. W.









<i \-.}l k. \\. E.
dn.l I
BT, P
II Ml. I. IK. \
II IMILTON, B. L
Hardin, T. B.
Harper, T B
II Mfkl-. (i. G.
Hum. ( . B.
II Milil-. (, I.
Harris, M II
Hvavet, W. M.
Ih \ i.i\. (,.
IIi.ii.uk IF IF
Ih N'DERSON, J. R.
III \IM(|i k-. ( M.









III BSTER, E. L.
Ill M.K. \l I
IF nm . . \\ .1
IF I, BINGS, -I M
- \\





.li ii a, .1 IF
Jl .in. W |{







Joni - . \N «
Joni a, w S
.Ii -n -. I 15
K WIINl l(. I I
Keith, W. C.
Kl.MIKH k-. .1 \\
Kennerli . W. I).
Kkti iii\. \\ W
Kn<\ in. \ W
Kitti.i a, ] G
Kix.K.H. L II
I.M IIH OTTE, F. S.
Lawhon. < ! I
Langi ord, If. F.
Lar row, M F.
Lawbon, <







Fi « . \ n . J H
.
Long, \
Fl NNH. (.. W.
Fill-. \ <
M M.M.I.. \\ K
M \Hi BANT, .1 1.
M IRSH Ml.. 1
Martin, E. 0.
M MillN. ( , I I
M AHTIN. S. J.
Martin, \\ P
Masters < W
Masti as, M K
M. Bain, -I M
Ml « Mil' I.
Ml < I.NNI II.. II -
M. Lellan. F P
Ml I .1 \
Ml < I I. M'l i. II. J.
Mi l)l li\l \N. .1
Ml I >l UMIII. ( . '
M F\. HERN, I) IF
M '...u IN, \ R
\F lw,.« l
Ml kli.UN. II -
McKinnet, J 5
M. Ll RE, D I
Mi Mahon, F i>
Ml MlLLAN, W I.




Ml n BELL, M S
M BELL, W . B.
MONROI . -I B
MOOR] «. I
Moori . -I S
Morrow, I I.
Mi LDROR II \N
Miuimi. < i:
Ml KH IT, .1 -I
Newton, J I.









I'm un,.. IF If.
Pi i iii -. J.
I'll. i BS, -I K
Perritt, \ w









H M.-ltM i W I ,
Ratenel, W. F
Rl mi. A M
Retnolds, J. M.
Rich irds, .1 I'
Ri< ii m<i>- - M
Kit H LRDSON, I M
Hl< KENRAKER, I).
RODGI BS, II I
RODGI Ii- \ I
Rogers, IF A
i; SA, l> l)
i: - i r
RTAK, \\ I)
-\N1>I li-. I) 1 »
-\NHI BS, I N
-
- P II
*»H \NNi,N. ( .1
Sll Mill | .1 I .
Sharp, n H
"-in m.v. A F.
-in m. I> B
-ih mi ». \\ IF
Sherrill, - <


















Stillh bu I B
I [ll.f.1 . \\ P
Strother, J H
Sthjhun. / ])
Sclui \\. •/ I)
Si LLn \n. \\ M
Tarrant, F H
Tai lor, ( • I'.
I \\ \
Thom ^-. .1 <,




Thror er, J IF
Tou ert, -I H
TOLHERT, I. M








V M i. UN. < I
W \NN \M LKER, IF F
\N\NN \M LKER, ^ M
Ward,< W
W MKIN-. IF B.
w - ts, D -I





Willi \M- W < .
- I
W ITHI H-lixiN. .1 K
\\ I I
\\ I ) l<
^^ bight, < k
J -N I , \\
11*
Si rae - taps T-ists J|
The Freshman
HE Freshman, species, verdant roden4is; variety Clem-
sonia, is found in the regions of waste and tall timber
of the great State of South Carolina. He belongs to
that class of animals known as the Rodents, and may
be recognized by his ratlike appearance and habits.
In color, the Freshman is green. The head, resembling the pump-
kin in size and content, is composed largely of skull. Because of
this fact, scientists class him among the boneheads. The animal's
brain partakes of the verdure of his body, and is almost the size of
that of a parrot, although in extreme cases it has been known to be
as large as that of the monkey. Upon examination, it is found
that his green matter contains no convolutions of wisdom whatever.
A long protuberance, called a neck, supports his head. Upon
each side of this neck, we find a gawky arm. having the motion similar
to that of a Dutch windmill. His body and legs look like a barrel
of beer on a pair of stilts, while his pedal extremities have the shape
and size of gunboats.
In September of each year, the Freshmen migrate in vast hordes
from their native haunts to Clemson College. Here they are taught
the intricate arts of describing semicircles, barking at the moon,
being turned without being killed, buying electricity by the gallon,
and many other branches of Science, until at last they attain suffi-
cient knowledge to enable them to pass from the state of emerald
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URING the week of September 12th-19th, inclusive,
a very Urge addition was made to "The Royal
Family" of Clemson. There were broughl to t lie
royal castle eighty fine healthy princes. "Queen"
Wells and 'King" Sease were very proud of
their lusty children.
True to the instinct of children, they were very sleepy, and even
"King's" sonorous voice did not suffice to keep them from visiting
the land of dreams in the classroom. Those who were not sleeping
were amusing themselves by making "Queen" dodge erasers and
chalk.
The Preps received their first lesson in political speech-making
from their private tutors, the Sophs, on Wednesday night. It is
remarkable how soon they learned to mount the table and address
the Sophs.
Thursday was the day for the Preps' first Geometry lesson.
They were taught to describe "a semicircle on a plane" "as a
solid." They soon decided that a "ninety-degree angle" is much
more comfortable than a "thirty."
The "Royal Children" were well trained in Military Science.
It was a source of grievous complaint that the "shot-guns" were
"choke-bored." Their greatest ambition as cadets was to be
Corporals; several of their number wrote very strong pleas for such
appointments.
The Preps compose the largest section in College. The entire
Prep Class takes as its fortress and stronghold the Textile Building:
therefore, in their simple minds, they are all "Textile Students."
It is the sincerest wish of all that at the end of another year they
will have imbibed enough of the wisdom of their wise parents
"King" and "Queen" —to fit them for the arduous job of governing
their successors.
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pi?/»nffF(Jiec? — '5"
A f ' „ P „ is the once famousMisery - gone forever ciemsonspm..
Prof. Gardiner is using a great deal of $££ useless profanity.
Nap has an idea that he is "'',,.,^1^1, the smartest man in the world.
Capt. Duekett "U'ne'hlr !.,«,,.,, smokes too many cheap cigarettes.
Dr. Powers has gone TZ2ZS&5Z&. blind -„-
Prof. Bryan heats his wife and also the guests ; .me ,, f ,,,,!„<
Dr. Redfern iKrwi,,, drinks carbolic acid.
n,La k « Pres. Riggs poured lemon juice in *EmZ a baby's eye | Tirr'
nr
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>;iih Earle sells his automobile and rides ;i mule.
At lasl the devil claims Bob Sweeney.
Dr. Calhoun buried three miles beneath the surface!
Prof. Bramletl should be washed and thoroughly
disinfected.
Dr. Bracketl now weighs KM) pounds.
Prof. Lipscomb drank all the alcohol in the Lab.,
and also Hi gallons of H S( ) v
rot . l ice loinxl eat mil; toads.
Archibald Smith died from eating too much cotton
seed meal.
Wanted 100 tons of corn silage for ' the Cadel mess
lull Shortie.
Prof. Niven dismissed for being too rough and disorderly.
Even the pigs won't eat Prof. Burgess
1
cheese
Prof. Henry thinks lie ugbtfenteainzaicafcoi is so bright.
Prof. Hall live-* entirely on Fungi.
Birch chews "Brown Mule."
1* m - *ii 1 *ll more time rending i 1
rot. Keitt kills •, student.
Prof. Daniels makes too much noise at the Lyceum
entertainments.
Prof. Massey Is destroyed by bacteria.
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With "Shortie" at The Play
" Lo! 'twas gala night
Within these lonesome latter years;
The (Mass of '12 amazed, affright,
Sat in a theatre to see
A play of hopes and fears."
And we. the (Mass of '12, looked, and lo. there was a vast throng of formless
things Hit tin» about the stage like shadowy dreams of the past. At length these
vanished and. in their stead, arose a giant, whose very rudeness and overhearing
rilled us with awe. He held in his hand a huge scroll, and when he spoke in his
thundering tones we knew that it was none other than the grim monster "Mili-
tary." who had crushed us and bruised ns for wellnigh four long years.
Our hearts sank within us as he paused, then began: "Young men. it becomes
my painful duty to read the contents of this scroll and. in the fear of my Maker.
I dare not flinch when duty calls. During the four short years of your life at (Mem-
son you have accumulated and again I kiss the Holy Hook
—
one hundred thirteen
thousand, five hundredfifty-J'our demerits; served one million seven hundred and twenty-
tiro thousand five hundred ninety confinements — seventy-seven and one half years.
and squandered nine hundred fifty-nine golden hours. Von have spent eight thousand
119
til
hours in the Hospital, where you consumed seven hundred thousand Pills." He disap-
peared ere he had Bcareely finished the gigantic statement, and we were left to look
.-it each oi her in bewilderment
.
\-.iin the writhing, formless things appeared, but as the nervous movements
dragged on, their bodies assumed the shape of -I K-t-p. swine, fowls, etc. They
commenced tramping over lli<' stage, which was strewn with groaning grist, flour.
beans, potatoes and other eatables. The scene changed and we beheld a herd of
cattle, seven thousand fifty-six strong, coming down from the mountain.
\- their forms drew nearer, their lowing and tramping became distinctly
audible. Coming on, they entered the stage with all their vasl hosts already
assembled, and all of one accord made obeisance to a giant monster who bolted
out in front of us. This giant also held in his hand a scroll, from which he read:
"Upon sworn oath do I hereby charge you Class of '12 with the blood of all these
living things 1 have shown you. You alone are guilty; it i- you who have con-
sumed these things: One hundred tons of lard; one hundred fifty barrels of sugar;
thirtij thousand pounds of chicken ; forty-five thousand pounds of turkey; tiro thousand
fire hundred dozen gallons of peaches; tiro thousand five hundred dozen gallons of
pears; fifty-seven thousand dozen gallons of tomatoes; fifty-seven thousand dozen
hunches of bananas; twenty-five thousand pounds of raisins; fire thousand sacks
of rice; fire thousand hoi/s; twenty-five thousand sheep; ten thousand bushels of
beans; eleven thousand eight barrels of flour; tiro thousand si.r hundred pounds
mince-meat; tiro thousand pounds of prunes; tiro thousand five hundred sucks of
grist; three million bushels of street potatoes; tiro hundred forty thousand Jin
hundred bushels of I risli potatoes; fifty thousand pounds of hams; five hundred forty
thousand gallons of syrup; seven thousand fifty-six head of cattle; nine hundred seven
thousand tiro hundred gallons of milk, and nine thousand four hundred gallons of
coffee.'
'
When he finished, a weird shriek came from the throats of the animals assem-
bled on the stage. We almost started from our seats in terror, hut were held down
by some unknown power. Then the animals began leaving the stage, one by one.
When the last one had disappeared, the great giant came forward and broke the
uncomfortable silence with this challenge:
"And now. Class '12, I dare you challenge the truth of my statements. My
number- are based upon figures taken from the book of the Steward. Are you
guilty <>r not guilty? I hold your future destiny in my hands."
"Oh! ha' ha! ha! ha' Not a joke I have had on you dickenses!' \N e looked
and -aw "Shortic" wabbling from behind the curtain: lint it'- true, though,
boy-, and not a one of you can deny that you have eaten Clem-on College out of
a home! ha ! ha ! ha ! ha ! Vol a joke I had on you ! You gel -cm red nearly to death
at VOt VOU have done cat' ha! ha! ha'
I N)
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AT
CLEMSON
The Morning Sun had risen high,
When, waking with a start and sigh,
.1 Senior Private learned (hat he
Had slept quite throughout Reveille.
IT dressed himself and bathed his face
Made n /> his bed with skill and grace;
linn, waiting for the breakfast bell,
lie yawned a long-drawn,
It's Sunday!
Well! ireII! weII!
lie found the breakfast ill prepared,
Yet willingly of it he shared.
And, drifting to his room again,
There, sealed on the window main.
Hi wondered what such stillness meant.
If on some prank the world was bent
When sweetly from across the ma//
The little church bell seemed to say:
" It's Sunday.
"
The Barracks bell then rent the air.
And bade the sick ones idl repair
'To "Doc's" own <>(li<-e o'er tin 1 way,
Where nils by tons are stored aieap.
Guard Mount. Sunday School and Church
162
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Seemed (/one in but a single lurch.
The dinner followed. "What? Desert?"
"117///, yes," they answered with a spurt,
" It's Sunday.
"
Then basking in the sun air/tile.
Hi pondered on this Clcmson style;
/It wondered how that in a land
Where freedom rules on every hand
A fellow mn.sf endure this fuss.
Get "hossed" by any little cuss.
His wrath rolled up at such abuse—
"But, hold!" says he, "Hang out your truce
" It's Sunday.
"
Of all the afternoons he knew,
This for him was far most blue.
For on this 1 1 oil) Sabbath Dai/.
He served confinements —for to pay
The unsophisticated fee
Of having slept through Reveille.
Was there a frown upon his face?
Oli. no! This never is the case
On Sunday
The afternoon in its great flight
dare barely lime for him to write
A letter home—though not defer
The one to—er—er—well, to Her!
Retreat; then supper; Bible (/roups;
Consumed the other time in swoops.
Then off to bed, and sicepint/ sound
Till ear/// mom—when, lo! he found
'Twos Monday.
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EVENING POST
An Inevit able Weekly
Found f4 A: D 1 i8q3 byT. Q.Donaldson
FEB. 3, HU2 5 EXTKAS
Bieaoqimrtcrs (turps of (Carets,
con finenent^
£omtamidant'» Office.
Clemson College, S C, Jan. 5, 1912.
Oeneral Order No 35,
The roll call of the Staff, Pan*, and Companies Till hero^-
aftef be made from printed rosters.
rorjiwiinc Tith the nam-; of the senior serjjoant
-
, the first
sergeant Till call the nana o.
: aaoh &«« iii <-hc ..cc<pany ir. a
deliberate mannex, placing a check against the nana of overy
cadet net actually present and in ranka, whether cadet is absent
^y authority or not.
Captains of the companies or the senior officer present
Till be responsible for the attendance of lieutenants at for-
mations and Till 3ign and deliver in person, lists to the Offi-
cer of the T5ay in reporting the company.
BY ORDER OP CAPTATN STOKES,




THE SATX/KDAy; EVEJV IMG TOST
jUlicoriahs
A Good System
The recent introduction of the check-roll
system al each formation was received with
in in li applause by the students. The Senior
Privates were especiallj delighted al this fine
feature We tliink thai it i- splendid that now
we have a system by which everybody is forced
to attend each formation especially reveille.
It is a great blessing that the imposing privi-
leges generally taken by the Senior Privates
have been done awaj with. Every one is offering
a prayer <>f thanks that the < "< »1 1<-^«- authori-
ties have had the backbone t < stand up fur ;m«l
'ntroduce such a perfect system!
A College Museum
During the past year a large collection of
assorted material has been accumulated in the
quartermaster's department. Thi-> collection
js comprised of oil stoves electric irons, cooking
uiciisils. cards, dice, pistols, knives, forks,
spoons, watches, fist knucks, firebrands, bottles,
old shoes, etc. The disposal of iliis material is
a stupendous task, requiring much time and
expenditure <>f thought and money. We think
that a good way to dispose of this material
would he to tit up a museum with it calling
this museum "A Collection of Illegitimates,
Collected at Clemson College During the Ses-
sion of 1911-'12." A small admission fee might
l»e charged bj the keepers of the relic room to
cover the large expense and fatigue necessarily
involved in making this collection. It is said
that the collectors were often in perilous posi-
tions w hili' securing the relics.
A Balanced Ration
We recentlj heard many comments .hi the
tine fare thai the student bod] is receiving in
the mess-hall. The College authorities are
conducting a series of tests ;is to what foods go
to make a balanced, nutritive ration most eco
nomically. Several very remarkable results
have been attained; chief among them was the
disproval of the old proverb that man can-
not live upon bread alone they have proved be-
yond a shadow of a doiilit 1 1 1 : t this is possible.
The method of procedure w i» to feed
bread and in small quantities, the other food
in such a condition that no one could eat
it They found that tin- students ate the bread
ravenously and with relish, leaving tlie other
things alone. < 'lose observation was kept during
the experiments, and thej found that the boys as
a whole grew fat and kept in good condition.
We heartily commend the attitude of the boys
during these experiments; thev looked upon it
from the scientific viewpoint, and were ready
to offer themselves as a living sacrifice, and die
as martyrs to a scientific cause.
A Beautiful Campus
We have a Campus beautiful by nature, hut it
can be easily improved. Dame Nature has done
a ^ood job, hut "Doe" Lewis is beating the
Old Lady at her own game. We, however,
stand in awe at the huge undertaking of moving
si much (hit from one spot .in I putting it on
another, then moving it link again. This gives
the convicts something to do, and we believe
that thev should he kept busy all (he time. The
method of leaving parts of the Campus all torn
up for a long perioil probably seems peculiar
at first to those who haven'i given the matter
deep thought. We have III ide thorough inv esti-
mations into this matter and hive arrived at the
conclusion that it is done for its psychological
effect. An old eyesore suddenly beautified
appears very beautiful indeed the contrast
being so great. This fait is employed in tin- land-
scape gardening and Campus engineering prac-
ticed on our Campus. Favorable comment has
been heard from all sides, and we agree with
those whose artistic sense has been so highly
developed that the improvement is -truly great.
A Deep Subject
The recent announcement that a Course in
the study of negro life was open to a limited
UUmber of students created a ureal hullahalloo
and came near causing a riot. While there was
some cause for such action, we must condemn
the students for acting in such a boisterous
manner while applying for membership to the
classes The introduction of this subject created
a great deal of discussion on the Hill however.
the majoritv seem to he in favor of studying
the subject. We are greatly in favor of it our-
selves, but must admit that it his its "dark'"
sides.
II, I,
THE SATVRTiAy EVEJVIJVG TOST
WHO'S WHO—AJVT) WHy
The Stranger
When the students first
returned i«> Clemson in the
fall of 1911, they ooticed
a tall, erect, good-looking
stranger walking aboul tlie
campus. This stranger's
Napoleonic air and stern
expression rather awed one
at first. They could not
place bun among the old
college authorities. Some
said that he was the new
sergeant who was to take
care of the guns and the
college property.' hut such
a good-looking man would
scarcely take a job of that
kind.
"Who is that duck, any-
how?" the question soon
arose.
"Why. he is Sam Duck-
ett." was the forthcoming
reply.
"Well, who in the diek-
ens is Sam Duckett?"
"Sam Duckett ! You never
heard of Sam Duckett. the
great football player of the
Citadel!' Man. wake up!"
"Well, what is he doing up here?"
"Oh. he is the new Assistant Commandant."
"(ice. don't you know that this place will
be military this year. We sure had better
brace up if we want to stay out of confinements!"
Thus Cap't Duckett made his debut at Clem-
son Since then, all the hoys have come to
the conclusion that all his stern looks were
largely bluff, and that he doesn't mean anything
serious. However, if you sec him coming, you
had better throw down your cigarette at once.
lie says that Mils Owens is the only one that
he can't catch, as Bus has a. peculiar trick of
hiding it. ('apt Duckett doesn't believe, of
course, that anyone should smok<—except
himself.
His Career in College Work
When he first entered college, he had in view
a military career. That is why he selected the
Citadel. He lived up to his ideals at college
by graduating as first ranking captain. After
graduation, he looked around for a place in
which to further his military propensities. On
account of the foolish laws of the United States
he could get nothing better than a Second
Lieutenant in the regular army, and as that
Seemed rather a come-down for him. he decided
to teach school for a year and. in the meantime,
look around for a suitable military position.
Finally, he decided to come to Clemson. since
he would have a large body of men under his
command there.
Serious and Frivolous Facts about the
Great and the Near- Great
Al'iir arriving at ( 'lem-
- mi. he si ion let it be know n
that he was an authority
on all military matters. The
boys Boon found out that
they could not fool him mi
any of the regulations.
Every day he brought up
sonic new wrinkle in mili-
tary lines to the members
of the guard.
Cap't Duckett first at-
tained fame for himself
when he broke up an old
established custom of the
guard room the assumed
privilege of the Officer of
the Guard's going to t lii-
storc during study hours in
order to inspect for cadets
off limits.
"Mr. Folk, where have
you been?''
"To the store, sir", was
the reply.
" Don't you know better
than thaC-''
"That is my privilege,
sir.
"
"Well, you had better
consider yourself under ar-
rest. Report to classes
immediately!" was the grim reply.
It has been suspected that the real reason
for such action was the fact that the 0. G. failed
to take the Assistant Commandant to the store
with him. Everybody wondered what would
happen next. The above suspicion was
knocked in the head when it became known
that he had burnt the O. O. for smoking in
the guard room. The O. G. was s king a
cigar, and every one knows that the Captain
smokes only pipe and cigarette. However, it
was not wounded feelings, arising from the fact
that the (). (i. failed to offer him the brother
to the cheroot, that caused (his untimely act.
After this, the students came to the conclusion
that he really meant business, and they all
govern themselves accordingly.
However, during the Fair Trip. Cap't Duckett
changed his ways, and we came to the conclusion
that he was a good fellow after all. During tin-
Fair the Captain showed us all how to have a
really good time and we still believe that it was at
the Fair that he began "knocking down'
reports.
"Isn't the Major General of the Clemson
Corps just a darling!'' a girl was heard to
remark on the streets of Columbia.
"Who do you mean.''' was the reply.
" Mr. Duckett. of course:
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No office in college athletics carries with it so much hard work. •><> little thanks
and so little glory as thai of the Football Manager. Henry's only thoughl was his
Team's comfort. He was always on the job, kepi the Team well equipped and savi
to their every need.
Bissell Captain, Quarterback
Captain Bissell finishes a brilliant football career, alter playing as consistent
a game through three years a- one could ask. He possessed every accessary qualifi-
cation as a Captain and a player. Hi- return of punt-- in every game was phenom-
enal, and no team we met could boast of SO elexcr an open field runner. On defen-
sive lie was a star, being a fierce tackier and a good judge of plays. As Captain,
he commanded the respect of all his fellow players, was a good leader and set an
example of the highest possible standard. His loss will he a severe one.
Britt Right Tackle, Captain-Elect
"Hen" looms up as our best all-round performer in the line. During the pasl
two year> his advancement in tackle play has been brilliant. Next year will be
his Inst and. no doubt, he will continue to excel in the position. At carrying the
ball from tackle he was seldom denied the required distance, and his work on defense
was a feature of many games. As Captain, we predict he will make a good leader.
Maths —Fullback
"Joe's" last year was full of promise. The end of a remarkable career as a
wonderful Fullback was brought to an abrupt close by his disqualification jusl
before the all-important game—Clemson vs. Carolina. Joe's football reputation
consisted of punting, forward passing and running the line plunging, together with
fine defensive work. That alone shows what a severe loss the Team suffer. -d.
Webb—Fullback
In Claire. Clemson can boast of its most valuable Freshman in years. He
assumed the responsibility of the position left vacant by Hates' disqualification,
and his play would do credit to a veteran. He gained a vast amount of mound
through tin* line and around ends, and his forward pass was fast and accurate. A
brilliant career awaits him.
James— Halfback
"Jimmy"' played his first year of varsity football and lacks only experience to
make a fine Hack. He was in a majority of the games, and on almost everyoc-
casion played a great offensive game. Next year should be a "banner" year for him.
Kangeter—Halfback
"Johnny" played up to his former standard on all occasions. He continued
his fine defensive work of last year, was a clever interferer and gained considerable
ground on his line plunges. He will be of great value next year, since his experi-
ence makes him one of the few seasoned veterans in the squad.
Coles—Halfback
"Pony" once more used what few pounds he possesses to great advantag
Hewas oneof the fastest Hacks in thesquad and added manyyards for hisTeam by
fleetness of foot. His defensive work was remarkable for a man of so little weight.
Haydex- (enter
Hayden. although a Senior, played his first varsity ball. His rapid improve-
ment in mastering the center position was one of the season's features. At fol-
lowing the ball he was a marvel, and on several occasions he was down under punts
with the "neds." He will be missed very much.
17:i
I'i kici T. Right (>ii(ird
"Tom's" initial season was an exceptionally good one. He developed into a
consistent lineman, with an abundance <>i' spirit. This year's experience will make
him a mosl dependable Guard next season. His defense was good, often breaking
up plays before they were started.
Sc btlletteb Left Guard
"Shorty" made his first varsity appearance and probably showed more im-
provement for the season than any other member <>f tin* squad. For hi- weight he
was remarkably fast, was always found in every line play and worked hard and
willingly all season. lie has three more years to play.
(i win Left Tackle
" Hop" improved with the season's advance, and at its close he had developed
into a splendid Tackle. Being always willing and a fine ground-gainer, this, together
with his powerful defense made him a mosl valuable lineman.
Lewis Right End
"Alex" was the squad's lightweight hut when thai is said, you have men-
tioned every football fault he possesses. He was the most alert, was fast, a good
tackier and the best forward pass receiver of the year. He has a brilliant career
before him.
Perry Right End
"Bill" Perry's end play was great. He possessed enough weight to hinder
any kind of interference, was in every play, and could advance the ball with lots
of power. Not once was he drawn in. using excellent judgment on all occasions,
which is a most valuable qualification for end playing.
Grai Lefi End
"Bill's" work was of the stone-wall variety on defense. He broke up plays,
checked interference and tackled hard and sure. He would be at his best next
year, hut graduation will rob him of a longer career.
Carson Sub-Lineman
"Doc" served hi^ second year as varsity lineman and played hi^ usual good
game. He w;i-< unable to do himself justice until the latter part of the year, being
troubled with numerous minor injuries. Next year he will prove a mosl valuable
man at ("enter, having had a great deai of experience.
M 1:1.1.1.1 i Sub-Lineman
Prank's firsl varsity experience consisted of some very clever work "subbing"
for both Tackles. He was very fast at running with the ball from tackle, and hi>
improvement was rapid. He should enjoy a good season in 1912.
Bell Sub-Guard
\M\ worked hard and willingly and. when aroused sufficiently, played a strong
defensive game. This is his la^t year though his firsl on varsity. His case was
one of many, where a man waits until hi> Senior year to try for the Team. Had
Bell started earlier, he would doubtless have been among Clemson's leading linemen.
V \\{ i> Sub-End Tackle
Paris lacked experience, hut possessed a wonderful amount of energy, which
should stand him in good Stead next year. He was a tierce tackier and a good
ground-gainer.
(
' \i <.n\i w Sub-Back
"Kenny" would have enjoyed a much finer season had it not been his mis-
Fortune to gel a hail "Charley Horse" early in the season, which stayed with him
and kepi him from doing himself justice. He runs strongly, tackles hard and is fast.
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Sketch of the 1911 Season
One more football season is over, and we feel thai we can say "well done"
to <»ur comrades, who have been on the f i « - 1 * I fighting to uphold Clemson's athletic
record. The} suffered some defeats, but the fighting spirit was there until 1 1 « - last.
\<it alone do the players deserve praise for we can see Athletics rising to a higher
plane through t be direction <>f
( !oach I fobson, to whom w e
arc indebted for the follow-
in- sketch of t In- season
:
Clemson's football con-
dition remained a bo u t 1 1 1 e
s a iii e a s t li < standard sel
by the 1!>1<) Team. The
schedule also was about the
same, m> far as the construc-
t ion w as concerned. Still,
there was a marked improvement in every one of our opponents. The
mosl Dotable fad about the Team was its inexperience. Of the nineteen
men in the varsity squad, fourteen played their first year on the varsity.
While tlii^ makes ;1 fair nucleus for next year, still, of that number of new men.
four were Seniors and will graduate in June, while only three were Freshmen.
However, the material returning next fall will have had for the most part a fair
amount of experience. From the class teams it will be necessary to find something
above the average to fill such positions as those left by Captain Bissell, Bates.
Hayden, Gray and " Hill
"
Perry. It is too early to
make any predictions re-
garding possible m a t e r i a 1
fro in (lass elevens, but
such men as Methuue.
Martin and Loga n a re
sure to be of some value
next year.
|{ e V i c w ing I he sea-
son, game by game, we
see an apparent rise and
fall in the Team's performance. The first game with the big, experienced Auburn
Team as was expected, was an overwhelming victory for our Alabama rivals. The
final score was Clemson <>. Alabama 29. The following week. Howard met defeat in
a rough, poorly played game, featured by our superior defense and
occasional spurts
of good, offensive football; Clemson 15, Howard 0. Florida, our newly acquired
I7«
1
friend, took us by surprise; winning by a score of six to five in a game all ( llemson's
until the last few minutes.
All the week following the Florida game, hard work was the order of prepara-
tion for Carolina; and how well we prepared can he judged better by the score
than through any other source Clemson 27, Carolina 0. Two days later we met
the Citadel eleven and, after
a stubborn fight, defeated them
by a comfortable score of is
to 0. Five days later, at Au-
gusta, the Georgia Team de-
feated ns on a wet. slippery
field, which condition, to-
gether with their abundance
of weight, aided them materi-
ally in running up a large
score of 25 to 0.
If ever a team was fortunate. Mercer was, in the game at Columbus, Ga.
They outweighed us fifteen pounds per man, hut this advantage hardly offset our
speed, since they had very little. Nine of their points were scored by goals from
placement and one touchdown from an official's error. The other being the result
of a fine hit of running by a Mercer back. We carried the hall from our own sixteen
yard line and scored without losing possession of it during that long march down
the field. Next fall we hope to increase the score, which was Clemson 6, Mercer 20.
Once more— though sad to relate—we are forced to chronicle our fourth
consecutive defeat in Atlanta. It looked as though Dame Fortune were going to
smile upon us this time when the first quarter ended with a score —0. And still
the end of our first half caused much rejoicing among our followers, for Tech had
only added a safety and
touchdown for a total of
eight points. lint, in the
second half, that powerful
and well coached Yellow
•Jacket machine got under
way. and before long had
run the total score up to
thirty-two. Never did a
Clemson Team fight harder.
The odds in weight were
too much; then, again
—
and above all—Tech had experience and an abundance of well executed plays.
It is not necessary to say more, though—as is the usual custom- we (night

















Scrub Football Team, 1911-12
E. T. l'l{<»\ < M9 i
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.1 \< k-o\. Left Guard Thornton, Right Guard
.ll \KI\-<
Crawford, Left Tackle Thomas, Right Tackle
Thornhill, Left End Stender, Right End
Barksdale, Quarterback
Gilmore, Left Halfback Brown, Right Halfback
Pressli \ . Fullback
McDon \i.i) Emerson
Substitutes









To Mini ii|) the virtues of the 1!)11 Team we would say it was an excellent
fielding, hard hitting, fasl base-running club, with a nicely balanced pitching staff.
'"Doc" K/.ell and Lachicotte stood the
brunl of the work, hut they were ably assisted
by Schroder: the trio making an ideal corps
of college twirlers. Their benders and fast ones
were received by Hates and Jenkins, both of
whom acquitted themselves well.
The infield was a stone wall on defense
and an active quartette at the bat and on the












ling flies and long hits, coupled with the ability
to hit opportunely. Cochrane, Rivers and Captain
Connelly took care of this department, with
Schroder acting as sub-outfielder.
No dispute could arise regarding the Tigers'
claim for State honors. Every opponent was
defeated, and only one game was lost—to Wofiord
—though two of a series of three games were
won by Clemson.
Though seven of this squad will not be found on the 1912 Team, still we are
going to work to make this year a repetition of the 1911 season.
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DOBSON. Coach
H. F. RIVKRS. Captain. I'M
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M< ( ow \ ( Of iiu w
( !< hi - Bai E8
Tl I'I'I.K JENKINS
S( IIKODKK THOU IS
LaCHICOTTE II IBBIS
Hi\ bbs, ( aptain,'l£ K/.i.u.
Hikks II \i{i)i\
Dobson, Coach Kkitii, Manager
Scores, 1911
M \k< 11 -27 Clemson % University of Georgia .">. on Campus.
M m;i ii 28 Clemson o University of Georgia •'>. on Campus.
Mabcb 31- Clemson 3 Erskine College 2, al Due West.
Apbil 1—Clemson 8 Erskine College .'5. at Due Wesl
Apbil H Clemson (> Charleston College .'?. on Campus
Apbil 7—Clemson 4 Purman University 0, al Greenville
Apbil 14 Clemson 3 Newberry College 2, on Campus
Apbil 1.) Clemson' 2- Newberry College 1, on Campus
'21 Clemson Clinton College 1, on Campus
22—Clemson (> Clinton College 0, on Campus
c2(5—Clemson 8—Wofford College •*>. al Spartanburg
27 Clemson 5- Trinity College 7. at Sumter, S. ('.
Clemson 4- Trinity College 5, at Sumter, S. C.
-2S—Clemson <i Charleston College 0, at Charleston
29—Clemson 3 Citadel (). at Charleston
1—Clemson s Furman University ?. al Greenville
5— Clemson (i Wbfford College 0, on Campus
(i Clemson i Wofford College .'5. on Campus
11 Clemson 1 Mercer University 11. al Macon, Ga.
Clemson ."> Mercer University 8, at Macon, (ia.
12 Clemson 5 Auburn <i. at Auburn, Ala.
18- Clemson 1 Auburn 5, al Auburn, Ala.
Clemson '2 Auburn :5, at Auburn. Ala.
Schedule, 1912
M \u< ll 28 Mercer, at Macon -2 games
Mabcb 29 30 University of Georgia, al Athens
Apbil ."> (» Erskine, on Campus
( litadel, on Campus
Tech. at Atlanta
Purman, on < lampus
Wofford, at Spartanburg
Newberry, at Newberry
College of Charleston, on Campus
South Carolina Presbyterian College, al Clinton
(> 7 N Auburn, on ( anipiis
DOBSON, ( Ouch


























I)k. F. H. II. Calhoun
Prof. Gardner
J. II. Kangeter
J. F. EZELL .
( 'oach
. Issistant ( Oach
Manager
Captain
J. F. EZELL. Captain. 1912
1911 Track Team
Epps—100-, 220-,440-yard dashes
Stevens—High hurdles, pole vault, high jump, broad jump
Garrett— 100- . 220-, 440-yard dashes
Fi"rtick—Pole vault, high jump, low hurdles
F/.ell—Shot put, hammer throw, discus
Britt—Shot put. hammer throw
Lewis—One-mile, half-mile
Ward—One-mile, half-mile.
Provost—High hurdles, low hurdles, 140-dash
McIveb High jump
Gandy—Shot put. hammer throw, discus
Kangeter—Low hurdles, pole vault
Hanckel—Low hurdle>. 100-yard dash
Hayden—High hurdles, half-mile
Turreville—Shot ])ut. discus, hammer throw
Moore -Half-mile
K.\ miner Shot put, discus, hammer throw
(i \(.i. -Low hurdles, broad jump
BlSSELL—Low hurdles
Jeter— 100-. 220-, 140-yard dashes
Wilson— too-. 220-, 440-yard dashes
Todd— 100-. 440-yard dashes
Hayes— 100- . 220-yard dashes
Deschamps— -2-20-. 140-yard dashes
Kyzer— 100-. 220-yard dashes
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•With Mason of Vanderbilt.
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36 ft. 7 1-^ in.
21 ft. 10 ]-i in.
117 ft. *2 in.
5 ft. 7 in.
16th Annual Track and Field Championship, S. I. A. A.
Fair Grounds, Birmingham, Ala.. May (>th and 7th. 1911.
Score
Clemson J-!) Auburn 84
Vanderbilt 21 Georgia Tech 17
Kentucky State ."> Alabama Tech 1
Amateur Athletic Union Meet. A. A. U.
May 5th and 6th, 1!>W
Held with S. I. A. A. Meet. Fair Grounds, Birmingham, Ala. Clemson won;
scoring .'5S points. Auburn finished second.
I
Clemson vs. Carolina
Bowman Field. Clemson College, S. C, May 1. l"ll
S ORE
Clemson 98 Carolina l!>
Clemson took all first-. 7 -.roii. Is and 8 thirds
Meets
l S. I A. A.
16 Dual Meet-
Summtrj of Meeta in Seven Yean
Won Lost




Sketch of the Season
The Track Team of 1!)11 had the same grand success a> the teams of the past
two years all victories. Greal and glorious were our S. I. A. A. and A. A. I .
victories, on account of the many competitors. The success of our Track Team
has been wonderful, hut it is no more than right that it should he so; for the ever-
watchful, trained and experienced eye of our Coach, Dr. F. II. II. Calhoun, has
ever been the keynote of our success. Great credit is due him for the development
of Track athletics at Clemson. He will have this year the able assistance of Pro-
fessor Gardner who. in 11)10, was Captain of Purdue's team.
During the Track season of 1911, Clemson won two dual meets and wound up
the season by winning the S. I. A. A. and the A. A. I. championships; the former
for the third time in succession.
The first Meet was held at Tech in Atlanta. The "Yellow Jackets" put up
a strong fight, hut were defeated by a score of (i(i to 42.
The Clemson-Carolina Meet, held at Clemson, May 1st, was easily won by
the "Tigers," the score being !>S to 1!).
The annual S. I. A. A. Meet was pulled off in Birmingham, May 6th. At
the same time the A. A. U. Meet was pulled off. Clemson took first in the S. I.
A. A.; defeating her nearest opponent by 15 points. Seven other Southern Col-
leges took part in the Meet. In the A. A. I". Meet, ten teams competed for first
place; Clemson winning out by a seore of 38. Auburn coming second.
Of the stars who have placed Clemson so high in Track work during the past
three years, many have performed for their last time for Clemson. The success
of the 1912 Team must, therefore, depend largely upon new men. Of last year's
Team, Lewis (holder of both the S. I. A. A. and A. A. I". record for the mile run)
will compete in the distance runs. Ward (joint holder of the half-mile record with
Greene of Auburn) will he a running mate for Lewis; Ezell, Candy and Kaminer
will take care of the weight events; Provost and Ward in the high hurdles; Bissell
in the sprints and low hurdles; Kangeter in the pole vault: Mclver in the high
jump, and Brodie in the sprints and broad jump.
Many Freshmen have had experience on their high school teams, and from
these we expect great things. The men who must uphold Clemson's magnificent
record of the past five years, during which time she has lost no dual meet and has
won the Intercollegiate championship for three consecutive years, must he drawn
chiefly from the Freshman Class. The loss of so many point winners leaves places















No iVw men ever exhibited more genuine college spirit than the members of
Clemson's firsl Basketball Team. Nor has any team shown more ability in so
short a time. The Team i> well balanced. Captain James Krwin is without doubt
the besl offensive player in the State, while his brother John follows him closely
in every respect. Kangeter takes care of the Left Guard and is the most aggres-
siveman in the squad- offensively and defensively. Hydrick makes an ideal defen-
sive guard; Evans, Provost and Ward all take care of the forward in good style.
S< ORES, 1912
Clemson 4(> Furman 1-2. at Greeneville
Clemson ?S Butler Guards <>. at Greeneville
Clemson 34—Wofford -2.'?. at Spartanburg
Clemson 56—Wofford IS, at Bowman Field. Clem-on
Team
Kkwix. J. ().. (enter




Substitutes, Ward and Evans
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ERWIN BROTHERS
Tennis
At lasl has Clemson gained the place where she demands recognition in Tennis
as in other branches of athletics. At the State [ntercollegiate Tournament held
at Spartanburg, in November, 1911, J. O. Erwin, J. W. Erwin and J. C. Caldwell
wen- Clemson's representatives; and they figured prominently in the contest
for the cup.
The cup for Doubles was won by the Newberry representative; but in the
Singles J. O. Erwin won from drier, of Erskine, by a More of three sets to one.
Considering the limited number of tennis court- at Clemson, we should he unus-
ually proud of this record.
It is to be hoped thai the results of this Tournament will encourage the Athlet-
ic Association to take steps toward constructing some new court-. All the court-
here now are owned by the Y. M. C. A. The tennis spirit is growing at Clemson,
and the four court- now hen- will be even more inadequate in the future than they
have been in the past
1<> 2
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Kikby. J. K.. Capt.,'lQ
M. (own. F. 0.
Rivers, H. F.. ( apt.,'12
Schroder, F. F
Thom is, II. M.
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RACCOONS WIN BEST GAME OF THE
SEASON
"Mick Chick" Penalized Twice
for Sluctfii'K
One of the besl and most sensational football
games of the season was played on the Campus
on Saturday afternoon, when the Babboons and
the Raccoons met for their annual game. The
two team-- were evenly matched in size and
speed, and each fought to a finish, though the
Raccoons succeeded in winning the game by a
narrow margin; the final score being Raccoons
!)!>. Babboons i*~ . The game was called at three
o'clock. Each team fought its hardest in de-
fending its own goal and trying to gain over
the line of the opposing team, and the result
of this hard fighting is shown by the small score
made. There were several brilliant, heady plays
made during the game, and both teams showed
up several stars. "Guttz", for the Babboons,
deserves first pla.ee among the stars for energy
and speed. His long runs and his great energy
throughout the game arc responsible for one of
the seventeen touchdowns made by bis team.
For the Raccoons. " Dicky " was easily the star.
The great ability with which he generalized his
team and his own plunging of the line will
give him a place among the best of the strong.
quick and heady players. "King S." also de-
serves credit for the way he worked his team.
Foots was easily the star at center. This lad.
though young in the football world, has devel-
oped into an All-Southern center. He firmly
braces himself, snaps the hall quickly and allows
no line rush to go over him
Other stars for the Babboons were "Hobo.''
"Sam" and Archibald, and the men who did
the star work for the Raccoons were "Little
Joe". "Rastus. " Wells and "Prep."
The game, though a good one. was marred
at times by rough and brutal playing. Each
team was penalized several times for some dirt]
playing. The Babboons were penalized twice
because of the slugging of "Mick Chick."' the
right end. and once for rough work of "Stud"
at tackle. The Raccoons wen- penalized because
of the slugging of Hall at center, and again
because of a foul by "Rastus" at right end.
At one time it was feared that the exhibition
of football would end in a free-for-all fight.
DEAD BODY FOUND! FOUL PLAY
SUSPECTED
On Sunday afternoon, the most atrocious
crime in the annals of the Delinquency
Sheet was revealed. The finding of a dead body
near the dairy barn gave evidences of a most
startling murder The head was completely
severed from the body and gave evidences oi
having been taken off in a most cruel anil bar-
baric manner. No motive for the crime, nor
any clues as to who the murderers are. have as
yet been discovered. That the crime was the
result of foul play is shown by the condition
of the body. As there arc no proofs or clues
at the scene of the murder, there seems to be
little chance of fixing the crime upon anyone.
The Sloan-Duckett Detective Agency has taken
the case in hand, and the two principal members
of the Agency are giving the matter their entire
attention. It is hoped that within a few days
that these shrewd detectives will develop some
clues that will enable them to trace the horrible
i\rcd to its source. Undoubtedly the crime was
committed in the open daylight. Bloodhounds
wore secured, but no trail which they could
follow was found. Every effort is being made to
apprehend the guilty parties. Meanwhile, the
excitement over the crime is not very intense,
as the murdered body was only that of a bit.'.
fat red rooster.
THE CLEMSON MINSTREL COMEDY CO.
WILL PRESENT
SOME FACULTY FARCES"
In the Memorial Hall
To-night at 8:30
Don't fail to see the last act. in
which by a roll of the dice the
Discipline Committee metes out
justice.
Tickets now On Sale at
GUARD ROOM
i!»:
THE IK. I i:
The details of the game will m>t !><• given;
suffice it to -:i> that the game was exciting all
the waj through, and the small score spealu
fur tlic hard playing <>f each team. Mo player
«:i- put <>iit mm substituted during 1 1 1 * - whole
game.
Tin- line-up "a* as follows
:
Baboons Raccoons
• Kin - Q />'. "I)k k>
"
•'.!...!.. I II li. "little Joe"
"Fatbeh K /.' // />' Ki.i <.h
"(.i i 1/ -
"
/'. li. \\ BUS
Poors M . ' II M.i.
"Sam" /.' G. "Pbep"
\ I\l IS I / '.. " 1) \\ I."
Am iimu.i) l{. T. "Gee"
"Sn i) /.. '/'. "Sweeney"
" Mm k ( Mi< k" H. I-.. " K \s\ i b"
" Hobo" /.. E. "Nap"
Referee, Dabgan, Clemson; Umpire, "Bald-
head, B'\; Field Judge, "Daddi F.": Head
Linesman, A Si hilletteb.
ON THK SIDK
Pbof. Massei "I)u you sow celery seed
broadcast ?
Seniob Lawton "No >ir. > cui sow them in
a liiit-lx'il. "
Dk. Calhoi n " Mr. Prosser, what would be
the conditioD of the earth wen- it deprived <>f
In atmosphere?"
Pbosbeb (after serious thinking) "Why, it
wmilil be rather unhealthy."
Pbof. Mi boebb "Mr. Paris, what is a con-
dimentaJ food?
I'aki- "Why-er-il is a food that ia raised
un tlir continent
.
Seniob Jennings in Botam Class "Pro-
fessor, ln>« can you till tin- edible mushrooms
fmiii the poisonous varieties?"
Pbof. II m.i. "Eat them ami if thej kill you
the} an- poisonous, ami if not, thej air edi-
ble."
Pbof. M ibsei "Mr. Jeter, what air catch
rops?
.li n i< "Catch crops an- crops which catch
things nut uf tin- atmosphere."
I,ifr is >lmrt only four letters in it Three
quarters <>f it i> a "He," ami one half <>f it is
an "if."
\ I KESH s| IM'IA OF
PILLS \M) CAPS1 LES
always on band at the Clemson College
Hospital, Pilla all colon ami flavors.
Guaranteed i<> comply with the Pure
Food Laws as they are made from pure
bread.
Office Hours
S A M !» \ M
1 P \l I I' M
.', I' \l 6 I'. M.
A. M. Reclfem.





Books, Ivory Soap. Pencils, Talcum
Powder, Paper. Shoe Polish, O. K.
Fastener-. Permit and Explanation
Blanks
ALL AT COST
[Plus tOO P I -<it
( id our Goods
OK
( iel ( n\l l\l.\tl.\ I a
At (.1 BTl - (' Sll \\I\U\
Chief Manager
11. (). K UGLER,
li, ml Sal, s I), p'l.





Sri. • i \i. V \u< Th \i\
\ii entirelj Philanthropic Business.
No Profits In us




The College ti;i ~ been very fortunate this
year in having a bull dog to guard the mess hall,
Being a very ferocious animal, lu - has succeed) '1
in keeping order in the mess ball SO far. His
growl is the command for silence. The lease
which the College has on this animal will expire
this session, and it cannol he renewed.
Captains Stokes and Duckett, working to-
gether, have succeeded in putting out an iniqui-
tous method <>f roll-call, which is designed
to get all cadets to formations. The method
has been successful, a^ shown by the fact that
"Joe' Hates was induced to go to reveille once.
and three Senior Privates were in Chapel one
morning. The method—the work of two in-
genious minds will be both patented and copy-
righted.
Honors for original scientific investigation are
to be awarded to the members of the Chemistry
section. The sixteen men in this group have
spent much time ill the lecture loom and in
the laboratories, working out problems of
Chemistry. The final conclusions and perhaps
the most important one that these men have
reached— is that Chemistry is H l : l . .
Recent investigations have revealed the fact
that reveille is controlled by a trust, hut, as the
higher authorities hold the controlling interest,
the courts will not interfere with the workings
of this monopolistic body. The masses have to
acquiesce in the wishes of the few and contrib-
ute their part to the daily reveille formations.
The boycott plan does not work in this case,
because the fixes and tens are dealt out frcch
to those who try it.
"Sam" Ezell has at last worked out Un-
reasons for his great height. After years of
research work along this line he has at last
determined the fact that two factors are at
work on him. The force of gravity which tends
to pull him down and an ethereal force which
tends to draw him up. The two forces working
in opposition to each other have drawn him
out to his present length.
"Hud" Fisher has hist out. The originator
of the "Mutt" and "Jeff" cartoons has given
up his cartoon work, because another has been
able to depict "Mutt " and "Jeff" and fit them
to some practical purpose. This other one is
Harry EfutSOD who, after much practice, has
been able to succeed Mr. Fisher as the "Mutt
and "Jeff" artist. Marry has worked till twelve
o'clock at night adorning the bulletin board
with the pictures of the two characters
"Mutt" and "Jeff."
CLASSIFIED
tl.Wwted—To know What's the new;
Rialto?- W. P. Ezell.
Wanted—To know who to thank for a box
of chocolate fudge.—./. F. Ezell,
Wanted—A chance to see whether or not we




The most delightful card-party of the season
was held in President Rigg's office on Monday
afternoon. February 5th. Sixteen invited guests
assembled to enjoy the hospitality of the re-
nowned entertainer. As each guest had made
about the same score, no first prize was given,
but consolation prizes were given to all. 'I'Ih
host himself Mixed a dainty lunch of talk,
lla\ ored with hot air. As a souvenir of the party
and a remembrance to his guests, the host had
each guest to sign his name to a card before
leaving t he office.
Captain M. 15. Stokes entertained the mem-
bers of the Senior Class in the Chapel for an
hour today. Captain Stokes is an original
entertainer, and his entertainments are enjoyed
SO much that each guest wishes that he would
not have another one.
GET
Your














To tin' Class <>l 07 belongs the honor of
giving u » this work to do. It was this Class thai
realized that only one college publicatioo for
uur College was not enough. They decided to
have another; so they launched out on the sea
of trouble and founded The Tiger. These men
who founded Tin: TlGER had great visions as to
the great work thai a baby Tiger should do for
its husk} parents the Tigers of the athletic field
for truly is ihe little Tiger a son of the fool-
hall and baseball Tigers of Clemson. From the
first, 1 1 1 i - infant son of the husky athletic crew
was a Strong beasl and roared loud, hut not
often. He made bis appearance only once every
two weeks. Bach year the Senior Class had
charge of the little beasl and fed him and groomed
him. in order to hear his roar at two-week inter-
vals. At last the Class of '11 decided that four
years of babyhood were enough, and also that
the once small beasl had developed enough to
have more voice. Accordingly, he was given
more freedom, and weekh were Ids now strong
roars heard resounding from the old walls of
< 'lemson.
Then the time came for the present (lass t,i
take charge of the beast. Tin Tiger had re-
ceived weekk training for a year and had devel-
oped immensely. The (lass of * 12 took the beast
into their Control and made the tall boj of the
('lass liis Manager. It was decided that a Heid
should he used as an editorial pen and also as
a goad lo push the l)e:is| ( >n with. Likewise.
it was decided thai the young TlGEB should
have Hearse} news of the athletic events in
which his husky parents participated. With
others of the strong Staff of attendants groom-
ing .mil polishing him. the Tiger has gained
Foi \iu ii bi i in < i \" <
h i.i [SHED \\ l Ik in. BI l III Sti DEN Is <>i
( l.l Msi ,\ CoLLEOl
EDITORS
T It Reid Editor-in-l 'hief
.1 N Si Kini.iM. AssociaU Editor
I 1 It i in i i;\ Local Editor
< .1
1) T




Miss S \u \u FuRMAN // Editor
REPORTERS
.1 T LaEAR S, n Kir < lass
It \\ . Fant .1 ii n ii ir ( lass
.1 K W 1 1 III RSI \ I n slim an 1 lass
o. r \1< < ii vm ( 'olumbian Society
i: iv JOSEI Calhoun Society
T. ( II M)IXi\ I'almi ttn Society
1) 1. (
' V\\l l\ V M C. A.
m vna(.i:ks
.1 l r./ii.i. Business
0. B. Brodie Assista nl
F 1. Ross Advertising
En tered at the Pos Office at (lemson Col-
lege, South Carolina, as second-class matter.
Rate One Dollar per Year
more strength and roared louder than ever.
Another year has been added to the age of this
beast, and be is now Bearing the rise of his
parents.
At this time ( lemson mi ii. especially members
of the "senior (lass, are facing a perilous situa-
tion. This \e;ir is Leap Year; it is the year
when another fellow's sister has the privilege
of dropping out careless reminders to the bashful
or negligent young man who has been loo
nervous or too careless to sa} the thing thai
the sister of the other fellow wants him to Bay.
If the reminder is not enough, this same sister
of another fellow may just because February
has twenty-nine days saj the thing that, for
perhaps three \ears, she has been wanting the
negligent fellow to sa} She ma} ask him an
all-important question. And right here is where
the Clemson men are in such great danger, for
they have not been taught the art of Baying
"nn" to the (»ther fellow's sUter: and the
sisters of the other fellows do fall hefore the
majestic cadets Now, these same sj,ters have
ihe pri\ ilege of telling the cadets of this, simply
because lit I •-' can bedivided by fourwithout a re-
mainder. Now lei ThbTiGEH sound its warning
to (lemson men: Don't break the heart of the
young or old maiden who unblushingly falls on
her knees before you, confesses Inr affections
for you and asks you to allow her to he your
protection for all life. Don't break the heart
of the dear by a stern "no." or don't exclaim,
"Oh. dear, this is too sudden!'' You had an
idea that she would do this when Leap Year
came Don't allow the soft, effusive tones of
the maiden to so distract your mind that you
cannot give her an answer that comes from
serious deliberation; hut think seriously for a
while, and then tell her to "go ask papa."
Then hut of course you should not give your
father the tip to refuse for you if the father
refuses to allow her to become your protection,
don't allow yourself to rtra} olf in the fields,
where she may swoop down upon you in her
aeroplane and hear you awa\ with her to the
home of 8 minister. The romantic up-to-date
jjirl is likel} to hear you away during this Leap
Year; therefore, the thing for you to do is to
watch for the danger.
Now. these warnings are for a purpose, for
there is more than one maiden who is romantic
and beautiful; so. if you become too much
enraptured with the first one that you meet,
perhaps you won't see the others There are
other chain's You will not always he bashful,
negligent or careless Vw.iit your time, make
yourself think that, because there are :!(iti days
in 1912, that it is the last year. Play far from
the peril of 1912, which m;n more properly he
called the Leap ^ ear Peril.
CLEMSON TONSORIAL PARLOR
Maths and Massages Heads Shaved \ Toe
Nails clipped. Cutting tin- hair olf of Maid
Heads a specialty. A good Stock of Marher's




"The Peculiar Sensation of Pacing a Gun,"
l>\ Ganett Lawton. A thrilling episode taken
from the varied experience of the author.
"Pig Newtons: Their Value as a Pood," by
Harry Hutson. A purely scientific treatise
given to the world from the original research
work by the author.
"Beautj Hints," by "Runt" Pennell. Mints
from the author's own method. \ band} guide
to all those who seek beauty of tlic face.
"How and When t<> Who.'' by A. Gilchrisl
Small. Treats how to woo an old maid and a
pretty widow. All the information necessarj
to one who would win a lady's heart U found in
this little hook.
"'The Trail of the Lonesome Pint," by
"Jane." A fascinating story woven about a
deep and interesting plot.
"Black Maria, Up-To-Date," by "Daddy"
McCrary. Something new in the line of fiction.
The plot U laid in Columbia, and the time is
during Fair Week.
"The Art of Living Easy, or Do Nothing and
Be Jolly," by "Bob" Sweeney. Interesting facts
taken from the personal experience of one who
know s.
"The World's Almanac." by the Senior Class.
Edited from facts received from a like publi-
cation during the History periods in the Fresh-
man year.
"Three Weeks," by Ulmer. Reads like
fiction, but is real. Experience of the author
is depicted in a most pleasing manner.
"Art of Smiling," by "Ed." Tison.
"New Theories," by "Borate" Evans.
Recent bulletins and circulars that are now
before us are: "How to Tell a Pansy from a
Tan-cake"; "The Essential Difference between
a Cow and a Cowslip"; "How to Tell a Pear
from a Parrot"; "Why a Pretty (iirl Is a
Peach"; "How to Tell a Freshman from the
Grass," and a very valuable one. "The Essen-
tial Constituents of Fly Pudding."
ROOM "T"
Office Hours at All Times
except from
2 A. M. to Reveille
/ manage the
BUSINESS PEP. I RTMEN 7





ance. Art Work and
OXONE
Y. M. C. A.
Before a crowded house of twenty-three
hearers last evening one of our own men made
a long address of si\ and one half minuter < . r
i
I In- subject of "The Needs of t he Day; a (loser
Association with Color and t kiors." In his usual
graceful and pleasing manner "Parson'" intro-
duced the speaker of the evening. Then the
speaker arose and addressed his audience in
part as follows
"Fellows, the most vital, omniferous and
odoriferous question of today now looms large
upon our horizon; and I come before ymi to-
night to ask your aid in helping to find the solu-
tion to the grave question of the present age.
That question is as follows; What shall we do
with our friend, the negro? Fellows, most of
you know that I have had a lengt by discussion of
this question with the greatest enthusiast on
the negro question that you have on your
faculty. Fellows, I have talked with him long
and often, hut the old durl'er still thinks thai I
am w roii!,'. Oh. the brainlessness of some brainy
men' Fellows, we have got to solve the prob-
lem, and my great brain has worked out the
solution of it. It is this: You Chemistry men
must do some original work and find some sol-
vent that will dissolve the black pigment out of
his skin. You Electricians must produce the
current which, sent through his body, will
straighten out the kinks of his hair (voice from
the audience: "Rather the one that will send
him to H -"); and you Civil Engineers must
take a line of levels and make computations to
determine the amount of lip and nose to re-
move so as to make them of a normal size
Now. then, who will volunteer to solve the prob-
lem of how to remove the natural aromatic
odors attendant upon him? Fellows, you must
do these things, <>r we must lake the negro as
hi' is color, kinks and all. and associate with





Qhe (Jegro [FI,ue:stion -v*-**
"Fellows, I tell yon we must help this black
brother of mine. The question comes home to
us when one of our own kitchen negroes is
skinned out of his pennies by one of our own
high-and-mighty ones. Think of it. fellows,
these negroes lost thirty-five cents at one time.
because our own mighty Sam I., knew the trick
of turning the coin when matching with these
>201
Mil I I'.i i:
l»H.r ignorant friends of nine. Fellows, mm
we want you t" stud} this question; »>. we have
ti\<- Hnitnm down in barracks, ami I
dial! teach "in- of them, hut don't all i>f yon try
ti> join my dan Tin- lx>ok uaed will !«• the
• >tn' entitled: "The Kink and Smell Problem of
- itl \ll of yon will 1m- given chance
i" enroll when we return to barracks. Now let
u« stand and ^itiL'. ** Iili--t Be tie II tWi
< .in t Get to Bind.
Tin- address teem to have made qaite an
impression, as two out of the crowded boaae
of twenty-three bearen volunteered to leave
tln-ir doors unlocked when the canvassers called
on tin in
CLASSIFIED
\\ wu;i Some way to gel news Editor
I
\N wiM> \ feu second-hand baby can
in order t<> supply the increase in the [acuity
trade.- Window Sloan.
W wni> Some pretty trirl t<> exert her leap-
year privileges //




\\ wiii. Someone to give Prof. A. Smith an
• •ar fi>r music.
—
Chemistry Section.
Fok Rent An <>]<1 ~li< »•. Suitable for a
battleship. Apply t<> //
WANTED A satisfactory translation of a
Winthrop Blue Book. Stribling.
Loot In Columbia, S. < .. my rhamt !
the Clemson-Tech ganu M I •an.
in Our \>\fi cinch. Handsome reward
offered for the return of the treasure— Lit
amis.
W wimi To know the whereabouts of the
Woodrow Wilson Club. Finder will please notify
I /'. I'-'a nt. I
W LNTED To know the way to make the
world think that we know something.- Seniors.
\\ wni) The Dudley-Buck Company to re-
turn to the College for another show.- /;
ami I'm in 11.
Wanted Some of the privileges thai we
have heard so much about
Loot Many golden hours of l>l< ss
while working for Taps, 1912 Taps
\ chew of Brown's Mule. Finder will
return to "Bo Pig" and receive reward.
W lnted A position as ;i yarn-teller. I am
a professional in this line. Satisfaction guaran-
teed Ka '•••ill Hall.
\\ wim> To know who sent a valentine to
Prof. Dargan Ed. Harden.
I 5au A recently <i • sure cure
for insomnia. Apply to
**
Baldkead" Jokx
\\ w t n> A position in tin- out -held with the
\ea 1 "rk Giants Guaranteed to cover more
ground than anyone esse. "JsTof/jf" Dari*.
W wti i> -I i i~t a "lid" on all my suhje. tl
Udi .
Wanted \ " - cap in sound condition.
—
D brw" Hill.
Waxti i> A rolti
w
Fob S \n excellent treatise on "Eating
of Peanuts, " l>y Ed. Soampayrac. Applj
-
\\wim> To know leading r in
W. II. >ir
•'
\\ wi i i> A "chum.' I • /
DIRFt TORY
< LEMSON \<-IM( I I.TI BAL « OLU I
W M H: - B - dent
P II 1 Sloan -urer
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Hahkv Si Buxinftn Manager
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' S DOOGEI Editor-in-Chief
<
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TlRBKX ILLF. A. ( '.
TlRBEYILLE. J. E
TlRBE\ ILLE. W. X.





Workm \n. J. M.
Yates, L. F.
Zerbst. (i. H.
PRISIDINIS CALHOUN LITI-KMO M)( II n
Calhoun Society Group
President—First Quarter




























































Row ell, X. K.
Richards, W. P.
Seal, J. F.













































Milky. J. Sanders, I). I).
McCrary, O. F. Smoak, R. R.
McBride, .J. N. Tarrant, L. R.
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STAII 1 N 1 OMOLOGISTS OFFICE
Specimen Examination Questions
1 . Calculate the annual rate of increase of thesapof a two-year persimmon
tree growing in a mud bank. Express answer in irill-.
J . Kind the amount of energy expended by a brown -j>otted pig in rooting
a hole nine inches deep. Express answer in horsepower, and also make draw _-
to show the movements of the pig
( Calculate the square tool of a sweet potato ten inches long and three in>
in diameter, if potato grows on hillside. Express in Watts the heat produced when
fed to a black pi:: seven week- old.
i If the temperature of the interior of the earth - grees, what will
1 . de thermometer renter at the North Pole the Hr-t of January? State
briefly the average velocity of the winds blowing ross the Sal i Desert at the
same time.
.">
. Given a plain >lide valve, Erie City. Corliss Engine 108 - . U»iler
pressure !><i ll>-.. back pressure 1+ lbs. Calculate by use of this data, slide rule,
planimeter and pony brake how much steam will have to be added to that already
supplied in barracks to keep an Eskimo from free/: _
Discuss ;l t length the effect, cost, advisability and importance of feed-
ing ground oak leaves to billygoats, and tell it- effect on their horn-.
7 How long will it taki ; in of -and getting into a stream in the Rocky
Mountain^ to reach the Gulf of M I Make diagram showi] % - nteen p
l»le way- that it might get there.
B \ Curtis Turbine run- at 5500 H P If., and i- directly connected to
rindstone. Calculate the -peed at which the Biush-o-mobiles on the Can
should run.
!» Give an accurate ration for a dairy cow __ _ one quart of milk per day.
if -he i- dehorned and ha- a black -pot on her left -ide.
TAPS IS
(10). Describe in detail the movements made by a horse when administered
one half pini of gasoline in a quart of concentrated nitric acid.
(11). If it takes three hours for a locomotive on the Blue Ridge Railway t<>
run Prom Pendleton to Seneca i I? miles), how high is the chimney al the College
Central Light and Power Plant?
(12). Is water useful!-' If so, discuss in detail how. why, when, where, to
whom and for what purposes. Find the exact time that it will take a drop to pass
through a mud hank twelve feet thick.
(1:5). Given a certain 240-voIt Shunt Motor running at 1300 R. I'. M. and
consuming 1700 Watts per hour. By the use of this data, tell how long it will take
the Professor of Electrical Engineering to finish telling of his trip to the plant of
the General Electric Company at Schenectady.
(14). Give word for and what the author says about: "The wants of man
"'
and '"the expenditure for luxuries."
(15). Give thirteen different ways in which the law of gravitation affects
capitalistic production. Discuss each in detail.
(16). Give in detail the advanced theory as to the presence of corns, bunions
and ingrowing toenails in horses, torn eats and guinea pigs.
(I?). Discuss the economic importance of hydrogen, and give seven different
processes by which it can he converted into H2s. Express in your own words the
odor and taste of H2S. What, how, when?
(18). In a large test tube I have: H20, KOII. Fe2S04, K2S04, HN03,
(H2S & HCX) and five thousand molecules of C12H22011. Give names and
chemical composition of the resulting substances. Find atomic and molecular
weights and time required to convince a Senior Chemical of his ignorance of
Chemistry.
(19). How far is it ten miles away?
FORGE VIEW
811
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Dr. F. H. H. ( alhoi \ .]. M. Workman. Advertising
J. F. Ezell. Conferences
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Y. M. C. A.
The Y. M. C. A. stands for the upbuilding of the moral character of the corps.
IN aim is to help each and every one to build his character: to help each and every
one to understand more fully his relation to his Maker; to help every one to realize
personal obligation to his God. This, after all. is the foundation of true character.
Every work of the Association has as its ultimate object the building of character,
by leading each cadet to a purer and more consecrated life. This work is a failure
so tar as it fall- >hort of these attainment-. This is fully realized. The Associa-
tion is doing all in its power to bring the corps to a higher plane of moral-. Hut
such work in so large a body, so frequently changing in personnel. i> of necessity
-low in accomplishing tangible results. Yet the work is going on. and it- results
are more in evidence this year than ever before.
It is the endeavor of the Association to have a speaker of ability and repu-
tation to address the meetings every Sunday evening. After these meetings the
Bible Study groups assemble. Here is found the secret of the success of the work.
for knowledge of the Bible has ever been the source of all its good work. As the
men see the good work that the Association is forwarding, they realize more fully
it- value. Each year the enrollment increases. It is hoped that the day is not































The James H. Carlisle Bible Class
Teacher
Professor William S. Morrison
President Vice- President Secretary and Treasurt
Bell. T. E. Parker, II. L.
Committees
Kino. C.J.
s ;</:<ommittee To Look after /ibsentees




Ward C. W. Harris, .1 . K.
Meimbers
Atkinson, (i. I*. Howell. T. C. MlRRV, J. J. Powe, R.
Baker, II. I). Hopkins, I). R. Milling, I). H. Rogers, R. A.
Bomar, W. M. Harrison, J. F. McCall, P. I.. Reynolds, J. B.
Brown, M. Henderson. J. R. M ISTERS, ('. W. Reid, C.C.
Benjamin, R. M. Jeffords, S. E. McCONNEL, II. S. Reid, DA.
Bennett, C. G. Johnson. J. B. McCreary, 0. F. Richards, J. P.
Chappel, J. H. Jackson, R. McEachern, E. II . Rivers, T. II.
Cook. H. P. Lawhorn, G. J. Osborne, F. Robinson, R.
Crouch, M. Lemmon, 1). (i. Parks. J. H. Stewart. R. B.
Dupre, J. S. Long, S. ('. Pate, E. II. Stribling, F. I).
Foster. S. W. Masters, M. K. Perrin, J. W. Usher, A. B.
Hall. .I. I). Martin. S. J. Ponds. II. B. Wright, C. K.
IIlTTO, S. W. McMillan, W. L. Polk. C. II. Wolf. J. T.
Haddon, T. C. McKeown, H. S. Pork. R. R. Vaughan, C. L.
Hill. T. C. M< Aliiany, T. D. Pennel, R. E. Winters, E.
Warp . c. W.
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Student Press Association
.1. M. WORKM W President




c. M . Anderson T. ('. Gentry (;. E. Frick
F. IJ. Hi Ti '
»
E. M". Byrd c. E. Stoudemire
P. Gilbert A. .1. K\ ws N . I\. ROWELL
M . K. Smith II A. Ad IMS F. M. Mallette
II. S. McGee w . (i. R IG8DALE w . W. Herbert
II M. Cm u (;. 1*. IloiTM W .1. (i. Todd
('. p. y<>i m w> F. S. Johnston H. (i. Kennedy
II (i. \\o\ L8TON J. N. McBride R. W. (i IlLPHIN
II. W. Bristol A. R. Ward 1.. ( '. GlLSTB VI'
B. B< «TIC T. ('. Haddon B. d. Field
\Y . L. < !lark R. F. I'l.MKH w . W. Padgett
w . 1) Banks .1. 1). Mll.KV II L. Parker
F. \\ . R. . N -< >N A. (i. S\i \i.i. 1) I). Tinsi \ i
(, II. 1, \< iik or ri. W . E. B<>\\ i as .1. P. .1 l.i i i;
c. S. Patrick A. M. Trotter .1. P. Thor \->
V. B. Wright K. E. Hall A. ( '. Tl Kiii.\ ii.i.i;
R. A. Alex indeh .1. ( i. II \KR1S .1. Y. S( HI (.(.-






The parlor sofa held the twain
Miranda and her lovesick swain,
Heandshe
15 n t hark! a step ii|>on the stair
—
And papa finds them sitting there
—
He and -he
We laugh at our professor's jokes.
No matter what they be;
Not because we think them Funny,
Hut just for policy.
Moth hoys had been rude to their mother, who
put them early to bed, with stern promises
about father. Later, the restless lads heard
father's step in the lower hall and were more
than ever uneasy.
" I'm goin' ter pertend I'm asleep. " said Willie.
"I'm not.'' said practical Maurice. "I'm
going to get up and put something on."
"Mention the name of some well known
Greek," said the teacher of a juvenile class in
history.





"I don't know the rest of his name, ma'am.
lie comes around to our house even' Thursday
with bananas and oranges."
M.vud—"Do tell me, Alice, did Charley go
down on hi- knees to you when he proposed?"
Alice—"Nonsense! Why. how could he
have gone down on his knees to me? Why, I—
s
well, where do you suppose I was. anyway?"
"Apples wuz de cause er <le fall er Adam,
wuzn't they?"
" N es—apples and peaches. "
" Peaches?"
"Ter be sho'. Las' Sunday I heard de ol'
deacon say dat Eve -ho' WUZ a peach!
When a minister marrying a negro couple
started to ask the woman. "Do you take this
man for better orfor worse? " the woman startled
the clergyman by blurting out: "No. judge. I
wants him jest as he is. If he gits any better
he'll die, ami if he gits any wuss I'll kill him
myself."
*'I have a terrible cold." he complained.
"My head feels all stopped up."
"Have you tried a vacuum cleaner?' she
queried sweetly.
Professoh—"Mr. P- . construct a sentence
using the word each.
"
Student—"Professor, does your head each?"
I'm si i iw "What are you doing in thai tub'
You'll catch your death."
Patient- "But, doctor, didn't you tell me
to take the pills in water?"
CHINAMAN—"You tella nie where railroad
depot?"
Citizen—"What's the matter. John, lost?"
Chinaman—"No! Me here. Depot lost."
"Did you know Mrs. Cohen had a hobble
skirt on today?"
"Yes, I asked her how -he was feeling and she
said she couldn't kick."
A prominent man called to condole with a
lady on the death of her husband and concluded
by saying: "Did he leave you much'"







1 cs of football mm remind as
w .in bock and knoi
\ •• hind of
tprint » OO atn>t her'* ii. j
Went - • football game.
Thought I could play tin- nmr;
I .mi writing t Ju~ froti
" Dili \ mi hear Lb)
moaning ~oft ami low;
Hs I" 'i tiathrr
;«i) upon it> under)
("here was young lady nsmrd Pitch,
Who beard loud noting, at which
took off hi-r hat
Ami found that a rat
Sad fatten inlrrp at the switch.
A man hail l<ei-n seriously ill for a lone while,
(•lit hail at la~ - 1. When be •
- •mi- of bis friends who called
upon him "Yea I the other shore
I could hear tin- Ik-IN rimrint; to welcome m<- .
"
'Were they fire l>ell». papa," ashed bis little
son, quietly.
Tin: (ilKL- N... I don't fall in love with
every Tom, Dick ami Harrv 1 meet."
Tin. Mw—"That's right My name U Jack."
P 98 Mr Hilton, yon will kindly
outline briefly the fundamental law against
bigamy.
Bn K» V - ' >ou will find it in the Bible
nl th«- mimsln. reproving!
he met an urchin carrying a «tring of 6>h one
Smaday afterao • I h<l vuu <
^ I hnn> 1
what they L'ct for chasin' - 'lav."







"That I! Load him up heavy with '
He's -i the
family."
\ Western ; w-ing
from a broth-
a 1'ashunt w t - -how that
ismpipe has ulcerated «»ff and hi> luni>
dropped into bis rtumrii I I
him even thine without effekt hi> fat"»
thy honahlc inflooei...
- -mlily ami god m~- I don't want to lose




"Now. Lottie," ^aid the teacher to a pupil
in the juvenile dam, "i-an you tell me what
"vii -
Yea I .am." answered the little mU» "It
means e w-ith your feet toward the head
of the lxil "










Brodie, (). B. President
Fant, A. P. . Vice-President
Erwtn, J. (). - retary and Treasun r
Roll
Ai> \\i>. T. ('. Jones, ( . H.
Bacot, li. K. Lazab, J. T.
Baron, B. P. Ltttlejohn, E. (i.
BaRNW ELL, J. W. McLure, .1 W.
Blai k\i<)\. L. R. Mitchell, J. E. M
\U \u>. (.. w. Morrison, W. K.
( Iarson, J. L. Owens, B. 1
(' \( l.HM \\. K. (i. Perry, \Y. (i.
Cai sey, U. (.. Rare, S. W.
Davis, T. F. Redfern, T. C.
K\ ins, A. B. Rentz, W. II
I'.\ ins, T. S. Robertson, F. II
Erwin, J. W. S LNDERS, M. F.
FrraSmoNs, J. ( '. S. Ki QOS, -I. Y.
Iln as, J. 1. Sani «»ki>. A. ( i.
EIollinoswori h. J. II. \\ \KK1 II III. .1. B.















•I \-. W. BlA< KWEXL
Kdw i\ A. Sompai b \<








|)<>! TIIIT. J. B.
II IRTLEY, .1. E.
II \^i NESWORTH, M.
\l \\ KESW4 'Kill. \
Hood, H. S., Jb.
Hi tson, II M.
Hi raos, L. D.
Ih DRK K. D E.
K Wi.l.TKH. J. II








I. w\ r« >\. M S
Lewis, A P.
Moses, II C.




Hi. e, W. II
Rivers, H. F.
\{,u - I 1
Thorkhill, I U
Tison, K W
w ... I I
w . " >i> \un. .1. T.
Wilson, T B.
P - E T.
M4
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Senior Dancing Club
O. B. Brodii I
II M II I I
\ r i 1
Members
\ - | . Adams, H \
\ - \ II w Bacot, B. R.
\\ m es, J. A B v k\\ nil . I W
David. I S K\ ixs, 1 S
|| ,;\. |) | H \KTl.l 1 1 I
II u sesworth, M. S Hi vi- r, G J
Lai on D I La* rox, -I G
Lazar, l | LaMotte, W H
M iimi. .1 I. M Owens, B I'
P k || | Kl Dl 1 n. I *
i: \\ II ^ , E. A
Tison l W I 'Mpkins, D




1 II l\ LNGETEB President
L. R. Bl.AC KMUN Vice-President
W. I'.. Morrison retary and Treasun r
M embers
A.NDERSON, I.. K. T< >DD, J. N.
B \l(\\\ 1.1. 1.. J. W. \\> gats, 1 \\
Berry, M. I>. WlUBON, 1. B.
Boi -<>N. F. \Y. Vi )\ M INS, C. I'.
Brodie, •! E. Davis, T. F.
Erwin, .1. 0. I.\ tNB, A. J.
Fant, U \\ FitzSimons, .1. ( '.
Fb IMPTON, W. II. ( ii \ i i;i . T. ( '.
II \niii-i >\. s. E. Hiers, .1 L
Heriot, II. A. Hi reoN, 1. I)
Kin... .1 F. Lawton, M S
McGee, II - M use] r, T. F.
M. I.i re, .1 W. M ii i i ii. F. M
P. K Mn rs I'l \i;>-< >\. .1 F.
I'|<i>\ 08T, E. 1 Rabb, - W
Robi I. I SON, F. II > win rs, M . F.
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Sophomore Dancing Club
Thornhill, T. W.
Stender, H. R. Vice-President
HOLLINGSWORTH, J. H. Secretary and Treasun r
Members
Bowman, W. L. .] ICKSON, B. M.
Buckley, E. I). Jervey, F. J.
Brawlet, W. F. McBride, J. N.
Byhd, E. M. Moore, I). P.
(
' U SKY. R. (i. Milky, J.
Clark, W. S. Perry, \Y. L.
Crum, H. M. Ri< k. C. A.
Darby, J. T. Scruggs, J. Y.
DOUTHIT, J. B. Smith, ('. ().
DWIGHT, P. M. Smith. G. W.
Ehwin. J. W. Standioki). A. G.
Hanvkv. E. Woodward, J. T.
I.I w i-. A. P.


































"Oh! let us stay at home and pest,
The bird is safest in its nest.
O'er all that flutter their wings and fly,
A hawk is hovering in the sky
—
To stay at home is best."
*3l
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Bamberg County Club
1). B. Hill . I 'reside ill
('. S. Folk .... Vice-President
W. F. Johnson ...... Secretary
Members
Cook. \Y. B. III TTO. F. B.





"The knightliest of a knightly race*.
That since the day of old
Have kept the lamp of chival ry




.1. T. Lazab .
B. F. Owens
('. P. Y(M u \\-
President
Viet -Pret •/> ut
s
• tary and Treasurer
Members
Gbeen, s. L








I)l. KB, W. H.
Abmstbong, (- M.
Creighton, /. A.
"Thy rivers run tln-ir liquid wealth unequalled bo the sea."
.























Prof. J. M. Burgess
A land where perfumed breezes Mow—








T. E. Bell . President




Blacky bll, .1. \V. McIveb, W. C.
Byrd, E. M. Muldrow, 11. W.
(
' IRTER, L. McCall, P. L.
Dt \i.\i\ .i. i-:. Nettles, 11. .1.
1 1 \ ^ NE8WORTH M. s. Poe, T. M.
Howell, J. I'lflX III K. \Y. U
Josey, E. P. RODGERS, ( '. H.
Jeffords, T. E Somp \iim . E. A.
Gandy, A. P. Vai <.i!\. ( '. F.
Kirvtn, \. W. Weaver, F
I,i wi.i . d U




Oli. I)AHI.IN(.t«)ii. the breath «-i my life
taps— iat2 j|
Edgefield County Club







Carmichael, J. H.. Jr.











Asked from what country he came, he answered. 'I am a citizen <>t the world.
•i:\;
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Fairfield County Club



















R IGSDALE, W. (i.
BUR1 8, W. A.
Honorary Member
Prof. W. S. Morrison
'"And thou hasl prouder glories, too,
Than ever nature gave.
Peace sheds here her genial dew,
























Heaven's best gift to man is ours
God bless our rosy <jirls!
Like sylvan Mowers they sweetly shine.
Their hearts as pure as pearls!"
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Georgetonians
I )o< " Lachicottb
Billy " Lachicotte







" Prog" La< bicotte
"Rinkydink" K<>-\
"




F. (i. T kRBOx "Ho\ '")
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.1 ( i \l L8BBOOK
I" (i HOLIDAI
H E. I.MDI \w
Iv .1 l.i in \w
( R Paoi
\ lonoi ii i Member
I. B \> raiAN
Along the shore, ; 1 1 < » 1 1 ^ the shore,
I bear t be w .i\ ea resounding
roward thai home back on the shore
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Si 1. 1. IVAN. J. D.
Stokes, C. E.
Yl. LRGIN, G. W.
B. F. Yeargin
Honorary Member
Prof. D. W. Daniel
"John Laurens, Bayard of the South.
Was worth the name he bore.
His fame was told by every mouth










K \MI\hU. .]. E.
LlNDLER, J. H. NY.
Lever, B. K.
/'
\'i<-, -Prt - lent
v





T \i lor, (i. B.
\\ l SSIXGER, .1. II.
Honorary Mi'mivrs
Rivers, W .1
Sill LER, .1. J. I>.
()h. youth ai tlii> bistoric place





















*'No |)o\ver on earth can such valor withstand








< . .1. IIkaksky
H. S. Covington





K\ ins, T. S., Jb.







St wt<>\. ( '. II.
Thompson, S. J.
Honorary Members
K\ \\s. S. W.
N \i'ikii. .1. M.
"I've -todd by Tempe'8 sunlil stream,
When gods of old di<l roam;
Hut ne'er have found so fair a land

























Prof. G. H. Folk
Prof. J. E. Huxter
Prof. B. H. Johnstone
Prof. T. W. Keitt
"Bv your fruits we shall know you."
iv,
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The Orangeburg County Club
II C. Jennings . l'r, si,l, ut
R. W. Galphtn 1 ire-l'n snl, a!
.1. F. Pearson Secretary and Treasurer
Members
Bates, W. W. Fizer, J. R.
Boone, T. E. Hayden, C. J.
Bowman. J. S. Hayden, .1. H.
Bryant, W. D. HeATON, (i.
Bryant, V. F. Hood, S. C.
\U IRS, •!. I. Hi TTO, S. W.
(
' IRSON, II. (i. .Ii \\in(;s. T. A.
(ll MM. IN. II. I. Kennedy, H. (i
( 11 Xl'I.IN. A. II. Lathrop, F. II.
Connor, F. Morris, .1. E.
I) INTZLER, F. ( '. Kit kenraker, I). M.
I'.DW l\-. \. L. Rivers, T. II





1) R. \Y. M . RlOOE
"We ne'er bave found so fair a land
\> iliou. our oative home.
"
'i-

























"Think of the thousand mellow rhymes,
The pure idyllic passion Bowers,
Wherewith in far-gone happier times











Bl NC II, J. B.
(
' \l.D\\ ELL, J. C.
Carson, .1. L.
Kkwin. J. ().
Kkwin. .). \\ .
Ezell, J. F.
Kzki.i.. H. B.
I"i »ti a, S. W.
EIaoood, II. A.
II WIMI I . I*. I..
Harrison, .1. !'






Martin, K. < >.
Martin, (i. I).
Mi rph, C. R.





Petrie, W. < '-
S LNDER8, D. I >.
Sthiiu.ini,. F. I).
S\io\k. Et H.
Ttnsli r, D. D.
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T. ( '. Ai> \\i-
T. F. M issei
Members


















•Il ST1 s, F B.
Logan, J. H
l.< >NG, A.
SCR1 GG8, -I. Y.
Steele, K. P.
Sri i.tz. F. A.
Sm \hu. W. L.
Willi ims, VV. <
Wilkers< >v W . M.
'Sing me a song of the windy plain,
Then sing me ;i song <>t' the sea;
Carry me back to my native V>rk
The place \\ here I long t<> !»•.
"
iSi
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Greenville City Club
S. W. Rabb . President
G. D. Babu .
Members
Treasurer
ClJRETON, R. B. James, B. M.
Wells. C. W. Poe. T. M.
Berry, M. I). Hellams. R. B.
Allison. W. A. Hough. T. ('.
Sloan. I). M. Morgan, (i. R.
Ernst. R. E. Stradley, W. (i.
Truly, the axis of the earth doth protrude through the center of this city
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Electric City Club
A P. Pant
I! E. II AMI IN
a. w. f\m
Acker, K. (i.











M USTER8, C. W.




W \ raoN, I> . J.
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Pennant Club
"Hubert" Prosseb
"Johnnie" Wakefield "Elmer" Littlejohn
"George" Btars "Doc" Adams
''Bus" Owens "Jocco" .Mitchell
"Ape" Fant "Jamie" Scruggs









M . S. Lawton
President
I ' ici -l'rrs'uli nt
Secretary and Treasurer







A. T. II 11 \->\\ ORTH
• I. II K INGETEB
M. S. Lawton
15. I'. Owens








































Wessinger, J. H. S.
-
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Epicurians
Password: "Alter Taps."
Place of Meeting: " Where the ^nitt is.
Drink: "Stronger than tea."
Game: "Heads I win tails you lose."
Members
I.. N . A.NDEB& >\ Broker
P. ('. ( l< IYTON Dish Washer
-
1 . II IRRISON Maul
\{. V M mm i\ ( (III ()/>t in r
J. I.. Seal II > ad /•.(//' r
( . .1. Sll \\\<>\ li utter
I). L. White ( hnplain
^
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Clemson Ananias Club
Chief High Truth Twister Straight Face Ananias Reformed Truth Recorder
Pressley, E. H. Robison, H. Wood. W. I).
Motto: "Lie only in close places."
Business Manager; Park, A. D. (Judas
Members
Willis, J. W. (Iscariot) Armstrong, (i. M. (Sapphirus)
Wood. J. T. I Mutt
)
M irchant, J. L. (Jeff)
Alexander, R. A. i Willie Fib) Fant, R. W. (Coley
Wright, V. B. (Teddy)
Rendezvous: Room 136.
Time of Meeting: When the boys have a new truth to tell.
Object: To promulgate the science of prevarication.




R. \Y. 1- am [Ruby)
F. P. ( Crawford i Mabel
R. A. Ai.kx .wdkii i ( !arrie)
Robison, R. i Beatrice
I'vhk-. A. 1). Annie
Presbely, E. U. Mold I
Wool). \Y. I),
i Marcello
M \K( 11 iNT, J. I. < rertrude)
Wright, V. B. Pauline





I'i\« ii. W. II. Rose
.!< >HN80N, R. N. I Frenche
Davis, R. F. Nelle
Willis, .1. W. Josephine
Iti im \h. II. .1. Queenie
Bigham, I. I.. Edith)
Armstr* »\t.. d. M. Edna
Object: To find where the butterfly lit.
Place of Meeting: ills.





It was in Columbia that I hr»t saw him. I was standing with a Dumber of
ClemsoD men waiting for the "Carolina Special," which was to take u* to the end
of our journey in short, to the City of Calhoun, the Dearest station to Clemson
College. He was walking lip and down the shed in a rather uncertain manner and
would run up to some of the trainmen whenever be beard a bell and a-k if that
were the "Clemson train." I chanced to be standing near the path hekept patroll-
ing and. after passing me some half dozen times, he seemed to fed that lie ought
to make my acquaintance.
On one of these tours he stopped
abruptly in trout of me and stared. I
confess I returned the -tare, and I
rather think that I had more ground
to -tare than he. However, we can
irselves as others see us.
He was nearly »i\ feet in height and
well built. He held his shoulders well
hack and his head high. His suit was a
bright blue, his necktie a flaming red,
hi- MK-k- green and his -hoe- a dusty
patent. Hut it was his headgear that
attracted my attention most for he
wore a ( 'lemson cap.
I don't know how long we looked at each other, hut I do remcinher hearing
him say:
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"Howdy; be you going to Clemson?"
"Yes sir," I replied, "are you going up?"
"Yes sir. I thoughl I would run up and sec it' those fellows up there could
learn me anything what I don't know "l><>ut farming."
"So you have lived on a farm?"
"Yes sir, and a big farm. too. Pa'-s gol 'boul fifty acres, counting swamp
and all. down in Horry County."
"Well, not to change the subject mysteriously, hut where did you get that cap?"
"Oh, t liar's no mystery 'bout it. I got it from a friend o' mine what went to
Clemson last year, two years ago. You sec. I 'lowed if I wore this here cap, them
old hoys wouldn't know that I was a rat. I -ue~-> they'll Hud I"> too sharp for' em."
"You think so?"
"I know it. AN by don't you get a cap and fool 'em, too?"
I suppressed a smile with difficulty. There was I—a dignified Senior taken
for a rat. Hut we cannot see ourselves as others see US.
My friend did not seem to notice that I did not reply, hut went on:
"Meybe I might be able to help you out, seein' I'll be an old boy. I always
make all the boys at home stan' 'round! If you ever need any help, jest call on
Jack Smith.
"
I thanked him and excused myself to buy my ticket.
It was eleven thirty that night when I next saw my new friend. About two
hundred of us had come in on the late train, and we had been notified that we
must matriculate and pay our dues before we would be assigned to rooms in bar-
racks. Now this seems a very simple requirement, but for two hundred men to
go through this takes up several hours and requires the assistance of several
officers to preserve order. I happened to be one of those pressed into service, and
in this way came to meet again "Cadet Jack Smith." I saw him as soon as he
entered the treasurer's office, for his blue cap added to his ^i\ feet made him easily
recognizable. He was in the long line of men who, having signed the matriculation
card in the hall, were slowly moving past the teller's window, having exchanged
their money for a precious receipt. As he turned from the window, he espied me
standing by the door of the Commandant's office and advanced confidently.
"How are you making it?" he asked.
"Very well. How are you getting on. and how did you find out you had to
come up here? Why didn't you go to bed?"
"I did. I came along with the crowd. They were wondering if we would have
to 'trieulate. and some says yes we would and some says no. Well, I 'lowed I'd turn
in and I soon got me a room: but hit warn't long afore some of them fellows turned
me out again. I had just *boutdropped offto sleep when all of a sudden I was layin'
-2<;:5
tl IS
. Rat, what does you think you are
Hat on the floor wid my mattress on top of inc. and that ere little bed scattered
all over the floor. I gol up and was tryin' to get things together, when a
old boy conic in and says, 'Well, III be
doing in in y
room? I told
h i in I didn't
know it was his
room. Then he
said he'd jest
give me Eve min-
utes to get out.
1 1 c didn't seed
my cap o n t h c
she] f a n d In-
looked -o mean I
low cd I wouldn't
say not hin» 'bout
it. lie went to
undressin', and
the faster he look
Off, the la>tcr I
put on. When I
gol dressed I got
to the door, and then 1 asked him if he knowed where I could room. He looked hard
at me and then he seen my cap. He asked me where I got it. and I told him as it
belonged to a friend of mine. Then lie said as he didn't give a hurrah. I could
sleep in the w Is, or I could come up here and get Spokes to give me a room.
I come, and somebody told me how to 'triculate. So. if you want to 'triculatc.
I'll show you how. You jest ask that little man in the hall tor one of those ere
cards, and he will say, 'Sit down here and fill up them end thinks and d^ii yourname on
t hat ere bottom line." You does it . and comes on in here and swaps your money foi
this paper and t his card. But I forgol totellyou'boul that pledge he makes you sign.
Hit says you won't haze or inaletreat any new cadets, but, mind you it. didn't saj
a word crl>out hazing old hoys little old boys, you know. Now I say, let's have
sonic fun; lint say. what 'bout yon rooinin' wid me!'"
I quickly decided that it was time for me to assert myself. s ( , I told my friend
to wait on me a minute. I stepped over to the Assistant Commandant and asked
him to put this particular man in my company. I would see that he learned !
respect me. Then I informed Mr. Smith that I had another roommate in view
and advised him to secure his room at once. Me passed on into the office and the
expression on his face I thought indicated that he had discovered his mistake.
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It was about eight o'clock Friday night, as I passed down hall number thirteen,
that my at tent ion was at traded by the sou in 1 of a guitar in the room on my right
.
As I passed, someone inside flung
the door open and I saw. within,
sonic ten or twelve boys lounging
around the room, ami Jack Smith
standing on the table playing and
singing "Home. Sweet Home.
- '
The leader in the crowd. Brown.
explained that Rat Smith had
come in and tried to pass himself
off as an old boy. but one of the
rats he tried to paddle exposed
him. Then Brown ordered Hat
Smith to show us how he could
write his name on the floor with
his nose. This he did. with sur-
prising quickness. Then he was
requested to "get over a chair."
while all the boys present emphatically spelled theirnames for him in a very impressivt
manner. This ceremony completed, Brown decided to have some more music and
asked Hat Smith if he knew "Who Are You
With Tonight?" Hat Smith had never heard
of this song, so he naturally misunderstood
Brown's meaning, and replied:
"Yes; but I hope that I will not be wid
'cm another night.
"
We all roared with laughter at Brown's
evident chagrin, but heard him reply in thun-
derous tones:
"HAT! What makes you so fresh?"
Smith seemed very much confused, but
WijP^*&&\Jk %^ ~~s , r, Je^^^^. blurted out, apologetically:
"I didn't mean to crack a joke on you.
I guess my being fresh comes with my being
a Freshman.
"
We all laughed at Brown's rising anger and. of course, this only spurred him
on to find some way of out-playing the rat in this impromptu match of wit-.
"Hat." he began, "you think you are funny."
"Wal, not as funny as von look like you feel."
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This broughl the r;i t ;i round of applause, to Brown's evidenl disgust. He
decided to 1 ry an old game.
"Rat," he said, pointing l<> me, "ask thai fellow for a bath ticket."
Smith did m,.
"What do you waul with it?" I asked.
"Mr. Brown needs it." he replied, dryly.
Brown by this time was furious.
"Rat Smith," he said, "you y<> to the
Commandant's office and il*-\ me a pan full of
reveille. I'll meet yon at the guard-room."
The rat >tartc<| on his mission and the
crowd broke up, jeering Brown good naturedly.
Ral Smith was prominent in a squad of
recruits drilling the next week. When the
squad was first formed he chanced to be in the middle of the front rank: and
so, when the squad was sized up, he was placed on the righl end. Since 1 1 1 i — made
him a pivot man. and numerous explanations wen- given as to the movements
of pivol men. Mr. Smith was at once very much impressed with the importance
of his position. After he had been drilling two weeks he came around to my room
"to talk over the movements and drill-." He explained to me how his drill master
made a mistake the day before, and how he had corrected him. Then he told me
that he was drilling "like a corporal." I congratulated him on his progress, and
then he told me:
"I want a corporal next year."
'"Well. I hope yon will be successful in getting it."
'"Von has to send in an application, doesn'1 you?"
"No, you don't have to."
" WCI1. you can, can't you?
"
"Oh, yes."
"I done sent in mine yesterday.
"
" What did you say in it f"
"I jest wrote something like this;
'To the ( 'oniinaiidant :
Dear ( aptain.
I have great pleasure in applying for the first corporal in
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"Have you heard from it?" I asked.
"Not yet; guess I will soon."
The year passed on. The Fair Trip was enjoyed immensely by Rat Smith.
His experiences there space does not permit
us to give. Smith's military aspirations led ,t
him to earn the nickname of " Long ( orporal.
"
This came about by his believing one of the
hoys who told him that he had the appoint-
ment. Accordingly, "Long Corporal" secured
some corporals stripes, sewed them on and
actually went up to the Commandant and
asked tor a "drill book." The Commandant
absent-mindedly took down Smith's name ~^~ ^
and told him to "come back next week."
However. "Long Corporal's" dream was soon shattered when his classmates that
night transferred his stripes to another part of his anatomy. Hut with commence-
ment came his reward, for he did get a corporal even though it was fifth rank
in "M" Company.
W,
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CLASS RINGS MEDALS CLASS PINS
Jewelry, Diamonds, Sterling Silver, Watches, Cut Glass, Art Goods
All new and absolutely beautiful Come in whenever y<>u
uunity. REMEMBER: WE ONLY HANDLE
SOLID VNDGENI INE GOODS If not convenient to come
in, send in your mail order, which alu nial
attention, with a guarantee to please. Always glad u at
SYLVAN BROTHERS
Jewelers, Silversmiths and Opticians






















© The Secret of
| GOOD COFFEE
^ Make it when freshly
^V roasted and freshly
&* ground. Then serve
it when freshly made.
That *s hard todo with













It comes in air-tight cans
th.it preserve its freshness
and its crisp, fragrant flavor























© Purest, Best, ©
© ©









The Ice Cream. Soft Drinks,
and Home Made Candy
obtained from us are the
best, purest and most sani-
tary to be had. \\ <
only the pure fruit fli
in the making of them and
the\- are made with the idea
that "Cleanliness is next to
























x The Clemson Agricultural x
x College of South Carolina xx 2 x
irY. irV
X Ninety-Seven Teachers, Officers and Assistants. X
X Over Eight Hundred Students. X
XX Value of Land, Buildings and Equipment, $1,250,000.00.
X
X DEGREE COURSES X
V Agriculture. ka
V Agriculture and Chemistry. *£
V< Agriculture and Animal Industry. V«
V« Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. *a
>o« Mechanical and Civil Engineering. y
V Mechanical and Textile Engineering. v<
V Chemistry. VJ
^ SHORT COURSES ^
X Two-Year Course in Textiles. J£
X One-Year Course in Agriculture. J£
X Four-Weeks Course in Cotton Grading. X
X Four-Weeks Winter Course for Farmers. VV V
** COST.—Approximate cost for Board, Room, Lights, Laundry, Uniforms, mm
JQ| and all fees except tuition, $125.00. Tuition, $40.00 additional. *J
k* SCHOLARSHIPS.—One hundred and sixty-seven four-year Agricultural Si
jjl and Textile scholarships. Fifty one-year Agricultural scholarships. Value of 5J
>rS« scholarships, $ 1 00.00 per session, and free tuition. ?V
X X
X X
K For catalog and information, write at once to ss
X W. M. RIGGS, President X
X CLEMSON COLLEGE SOUTH CAROLINA X





13 "Rats" and officers arrive. "Clink" and "Me" do rushing business.
I I Matriculation. All cadets sign pledge not to engage in hazing.
1.) Entrance and makeup examinations begin. Homesick "rats."
Hi Chemistry exam. Oh! you Dicky!
1? Brother Mills delivers "regulation" sermon.
is First chapel exercises. 800 cadets present.
19 'Mo Jo" tails to flunk Seniors in Political Economy.
20 "Hats" cijoy drill.
•21 Drill masters appointed.
22 College night. B. S. and refreshments. Glee Club entertains with an ex-
cellent selection "Hand Me Down."
v2.'5 First meeting of literary societies.
24 Senior Class elects officers. Dr. Poteal addresses Y. M. ('. A.
^.> Has anybody here seen Kelly?
26 Demonstration agents visit Clemson.
-2? Campus green with Freshmen.





.1 new pair if the uppersbreak
through before the first sole
has worn out.
Try a pair and let us prove our guarantee
to von.
Yours truly,
CHILDERS-CELY SHOE CO., Greenville, S. C.
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Has illustrated more College Annuals than
any other Artist in America
PRICES ARE IN REACH OF EVERY ONE
Write
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Si I'll m mi; < ontinued
IS Morrison asks confusing questions.
."' Ducketl requires marchers to form men in sections.
SO Dr. Calhoun fixes up gymnasium.
( )( K nun
1 Sweeney addresses Y. M. ('. \
i H iiZLT> meets Senior ("la--.
:{ (inns issued. "Rats" are happy.
t "'Rats*' begin to drill with guns. Petition to attend State Fair circulated
5 "Jo Jo" gel a " bossy.
"
(> Stokes explains new drill regulations.
7 Cadets pick cotton at experiment station.
s Professor Cos of Purman University addresses Y. M. ('. A.
!) "Rats" placed in ranks with old boys at drill.
H) Duckett "burns" lieutenants.
11 First issue of the Tiger published.




Phone 27 SENECA, S. C.
Call us at our expense over the
phone when in need of
GROCERIES




Every bag of our goods carries
with it the benefits of 35
years' service in the trade
The famous PatapSCO, Mastodon
and other goods of estab-
lished reputation
It is no experiment to use them
Factories :






§| We make the majority
US of College Uniforms §f
8 worn in the g!
$ United States. 8
fii*:*
I S. Abrahams & Co. I
x x
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< >< rOBEB I nntiri .
I • ture on tin- r;i< se problem. Well, *ir. put me down \
Auburn football team arn
iv Football tiiM game of tbe season. Aubun I Def< ited, but
nol disgraced. The "Tigers" arc dear to us.
15 Meeting Annua] Staff.
16 ( ladets try new drill.
1? And the rains descended. Clemson Comedy Company organised.
18 Colonel Alan Johnstone addresses cadets. St Ices g est Philadelphia.
lit B. S. in chapel once in
SO Marcus B. returns from Philadelphia. Fair trip assured.
i\ Clemson plays Howard. Clemson 14. Howard 0. Florida team arrivi
28 Colonel Johnstone addresses Y. M. C. A. A^k Professor Taylor how he _
Leader of Normal Bible Class
Uniforms arrive. Happy "rats."
24 Picked company selected to represent Clemson at State Fair.
Football Clemson vs. University <>f Florida. Florida <*>. Clemson
American NationalLife
Insurance Co. of Lynchburg, Va.
"THE MOST PROGRESSIVE, CON-
SERVATIVE SOUTHERN COMPANY"
Insure with a Southern Company and keep your money
at home




( )< n >hki< ( 'ontinued
n\ Stokes inspects uniforms.
2*3 Stokes decrees thai ;ill officers shall attend State Fair. Did they?
> Cadets busy getting readj i<»r the Pair trip. Oh. you flossies!
29 Dr. Redfern addresses cadets.
All aboard for the Pair.
:>l Threatening weather.
No\ EMBEB
1 Cadets have pugilistic encounter with rowdies in Columbia.
•1 Football Carolina-Clemson game. Clemson 27, Carolina 0.
."» Cadets parade Main Street. Columbia, from Post Office to State House.
f Corps returns to Clemson . All broke.
."> Reverend McCaul delivers sermon.
»> Work once more after writing some letters.
7 Band goes on strike at retreat. "Jocco" loses nerve.
B Cadets sell old books to red-headed agent.
!> Business Manager Taps, '1-2. visits Publishers.







CALL OR WRITE FOR PRICES
QUALITY COUNTS
when purchasing anything;
l>ut you can't l>c too care-
ful when buying Jewelry.
Our stock is carefully se-
lected and we keep Quality
in mind every second of the
time when buying our stock
of Jewelry. Watches, Silver
and Novelties.
We are agents for Water-
man Pens, Howard and
Hamilton Watches, and
carry a stock <>f these at all
t imes.
MARCHBANK & BABB
North Main St. Jewelers












































Have Four sources of Ammonia— Nitrate
of Soda, Blood, Tankage and Bones. They
feed your crop throughout the entire grow-
ing season. The Nitrate and Blood start
it off with a vigorous, healthy growth; the
Tankage sustains it through the critical
period of late summer, and the Bone brings
it to maturity with a heavy yield— proving
our claim that
They Grow the Biggest Crops












































]«' B - ontinue to have "sweU" t im«* at hospital.
1 1 ( "lrin-4.- G - . G - ' Il-oll n.
14 Revert ha f«»r the fir-t tin
Df ('alhoi: .
l
nf the earth ???
14 Pi fess - B \ ss delighted with Senior Evans* recitation.
1*> J I - s "instructive" lecture to Hectiicals.
16 Pr Vincent _ s Si rs _ ess .
Vniiual photographer arri
I
s Many picture- made. Stoke- fail- to inspect 1»;
Pant address si M < A "Ape*"es - iing lady
—
20 1'- • —«t Hall gets "ho— Laughed.*'
-1 Pi Calhoun talks to under ss en on the subject of athleti s
1 J spril gs" review on Electricals.
I iptain Stoki ghtens Duckett.
FOR ALL PURPOSES
wifuntcijii
The above illustration shows the roof of the Central M. E~ Church. Newberry.
S. C covered with Cortright Metal Shingles in 1901. The durability of these
shingles and the simplicity of their design make them especially desirable for buddings
pitched roofs— Residences. Hospitals. Schools, etc. Absolutely fire and
storm-proof.
»\of. "Concerning That Roof, and further information rheerfull) sent oa
CORTRIGHT METAL ROOKING CO.











\< p\ i \im k ( ontinued
!\ I luted Daughters of the Confederac] give entertainment in chapel.
-.'."> Mill addresses cadet- in mess hall.
-,M> Reverend England addresses V M < \
!'. \nini;il photographer completes work. Senior- -till "flossed" up.
88 Professor Gardiner and "' Big Small" have discussion about profanity vocabu-
lary.
"Tigers" depart for Atlanta. (Old well, I guess!
:'.n Clemson-Tech football game. Tech SI, Clemson <>.
I )i « EMBEB
1 "Tigers " ret urn.
"Economics" making all around us.
:; Reverend Marshall addressed Y. M. C. A. at night.
t "Hat-" reported for not having textbooks. B. S. and Confinements!!









285 King St., Charleston, S. C.
The Cadet Exchange
The ( !adet Exchange is the
official hook and supply store
of the college and carries all
text hook- required of cadets
of ( "lein-on ( lollege, also draw-
ing instruments, paper-, inks
and pencils of numerous
grades and qualities. A full
line of tablets, writing paper
and box paper from the
cheaper to the very besl is
carried and -old at prices
much below usual rate.
The Ebcchange is maintained
by the college for the benefit
of all who may wish to avail


















X High-Grade Uniform Cloths for Army, Navy, Police, X
At Railroad purposes jV
A
X X
X And the largest assortment and best Xv v
X quality of CADET GRAYS, includ- XV V
X ing those used at the United States X
X X
X Military Academy at West Point, and X
X . X
X other leading military schools of the X
X . X
X country. Prescribed and used by the X
X ' X





I I • IfBEH ( "iitiiuml
:> Senior Agricultural^ take "stroll" with ProfeMoi Hall,
c. Professor Napier ;:<>e- ti> Columbia.
7 Cadets continue to have mumps. Big business with insurance men.
8 II. ill gives awful review on plant pathology. Thirteen fi//.
'.) The "Hussars" give entertainment in chapel.
10 Mr. C. G. Hounchell addresses \ M C. A.
II Corn judges depart for Columbia. Hooray! Big day! Clemson wins trophy
cup.
1-2 "Rats" have awful figfal <>n Number 1<».
15 Senior private- drill compan •
11 Seniors restless. Exams coming soon.
l.*> Stoke- exam. Brilliant mark-.
16 Vincent _ es disappointing examination.
17 Duckett "rounds up" Senior omcers.
THE UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH CAROLINA
The University of South Carolina has the
following departments of study:
I The < ""].i.h<,>:. with var*
study in - Histon
leading to the <: i \ H . and B S
:.ir-hi|)-. worth from I
h
II Graduate S with
cour-e- leading to the d< .
.» are
III >' bool ros Teachers, with the A B.
Forty-three Tea< • - olarships,
• inption from
tuition ami term f<
IV. ! Ingikeering, '
< I Practical work in R tion.
\ I.\w . with the .;• . 1.1. B
iikI the !?







I Ml M MM I Cr.Md.nt. ( Ol I MKI \ S I
Frederick W. Ewbank, D.D.S.
DENTIST
ORTHO DENTIST
121-23 Cleveland Bldg. Greenville. S. C.
Eye» Tested Glattes Fitted
DR. >I. R. CAMPBELL
OPTOMETRIST
Office mer Farmer> & Merchants Bank
Phone 527
ANDERSON, S. C






Makers of all kinds of
PHOTOGRAPHS






Is It .it Brsl you don't succeed, "bone, bone" again.
1!) Bxams conl inue.
80 Tickel agent arrives.
.' I Gone from here! Comedy Company makes i >iu performance in Easly.
I Lome Mother plenty to eal
!
Some civilization. I'll fi// no more.
i i Surprises Her. I m ! I m!
25 Christmas Day comes but once a year. S;uit;i Claus and Christmas dinner
and good cheer predominate.




50 Al>l<- to sil up and t;ikc some nourishment.




New and nobby patterns
in Serges, Worsteds, etc.,
absolutely all pure wool
Sizes run up to 50 . . .
Single and Double
Breasted Styles
£15 up to *£40
EDMUNDS
Columbia, S. C.
Established 1873 I scelled b> None
K. A. WRIGHT
ENGR. 1 1 III ri;/ \ 1 1 i: - / i / WNER
( '••iiimiMicviiii'iit Invitations, D Invitations,
Programs, M> Fraternity Inserts and Station-
ery, Claaa Pins, Visiting Cm)-. Wedding \n-
SPECIAL DESIGNS SUBMITTED h>R
SPEi 1 1/ "' ' h/"\ -
Drs. Wells & Dellinger
Drnttsts
Over Farmers 6c Merchants Bank





Leading dealer in Pennants, College
Pins, Post Cards, Stationery,
Art Posters, ete.
Mail orders Receive Prompt Attention
Picture Framing a Specialty
Ws
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I Ncu Year's Day another feast. Oh, my!
Cadets return. Many homesick.
I{i-::^ pves "fatherly" talk. Several pairs come in.
t Tree experts begin work. So cadets working.
.") Stokes introduces check-roll at every formation.
(i Professor rtayhill gives entertainmenl in chapel.
7 I u i^li I w ;i> home.
B Rayhill organizes elocution class.
!» A spiril of indifference prevails.
Hi Hobo seen Canoeing. Glee Club meets with Manager.
1 1 ".l<> -lo" discusses Blease's message to the Legislature.
I -J Archibald exposes Senior-, to the cold. Many go to hospital.












Gold Medal Uniforms for Officers of the United States Army,Navy and o/VIarine Corps, and Students of
Principal Military Schools and Colleges
W e are also splendidly equipped to supply
Custom Tailored and Ready to \\ ear
Clothing of exceptional quality and making.
Haberdasher). Headwear and Liveries of
every description. Presentation Swords,
Swagger Sticks, Scarf Pins, Presentation
Belt Plates, Etc., Etc. :: :: :: ::
Exclusive and Only Authorized Distributors gf Greek
Letter Fraternity Hat Bands and Neckwear <i* <£*
The 100% Man
T I "* 1
1
V. R K is as much difference in
* merchandise as there is in men.
The man capable of giving the great-
est amount of good service to his
home, State and Country, is regarded
as a ioo f c man. Our merchandise
gives to the wearer ioo' c service for
every dollar expended; embodying
at the same time all the style and
comfort necessary. We are young
men with voting ideas, and solicit
your patronage. We till mail orders.
The Bailey Clothing Co.
Y. M. C. A. Building
Columbia, S. C.
Come Back
That's what our customers do;
because they know they receive
First Quality Goods




We have a reputation based on many ye..
school boy and college athletic trade
We started. 1897—we are still at it
Send for Catalog
ALEX. TAYLOR & CO.
ATHLETIC OUTFITTERS
16 East 42d St.
0pp. Hotel Manhattan New York
BOYS, when in New York use us for headquarters.
Leave your gripe here and Bay hello. Don't forget.
-><>:5
.1 v \ i \k\ < out 111 111 il
I \ V.iliiii:: stirring Kresh-Soph Football game.
I
o
" Big Sam " eats Professor \ incent's apples.
16 Gas refuses i<» burn for Professor Massey. Wonder why?




in Annual Celebration <>l the Columbia Literaiy Societj
80 Lasl pictures made tor the Annual.
.'I lli>llix pves illustrated lecture in chapel.
I argel pract i < -« begins.
\ riculturals make "brilliant " marks in Bacteriology.
.' \ Dr. Taylor lectures on alcohol.
%.'."> Same.
26 "Jocko*' challenges societies For debate. Junior Dan
\.'7 Honorable George Alden lectures.





M.ul ordera receive prompl
attention. Anythingbought
of u- ili;i! i- not satisfactory
can be returned :ii our ex-
pense.
D
Main and Washington Sis.. (jreen>ille. S. C.
SPEi IAL ATTENTION TO
< LEMSON BOYS \ I
ie s
II / nil! be glad to hart you com* and
look over <mr >n a Mi tin ( ards
Prompt mill Efficient Service
I'm Hi nt Food IJmilitji
Open Phi/ arid Night

















There are tricks in all trades. Our chief trick
is to keep the quality up and the price down.












































Sion of Style and Quality
\\ e arc hcticr prepared this
season than ever to give you
what you wanl and to lil
you perfectly. Be sure






































For Accurate Records of
all business transaction-.
mail your pay cheeks or
other deposits to the Bank
<il A mli rson, foT deposit, and






Surplus and l'ndi\ ided Pr tfits
1190,000.00





































1 lb. and 4 lb
Net Weight C.n.
C. W. Antrim & Sons
RICHMOND, VA.
Drink Bottled
Watch the Crown for the Genuine
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Greenville, S. C. Anderson, S. C.
TO THE WOMAN OF TASTE
To the woman who says, "I need something fancy for my front porch," w
want to show our line of
OLD HICKORY
HAND-MADE FURNITURE
It is hone*t craftsmanship, made by patient, careful and artistic workmen. Th
hand-woven bark of the seats and backs is all tied inside.
There is never a splinter, tack or nail to catch on your cloth
ing, never a faulty mortise to come loose, never a bit of paint o "CHAIRC '
'WllMUl'1'
varnish to blister and peel off. Just what you are looking for.
Just what you want.
For_SaU by £. S. POOLE, Greenville, S. C.
DELIVERED Prices Catalogue furnished on request
We Carry the Best
Bath Tubs
The porcelain-lined kind that have be-
come so popular in the homes of refined
people. We supply these and fix
them at very moderate prices. We
also carry every kind of Plumbers'
Supplies, and do plumbing work neatly,
promptly and at low cost. Repairs
done at all times on short notice. We






Everything up to the minute in
CLOTHING, HATS, SHOES and
MEN'S FURNISHINGS
We cater especially to young men
When in Greenwood come
in to see us. You are
welcome at all times. :: ::
JAY -SMITH CLOTHING
COMPANY
"The Store of Style and Quality"
mi i.innun
"MY SON": Before Insuring, Investigate
The Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.,
Elmira, X Y . Od 1 1. 1909
OF NEWARK, N J.
Mi II (. Quick, Di>t Mgr .
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co., Elmira, X \
Dear Sir: It is with grateful appreciation that I acknowledge receipt of i he check from The
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance ( Company of Newark, X .1 . for 110,131 70. which you handed tne
today representing the insurance in your Company carried by my son, the late Ross < Marvin.
\\ hue t lit — seems like a large amount of money, it is insignificant in comparison to the value
of his life to his loved ones. I was not in favor of his taking this insurance, but I now realize
the \\ isdom of his action
I feel thai too much cannot be said in favor of life insurance, and especially your Company,
Which I know from experience has given US every dollar thai We are entitled to and S131 70
more than we expected Sincerely yours, Mrs Mart J Marvin,
No 109 DeWitt Ave.
Prof Ross G Marvin was drowned in the Antic Sea on April 10, 1909 The proofs of
death were signed l>\ Commander Peary, himself, with whom Prof. Marvin made his firsl and
I • - • trip to the land of the midnight sun Prof. Marvin had paid the C pany five semi-annual
premiums, amounting t<» $539.50, which is S9.592.20 less than his estate received from the
( 'ompany
The Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company is old. true and tried, and ha- earned the title,
I III. LEADING WXI \l. Dl\ IDEND COMPANY
M. M. MATTISON, General Agent
Anderson, S. C.
0. ,Q
This is my Twentieth Year at Clemson College; our interests
are the same; I cater to the officers, employees and cadets for
my business and I gel it. :: :: :: :: :: ::
I'KNN WIS
Always in stock; 50c, 75c,
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50.
{Order by mail, postagi paid'
PILLOWS
//* College Colors, $1.50
Ribbon in College Colors
always in .slock- in large










$1.00 ami $1.50 the pair











$1 .00 and up
.50.000 to 100,000 Post Cards carried in stock: all the latest Blumenthal
Poster Post Cards in College Colors ; all the famous artists' latest cards;
1.) kinds LOCAL Views. in colors,25 cents the dozen
Athletic Goods, Base-
balls, Gloves, Footballs,








MY sell the famous
" Crossetl " Sh oe that
"makes life's walk ens//."
The best shoe on earth
for $4.00.
" Trai/more." of Phila-
delphia, for style, tit and
workmanship; the all-
wool line of clothing
;
81 >..->/> to S',ft.no.
All the traveling salesmen
tell us we have the fanciest
and best lot of Groceries




We have quite a number of
customers in near-by towns
that come afterthem—must
be some reason.
We sell many other things
that we have not room to
mention. Give us a call or
send your orders. Either
will he appreciated.
We are Agent* for " Pittsburg
Perfect "' Fence, Eastman Kodak Co.,
Fuller & Johnson Gasoline Engines,
" White Rose " brand of Coffee, Tea,
Canned Fruits and Vegetables.
Our Tobacco Depart-
ment excels, both in price
ami quality. Think of
buying such cigars as
Cinco, FdToro, Hoffman
House, LaFolwin, (clear
II at mil! i. /•' /• a n k / i n.
Astoreites, and m a n //
others nl $3.75 per Inn •
sl.'.in for on. Where
else can //on bn// them at
this price? Royal Robe
< ::/nr. PC :irn::/hl.
S e n (I // o u r M a 1
1
Orders. We will deliver
them at this price.
II /// be glad to order anything for our customers that ire do not enrr// in stock,




The Clemson Class R'mu;
hi SIGNED Wl> MADE BY
J. F. Newman
11 John St. \«w York
:imi






The Foundries and Machine Shops of this
Company are the most modern and up
to date that skill and experience can
make them.
All parts are made on the duplicate plan,
and are exact duplicates.
Students and others interested are invited to
visit our works at Newton Upper Falls,
Mass., or Biddeford, Me.
A. H. WASHBURN
Southern Agent
CHARLOTTE - NORTH CAROLINA
The Man Who Reads is the
Man Who Leads
In these days of keen competition and
careful preparation, the man who succeed?
in engineering must keep hi< knowledge
right up to the minute. He musl follow all
new developments, all new methods and
everything important thai takes | lace in
his chosen field
All or your needs arc met by one of the following:
Electric World, Weekly. $3.00 a year
Coven the entire electrical art and Indnstrj
Electric Railway Journal,
Weekly. $3.00 a year
Authority on all matters relating to the construc-
tion, operation, maintenance, and management of
electric railways
The Engineering Record,
Weekly. $3.00 a year
The leading civil engineering record of America.
Covers all branches of Engineering, Power Plants,
Heating and Ventilation. Public Works, Etc.
Special rates to students
McGraw Publishing Company





"We Give the Best Service"













Everything the Market Affords
No. 1320 Main Street
Phone 207 Columbia, S. C.
We Always Welcome Clemson
Cadets and Friends
.".Ill
th* Electric City Engraving Co.
B U FFALO. N.Y.
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